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ABSTRACT
Tremendous growth has taken place in Massachusetts Adult
Basic Education programs since their legislative beginnings ten
years ago. As a result of this growth, several needs assessments
conducted over the past ten years, and the nature of the A.B.E.
professional staff, it was determined by the State Bureau of
Adult Services that the time had come to set forth, in clear and
useful terms
,
the routine policies and procedures governing
administrative practices in local A.B.E. programs in the state.
The purposes of the study were to:
1)
. Develop an administrative handbook of policies and procedures
for Adult Basic Education directors in the State of Massachusetts.
2)
. Formatively evaluate the usefulness of the handbook developed
with regard to five criteria:
a) . completeness
b)
. clarity
c)
. cosmopolitan nature
d) . relative value
e) . anticipated use.
The method of development and formative evaluation involved
the following steps:
1)
. Gathering information from A.B.E. practitioners in the state.
2)
. Developing an initial product.
3)
. Developing test instruments for the product.
4)
. Conducting an interim product evaluation.
5)
. Applying the results of the evaluation to the interim pro-
duct, leading to the development of a final product.
6)
. Conducting a final product evaluation.
7)
. Analyzing the data gathered from the final product evaluation,
8)
. Drawing conclusions from the data analysis, and formulating
recommendations as a result of those conclusions.
The interim evaluative data revealed that there had been an
overwhelmingly positive response to the first draft of the hand-
book. As a result of all of the section/criteria chi-square statis-
tics indicating positive responses, it was necessary to apply the
suggestions received in the open-ended questions on the basis of the
relative strength of the positive responses.
The final product evaluation resulted in equally positive re-
sponses in twenty-five out of thirty of the section/criteria. For
the following section/criteria, the responses were significantly
more positive than during the interim evaluation:
1)
. Anticipated Use/Introduction
2)
. Completeness/Regular Reports
3)
. Clarity/Regular Reports
4)
. Clarity/Planning Your Program
5)
. Relative Value /Planning Your Program
The conclusion was reached that the product is useful, according
to the operative definition of the term utilized, as a means of
providing information and guidance to local A.B.E. directors.
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CHAPTERI
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
On February 5, 1974, Adult Basic Education entered
its tenth year of operation in the State of Massachus-
etts. Initiated as a result of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964, Title II, Part B, Public Law 81-452 1 ini-
tially the Bureau of Civic Education, and later (as of
1970) the Bureau of Adult Services, has been funding
local programs throughout Massachusetts to provide
remedial basic education to persons over the age of 16
in need of instruction. Some programs, such as those
in Worcester and Lynn, are a part of a larger Adult
Education effort that looks back to the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries for their origins, 2 others
are much smaller programs with part-time directors, and
were founded and funded entirely as a result of PL-452.
In all, they add up to thirty-nine programs funded
entirely or in part through the Bureau of Adult Services
1Amended in 1966 by P.L. 91-230, and again in 1974
by P.L. 93-380 (Federal Register, Tuesday, January 21,
1975. Volume 40, Number 14. p 3382. (Government
Printing Office) )
.
2Karl Borden Adult High School Diploma Program
s;
An Emerging Alterna t Ive (Massachusetts: University o
Massachusetts, 1973) p 11-12.
2of the Department of Education of the State of
Massachusetts
.
Since 1965, tremendous growth has taken place in
Massachusetts ABE efforts and programs. Total expend-
iture for ABE programs, for example, has soared from
$263 , 000 3 in 1965-66 to $1,222,443 in fiscal 1972-73.
4
During that time, too, ABE in Massachusetts has made
some significant efforts to determine more exactly the
nature of the potential ABE clientele in this state,
and how programs are serving and could change to better
serve that clientele. It has been recognized that the
needs of adult education programs will not be either
perceived or met by merely extending what we know of
elementary and secondary education into this relatively
new field. "Adult education is a different type of
education with characteristics that call for a differ-
ent curriculum, course content, methods and materials,
counseling, differing facilities and for the most
part
^Mary Bodanza
1973) . ABE Projects
Telephone conversation (December,
Director, State of Massachusetts.
bureau of Adult Services, S
Department of Education. 1973 Sta
the U.S. Office of Education. (Ma
of Education, 1973).
tate of Massachusetts
tistical Report to
ssachusetts Departmen t
3a different teaching staff." 5
It was realized some time ago that a research
effort was necessary in order to determine priority
ABE needs in Massachusetts. In September of 1969,
therefore, the Bureau of Civic Education of the Massa-
chusetts Department of Education awarded a contract
to the University of Massachusetts, School of Education,
for the purpose of researching the existant ABE pro-
grams in the state, and recommending procedures to
improve the service they were rendering. That report
was published in August of 1970 by Dr. Mark Rossman,
then Project Director of Adult Education at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, and entitled An Evaluation
of Adult Basic Education Programs in Massachusetts.
Dr. Rossman's research team, in compiling their data,
elicited responses from a large number of ABE person-
nel around the state, including thirty-six of the forty-
four directors of adult basic education. The report
provided significant information about the background,
problems and concerns of the ABE directors as well
as
teachers, students, and counsellors, and made
a number
5peter Wright A Study to Determine the.
ability of Utilizing the Audio -Modular Instru c
Approach as an Alternative In-Service
riique ~f~or~~TeTcher s of MiLLL
Adult Learn ing Theory . (Doctoral
_
Dissertation
versity of Massachusetts: 1973) p4.
Suit -
tional
Tech -
r ea o
f
,
Uni-
4of recommendations . Perhaps most importantly, the
study provided a pool of data with which to assess the
value of future projects and efforts in relation to the
needs both expressed and implied of adult educators in
the state.
Rossman's 1970 report paints a clear picture of
the small cadre of adult basic education directors in
Massachusetts. They are, first of all, extremely well
educated (see Table I), almost 56% of them having a
Masters degree, and almost 12% having completed advanced
graduate work beyond the Masters . ^ In addition, they
have, on the average, considerable experience as day-
school educators, the mean number of years of experi-
ence being 10.5.^ Forty-one per cent were concurrently
employed as day-school administrators, with a mean of
8.2 years of experience.
^
One's initial reaction to such figures is that
these surely are men and women of high experience and
knowledge, who are stepping into a position well-
prepared to deal with the administrative and educa-
tional realities of ABE programs. Such a reaction,
^Region I A.B.E. Staff Development Program Region
I Needs Assessment Survey . May, 1974.
^Mark H. Rossman An Evaluation ojf
Education Programs in Ha s s ac h us g_tt_s (Mas
University of Massachusetts, 1970) p 92.
Adu 1
1
sachuse
Basic
t ts :
5. TABLE I
A.B.E. DIRECTORS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
HIGHEST DEGREE ATTAINED.
Count
Row Pet B . S . or M.S. or C.A.G.S
.
Col Pet B.A. M . A
.
or EdD Row
Tot Pet Degree Degree Degree Total
Age in years
1 0 1 2
20-30 50.0 0.0 50.0 5.9
9.1 0.0 25.0
2.9 0.0 2.9
_
1 10 1 12
30-40 8.3 83.3 8.3 35.3
9.1 52.6 25.0
2.9 29.4 2.9
7 5 1 13
40-50 53.8 38.5 7.7 38.2
63.6 26.3 25.0
20.6 14.7 2.9
50-60
1
16.7
9.1
2.9
4
66.7
21.1
11.8
1
16.7
25.9
2.9
6
17.6
1 0 0 1
over 60 100.0 0.0 0.0 2.9
9.1 0.0 0.0
2.9 0.0 0.0
Column 11 19 4 34
Total 32.4 55.9 11.8 100.0
Number of missing observations
*Mark H. Rossman, Op. Cit., p 19.
6however, fails to take into account the vast differ-
ences which exist between youth and adult education.
It is interesting to note that virtually every state
in the United States has recognized the varience in job
requirements between elementary and secondary educa-
tion, and has consequently established differing sets
of certification expectations calling for, in theory
at least, specialized preparation for each group. When
it comes to Adult Education, however, where the age
range of the constituents is considerably greater than
that which exists between secondary and elementary
students, it seems to be assumed that any educational
training or experience will do. Extensive in-service
training funds, in fact, did not become available on a
national basis until 1970, through the passage of amend-
ments to PL 91-230. Until that time the typical adult
educator had been cast as only a part-time employee, and
it was assumed that whatever experience or in-service
opportunities he had had as an elementary or secondary
instructor or administrator would suffice for this role
as well. It is only recently, with an increased number
of full-time personnel (many of whom have never had any
formal training as adult educators), and with a much-
increased body of knowledge available concerning the
psychology of adult learning and the nature of effective
7adult programs, that many have begun to realize that the
educator of adults is a distinct species. Altogether
too often in the past, adult education has had to take
a back seat to most other levels of education.
Frequently, last to be considered important and
first to be eliminated as least important, the
field of adult education has suffered immensely
to be recognized as a significant field of endeavor.
This failure to be recognized has been partially
a result of organizational chaos, multitudinous
kinds of clientele it has had to serve, and, per-
haps most importantly, the result of the stigma
attached to adults concerning both their inability
and need to learn.
8
The reasons for such apparently short-sighted
policies as those which lump adult educational person-
nel together with secondary administrators in training
and experience considerations have reasonably clear
historical roots. In their early years, public-school
adult education programs were seen primarily as a means
of high school completion for youths who, usually for
economic reasons, were forced to drop out of secondary
school. As a result, evening classes were arranged
for these youths, and those who ran these sessions were,
naturally enough, secondary educators.
In this early form the evening school was
linked to elementary and secondary education by its
programs. Some of our first evening schools were
®Peter Wright op. cit., p 1-2.
8actually called boys' schools or girls' schools,
with enrollments concentrated in pupils from twelve
to sixteen years old.
9
After World War One, however, these evening programs
began to proliferate, and take on a somewhat different
character. With secondary education by then a require-
ment for most youths (or at least the continued attempt
until age sixteen a requirement) , and with the felt
need to assimilate the large number of immigrants of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
(spurred by the patriotic fever of the Great War),
evening classes took on a characteristically adult
clientele. Practitioners have been carried forward
to the present, however, making manifest our assump-
tions about what kinds of teachers and administrators
are preferable to service these programs, and many
have widely subscribed to the notion that any educator
can teach adults.
This attitude is reflected in the statistics
relating to the Adult Educational experience of the
Massachusetts ABE directors. Almost 65% of the ABE
directors in Rossman's study had been in the. ABE field
^Burton R. Clark Adult Education
A Study of Institutional Insecurity (Los
University of California Press, Berkeley
in Transition:
Angeles
:
,
1968) , p 47
.
l^Borden op. cit.. p 13.
9for only three years.H And, while 92% of the directors
had completed the necessary requirements for state
certification as day-school administrators, 12 over 75%
had had only between zero and one year of experience
in any area of adult education before becoming an ABE
director
.
1 ^
The feelings of the ABE directors themselves
became apparent when they were asked the question "Are
adequate provisions offered for the training of ABE
directors by the Bureau of Civic Education?" Almost
50% responded negatively, 14 indicating a large number
of ABE administrators who no doubt felt lost at sea
during their first year as directors.
In 1970, a second study sponsored by the Bureau
of Adult Services, ABE Unit, of the Massachusetts
Department of Education, titled A Delphi Survey o
f
Adult Education in the State of Massachusetts and com-
pleted by Drs . Dennis M. Carey and Mark H. Rossman,
underlined the need for an expansion of services
available to ABE directors in conjunction with their
11 Rossman op . cit
. , P 21
.
12Rossman op . cit . , P 23.
1 1JRossman op . cit .
, P 23 .
14 Ibid p 27
10
administrative responsibilities. A major area of
concern was Identified as "communications" and, under
that heading, as "a need for a better understanding
of the functioning and operation of the center." 15
It is no doubt true of any administration during
its formative years that policies and procedures are
frequently changing as goals are reshaped and direct-
ions clarified. As such, it would have been inappro-
priate in 1965, at the beginning, for the State Depart-
ment of Education to have issued a definitive guide
for ABE directors in determining their administrative
relationship to the state. Ten years later, however,
in 1974, it was recognized that the time had come to
set down, in clear and useful terms, the routine pol-
icies and procedures governing administrative practices
in local A.B.E. programs. As a result of An Evalua t ion
of Adult Basic Education Programs in Massachusetts , it
became apparent that there is a relatively high turn-
over among local ABE directors, and that most new
directors come into their job with an extremely limited
background as adult educators. It was felt that a
handbook of administrative policies and procedures
^Dennis Carey and Mark Rossman A Delphi Survey
of Adult Education in the State of Massachusetts (Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Amnerst: iy/2) p 83.
11
would serve to lessen the natural sense of confusion
about a new position, and would serve as a useful tool
for experienced directors as well.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of the study were:
1. To ascertain the degree to which A.B.E. Program
Directors in the State of Massachusetts could
become directly involved in the development of
an administrative handbook of policies and pro-
cedures for Adult Basic Education
2. To ascertain the degree to which A.B.E. Program
Directors perceive the usefulness of the evolving
resource
3. To ascertain influences of two variables - prior
A.B.E. program experience and scope of A.B.E.
Directors' position - upon A.B.E. Program Directors'
perceptions of the usefulness of the evolving
resource
4. To field test a formative evaluation method in
an area of education - specifically Adult Basic
Education - which has had little if any prior
exposure to such a procedure
12
Assumptions of the Study
1* ^ ^- s assumed that all adult education program
directors asked to respond to questions regarding
the administrative handbook's usefulness have done
so with candor and honesty, and have not been
influenced by a desire to please either the author
or the State Department of Education
2* It is assumed that the Adult Basic Education pro-
gram directors in Massachusetts, being the primary
recipients of the information, are in the best
position to determine the usefulness of the hand-
book as defined in this study
Significance of the Study
This study represents the initial effort of the
Adult Basic Education Unit of the Massachusetts Bureau
of Adult Services to provide a comprehensive manual to
its local program directors with specific guidance as
to the bureaucratic procedures required of them by the
Bureau. As such, this study documents the developmental
process associated with this initial effort, and pro-
vides guidance to other state departments of education
contemplating similar moves. Adult Basic Education
has entered its tenth year nation-wide. As such.
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administrative systems are expanding and informational
needs of adult educators, particularly ABE adminis-
trators, are increasing. While the scope of this study
is admittedly and intentionally parochial, it is hoped
that its final implications serve to provide a basic
topographical map for those who wish to follow. All
the turns in the road to another state's goal may not
be shown, but the basic contours of the land should be
similar. If this study can prevent just a few wrong
turns, perhaps by demonstrating where they led us, then
it will have been worth the effort.
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations were placed upon the study:
1. The purpose of this study was to determine the
usefulness of an administrative handbook of pol-
icies and procedures designed for the information
support of Adult Basic Education Program Directors
in the State of Massachusetts. The criteria upon
which the term "usefulness" was established is
limited to the operational definition of useful-
ness as it is employed in this study. Consequently,
the findings, conclusions, and recommendations
deriving from this study are limited to this
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definition of usefulness
2. The purpose of this study was to determine the
usefulness of a specific handbook uniquely designed
to meet the needs of a peculiar population. Con-
sequently, the findings, conclusions, and recommend-
ations deriving from this study are limited to that
specific handbook population
3. A purpose of this study was to determine the useful-
ness of a specific handbook as assessed by the ABE
program directors in the State of Massachusetts.
The findings, conclusions, and recommendations of
this study are limited therefore by the experience
and knowledge of those ABE program directors
Definition of Terms
Adult : Any individual who has attained the age of 16
and is not currently enrolled in a school
offering elementary and/or secondary education.
Adult Basic Education ; Adult education for adults whose
inability to speak, read, or write the English
language constitutes a substantial impairment
of their ability to get or retain employment
commensurate with their real ability, which is
designated to help eliminate such inability and
raise the level of education of such individuals
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with a view to making them less likely to become
dependent on others, to improving their ability
to benefit from occupational training and other-
wise increasing their opportunities for more
productive and profitable employment, and to
making them better able to meet their adult
responsibilities.^
Adult Education : means academic education, services, or
instruction below the college level (which, for
purposes of this definition, means at or below
the 12th grade level) for adults who - (a) do
not have a certificate of graduation from a
school providing secondary education and who
have not achieved an equivalent level of educa-
tion, and (b) are not currently required to be
enrolled in school.
Adult Educator : One who is involved in the adminis-
tration, teaching, counseling, or supervision
of adult education programs, projects, or state
organizations .
Staff Development Projects: Ten regional projects
created by the Adult Education Amendments of
1971 to train, over a three-year period of time,
16 From Section 303, Title HI, P.L. 91-230
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Adult Basic Educators in the United States.
Adult Basic Education Program ; For the purposes of this
study, an adult basic educational effort funded
at least in part through the Adult Easic Educa-
tion Unit of the Bureau of Adult Services of
the Department of Education, State of Massa-
chusetts, under the provisions of the Adult
Education Act (title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Amendments of 1966, as
amended by title III of Public Law 91-230, 20
U.S.C. 1201-1211).
Adult Education Program Director : That individual whose
primary professional responsibility as an adult
educator is the administrative care of an adult
basic education program.
Full - time Director : A director whose contractual
obligations are entirely within the field of
adult education.
Handbook o f Administrative Policies and Procedures : A
manual designed to describe the routine business
of operating an adult basic education program.
Cosmopolitan : The extent to which a product directs
itself to a diverse audience, within the range
of the intended population.
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Bureaucracy : Routine procedures in government organ-
izations .
Formative Eva luatlon : As opposed to summative evalu-
ation. The process of judging the value or
worth of a fluid process or product that can
be revised in form.
Development : The process of bringing into being, from
original conception to final form.
Usefulness : The usefulness of the Handbook of Admin-
istrative Policies and Procedures is to be
determined by means of a variety of data-
gathering procedures in relation to the follow-
ing criteria:
a. Directors' perceptions as to the completeness of
the manual in incorporating material relating to
routine procedures of the ABE Unit of the Bureau
of Adult Services in the State of Massachusetts.
The extent to which the directors participating
felt material had been ignored that should have
been included, or material included that should
have been ignored.
b. Directors' perceptions as to the clarity of the
17 Cf, for example. Max Weber The Theory of Social
_& Economic Organization , translated by A.M. Henderson
and Talcott Parsons, (New York, Oxford University Press,
1947 ) .
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manual in communicating routine administrative
procedures of the ABE Unit of the Bureau of Adult
Services in the State of Massachusetts. The extent
to which directors participating felt the explan-
ation of procedures was easily understood and
readily adaptable to their own specific situations.
c. The extent to which the manual was cosmopolitan
in scope. Directors of ABE programs in Massa-
chusetts may be either experienced or inexper-
ienced, part-time or full-time. The degree to
which the manual met the needs of this broad
population
.
d. The subjective reaction of the directors partic-
ipating to the concept of the manual relative to
their subjective reaction to alternative means of
gathering bureaucratic information.
e. The extent to which the directors participating
anticipated actual use of the manual in performing
bureaucratic tasks.
Significant : For the purposes of this study, data will
be considered significant if it achieves a pro-
bability level of . 05 , consistent with generally
accepted practice in the social science of
Education
.
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Summary of the Procedures Used in the Study
The study involved the dual process of development
and formative evaluation, and involved a dull range of
activities designed to fulfill those purposes. The
pre-developmental activity of needs assessment was elim-
inated as a result of A Delphi Survey o f Adult Education
in the State of Massachusetts by Carey and Rossman, and
An Evaluation o f Adul t Basic Education Programs in Massa -
chusetts by Rossman, the studies referred to earlier as
determining some priority needs for adult education in
Massachusetts. Given that information and the decision
by the ABE Unit of the Bureau of Adult Services of the
State Department of Education to utilize the handbook
format as a means of communication facilitation, the
following procedures were followed:
1. All other forty-nine states* Bureaus of Adult
Services (or parallel cognate organizations) were
contacted for examples of similar efforts and
suggestions as to appropriate materials and
approaches
2. General objectives for the manual were formulated
3. These objectives were discussed with three ABE
directors in the state of Massachusetts to deter-
mine their appropriateness in terms of the purpose
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of usefulness as set forth in this study
4. On the basis of the objectives formulated, an
initial draft of the handbook of administrative
policies and procedures was written
5. The initial draft of the handbook underwent interim
evaluation by sixteen directors from Massachusetts
on the basis of its perceived usefulness as defined
in this study
6. The manual was revised on the basis of the interim
evaluation
7. The manual was resubmitted to twenty-one ABE
directors in Massachusetts for final formative
product evaluation
The population for the formative evaluation study was
the Adult Basic Education Directors in Massachusetts.
Both formative interim evaluation and formative product
evaluation took place on the basis of the operational
definition of usefulness employed in this study. A
variety of evaluation procedures were employed in pursuit
of those criteria.
CHAPTERII
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to review related
research and literature dealing with both the training
of A. B.E. administrators in the past (and present) and
the availability and content of administrative policy
and procedure guidelines for the instruction of local
A.B.E., administrators. The chapter will first address
the background of A. B.E. administrative training, plac-
ing it in the context of the history of Adult Education
as a professional field of endeavor in the United States
and of Adult Basic Education as a funded, federal pro-
gram. The chapter makes some judgment as to the effec-
tiveness of both the National Teacher Training Institutes
and the more recent Staff Development Programs, and goes
on to cover in summary the various attempts by a number
of other states to produce administrative manuals. It
should be pointed out that there is, to the author's
knowledge, no previous research available dealing with
the question of the adequacy of guidance materials or
methods for the training of A. B.E. administrators, or the
development of such support materials. For that reason,
this chapter is limited to an historical review of the
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need for such in-service support, and to a review of
existing materials.
The A.B.E. Administrator
As is evident from the first chapter. Adult Basic
Education as a major, funded government program is
relatively young. Just now entering its tenth year, it
has had to develop a professional corps virtually out
of thin air with few or no training programs of any
type: graduate or undergraduate, pre-service or in-
service. In large part, the professional staff of ABE
programs across the country has been drawn from the
secondary and elementary educational constituencies.
It is perhaps significant that most ABE programs
are funded through a secondary school committee or
board of education, with Adult Educators having no
administrative or jurisdictional constituency of their
own. Clark contends that this fact leads to a sense
of administrative marginality among Adult Educators
resulting in a general mimicking of traditional, second-
ary and elementary practices and procedures.
The adult program is expected to be "educational"
and worthy of public funds. And what is educational
and valuable is defined by historically derived
norms and values. The behavior of teachers and
administrators at other school levels is governed
by relatively stable expectations in the sci.ool
and in the community. Although these norms arose
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from and are centered around the education of the
young, they are generally transferred to the adult
school. A course is expected to have an educational
rationale; teachers should transmit knowledge;
teachers should not be too adaptive to student
demands; history and mathematics are more legiti-
mate than hobbies as subject matter; administrators
are to be professional program builders, articu-
lating and integrating courses into meaningful
patterns. The adult-school administrators cannot
ignore these traditional norms, no matter how much
they may feel their work misunderstood. Since it
is so important to them that marginality be reduced,
the judgement of established groups on proper behav-
ior becomes a critical matter. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the work of the adult administrators
must be aligned with a logic of respectibility as
defined by existing norms of proper educational
practice. To put it bluntly, the service program
must face up to the school context . 1
Such an attitude is often carried over into the
area of personnel training, where for a long time it
was assumed that, since adult education is, after all,
little more than an appendage to the elementary and
secondary systems, there is little need to provide
for
teacher training beyond what these part-time instruc-
tors have available to them in the course of their
regular, professional activities as teachers of
youth.
Recent years, however, have seen the development
of an
increasing body of full-time ABE instructors, and
an
increase in awareness at all levels of the
needs of
^-Burton R. Clark
A Study of Institutional
University of California
Adult Education in Transition:
Insecurity (Los Angeles.
Press, 1968 . p 123 .
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professional personnel for training and development.
In part, this has been due to the increased visibility
of adult educators on the state and federal adminis-
trative levels as a result of increased federal funding
(Clark would no doubt point out that with the increas-
ing availability of an independent financial and admin-
istrative base has come an increased awareness of
philosophical and pedagogical independence). As will
be pointed out later, however, this increased visibi-
lity has yet to manifest itself on the local level,
where most adult educators are in the employ of youth
educators .
Personal training in adult basic education has
gone through a number of stages, and in order to fully
understand the nature of the Staff Development Projects
today, and why they are somewhat inadequate (bringing
us ultimately back to the need for an availability of
Policies and Procedures for Massachusetts A.ji.IS.
Directors, and why the information should take that
particular form), it is necessary to go back some years
and develop the larger picture of professional training
in adult education as a whole. A.B.E. as a federal
program has found itself, naturally enough given its
title, closely aligned with the professional Adult
that has developed out of AdultEducation establishment
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Civic Education and informal, adult avocational educa-
tion over the last half century. In order to draw a
complete picture, we must go back to the beginnings of
the development of adult education as a professional
field of endeavor.
The late nineteenth century saw the American col-
lege, based on the English, classical university system
which saw higher education primarily as a means of
training the three types of true professionals (divinity,
law, medicine)^, turned into a university system reflect-
ing the German tradition of institutions having a close
relationship to the society of which they were a part.
The American University, in one of its character-
istic manifestations, thus became a collection of
post-graduate professional schools which replaced the
apprentice system in law, put responsibility into the
study of medicine, tended to relegate theology into a
separate corner, created education as an advanced
field of study, and responded — in one institution
or another — to the felt necessities of time or the
region, thus spawning appropriate schools at appro-
priate times, whether they were schools of business
administrative, journalism, veterinary medicine,
social work, or Russian studies.
Adult education as an organized body of practi-
tioners can be dated back to the early 1920s. Before
^The military, included in the English scheme of
things, was initially left out of the American college
curriculum as being inappropriate to the American lxfe
style
.
^Frederick Rudolph The American College ar^ Uni-
versity: A History (Random House, New York: 1962)
P 343 .
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that time, adult educational activities took place in
a variety of other institutional contexts, including
agricultural extension (with its roots in the Morrill
Act of 1862 and the Hatch Act of 1887, and represented
by the United State Agricultural Society, formed in
1852, and the Cooperative Extension Service, estab-
lished by the Smith-Lever Act of 1914) 4
,
and Vocational
education (Smith-Hughes Vocational Act, 1917). Ameri-
canization programs for the large numbers of immigrants
of the latter nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
provided another context within which adult educational
activities took place. "In 1920. ..the term 'adult
education' did not exist in the professional vocabulary" .
^
In 1924, however, the first semblance of a professional
adult education institution emerged as part of the
National Education Association. The American Adult
Education Association was founded in 1926 (the two
merged in 1951 to form the Adult Education Association
of the United States), and during the next twenty years
this new area of endeavor was heavily funded by the
^Alexander A. Liveright A Study o f Adult Educa -
tion in the United States (Center for the Study of
Liberal Education for Adults, Boston University: 1968).
P 21.
^Peter Wright An Overview o f the Adul t Education
Movement in the United States (Unpublished position
paper. University of Massachusetts, December, 1972).
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Carnegie, Kellogg, and Ford Foundations in
amounts
exceeding $ 7 6 , 000 , 000
.
6
The term "adult education" as a part of a
course
title first appeared at Columbia University
in 1922. 7
Fairly soon after the emergence of the adult
educational movement in 1923-26 there appeared
the
first intensive effort to provide a
coordina
^
pr °
e ram of graduate offerings. Dean James
E. Russell
of Teachers College, Columbia, was active
in the
creation of the American Association of
Adult Educe
tion and Edward L. Thorndike, also
of Columbia,
carried on basic studies of adult learning
and adult
interest which established the psychological
found
that field. 8
In 1931, Ohio State University
followed Columbia's
example and created a department of
adult education.
The University of Chicago established
its program in
1935. By 1968, a survey of
graduate programs in Adult
Education conducted by Ingham and
Qasilbash of Florida
State University revealed a total
of tventy-five insti-
tutions offering graduate degrees
in the field. This
6 Ibid p 13.
„ The Master’s Degree in Adult
&
QoQj^rn^n^
r
Ed_u£h?£n^
G
^un|iulJl^h'®crT^P° i: t: enCer ^
rSt^fSn'i^rh^r^^LSer 15, 1969). P »
Scyril o. Houle in ^du cfle^Jensen,
of an Emerging Field of Uni v e
r s
1
^ pditors . (Adult
AT AT LlTiright, and ^^g/^ted S^tes : 1964) p 12
Education Association of the
Unite
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author has, in addition, identified ten institutions
which have established graduate degree programs since
that study.
In examining the nature of professional develop-
ment in adult education, it is necessary to constantly
keep in mind the American academic tradition of organ-
ized practitioners demonstrating a need and bringing
about the creation of university programs to furthur
develop the field as a dicipline. During the early
years of development, those active in the field of
study are less concerned with the impact of their
research and organization on real-life situations than
they are with the development of a body of knowledge
that will justify their professional existence and lead
to an effective base from which to operate on the real
world in the future. The relatively recent development
of the social science of economics, for instance, pro-
vides a typical example. The American Economics Associ-
ation was formed on September 9, 1895, a result of a
philosophical difference of opinion within the American
Historical Association, and the recent influx of a large
number of German-trained economists who saw their field
of endeavor in more a scientific than humanistic light.
9
^American Economics Association Handbook
(American Economics Association; Evanston, 111.: 1969).
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The early years of the development of this new field of
study saw initial attempts to define themselves as an
area of concern, and ever-increasing numbers of univer-
sities accepting the idea of a department of economics.
Economists, as an academic breed, cannot be said to have
influenced public policy until, forty years later,
Maynard Keynes created an economic revolution and his
theories formed the basis of Rooseveltian New Dealism.
The Development of the Practitioners' Field
By the year 1966, during which Adult Basic Educa-
tion as a well-funded federal program was born, the
larger (philosophical) field of Adult Education as a
whole had developed itself to a point where there were
a significant number of programs of professional pre-
paration on the higher educational level. ABE, however,
drew the vast majority of its personnel not from the
populations of these training programs, but from the
ranks of current elementary and secondary educators.
Thus the situation arose in which the professional elite
of the field Adult Education had virtually no input or
contact with the initial development of the practi-
tioners’ field: Adult Basic Education. Concerted
attempts to bring the two together do not emerge until
the more recent inauguration of the Staff Development
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Programs
.
1966
,
however, saw the emergence of a large body
of ABE practitioners, almost all of whom had virtually
no experience. For the institutional reasons mentioned
above, staff development at first was a half-hearted
effort at best. It did, however, take the form of the
National Teacher Training Institutes. These institutes
provide an excellent example of the direction that
personnel training has generally taken in ABE, and point
the way toward some final conclusion that bear very
heavily on the needs of the future.
National Teacher Training Institutes
The National Teacher Training Institutes provided,
as their name implies, a number of regionalized insti-
tutes for the training of adult educators. They had as
their goal the training of teachers (as has been the
goal of almost every staff development effort in ABE to
date) . And the means by which this training was to be
accomplished was a reliance on a "ripple effect", wherein
either administrators or one teacher from a program or
area would attend the conference (it would be too expen-
sive to transport an entire program staff to the confer-
ence site.) and then return to train the rest of the
staff
in the techniques learned. In practice, most of those
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who did attend were administrators (the facts of life in
school systems)
,
and institute reports seem to reflect a
general lack of imagination in dealing with the question
of dissemination of results upon the return of these
administrators. Above all, however, from the point of
view of this study, the focus of the institutes, as the
name indicates, was on teacher training. In not one
report of one institute is there any mention of consid-
eration given to the training of administrators for their
management or goal-setting tasks. Rather, the adminis-
trators were apparently seen as a convenient conduit for
information to flow to the teachers themselves.
Staff Development Programs
At the present time, the ten regional Staff Devel-
opment Projects created by P.L. 91-230 in 1971 are in
the middle of their third, and final, year. The Staff
Development program is a highly misunderstood one in
terms of its original intentions, largely because there
has been a general failure to understand the basis on
which decision making in personnel training has been
made in the past and the present. As mentioned earlier,
the National Teacher Training Institutes were less than
entirely successful at least partially due to their
national scope and their reliance on a "ripple effect
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method of information dissemination (The assumption that
administrators are the most competant teacher trainers
and can function effectively in the role of opinion
leader within a local program may be true in an author-
itarian sense, but not necessarily in a practical sense
in terms of actual effect on teaching styles and prac-
tices) . The Staff Development program has been an
attempt to provincialize the decision-making base in
personnel training through the creation of regionalized
staff development capabilities. Although it does not
purport to develop local, teacher-based decision-making
capabilities in relation to training efforts, it does
seek to create institutions devoted to personnel train-
ing throughout a more localized network. The actual net
results of staff development activities, however, have
not been as dramatic as might have been supposed at the
beginning. Most A.B.E. practitioners saw the coming of
Staff Development projects in terms of actual services
being provided in the training and upgrading of skills.
In fact, however, such services were never intended as
the major thrust of Staff Development activities, and
something quite different has taken place.
Table II provides a breakdown of the original
objectives of the 10 regional staff development projects
into 12 categories. The taxonomy employed is a natural
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one, growing out of a review of the objectives them-
selves. They fell rather easily and conveniently into
these groupings. The twelve categories of the taxonomy
are as follows
:
1. Provides instructional services for staff on a
regional, state, or local level
2. Develops relationships with and programs at insti-
tutions of higher education
3. Identifies staff needs
4. Disseminates information and/or develops informa-
tion dissemination systems
5. Develops state staff training capabilities
6. Provides for resource banks on regional or state
levels
7. Provides for project evaluation
8. Encourages professionalism in adult education
9. Co-ordinates staff development activities with
other agencies of similar objectives
10. Develops staff training materials
11. Develops regional staff training capabilities
12. Provides for the continuation of staff develop-
ment activities both regionally and state-wide
through project institutionalization
As the table shows, of a total of one hundred
thirty-one objectives written for the ten programs, only
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TABLE II
A TAXONOMY OF PROJECT OBJECTIVES FOR THE TEN REGIONAL
ADULT EDUCATION STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS CREATED
BY P.L. 91-230 AS EXPRESSED IN THE FIRST YEAR-END
PROGRAM REPORTS. PROGRAMS ARE IN RANDOM ORDER
(LETTERS DO NOT CORRESPOND TO PROJECT NUMBER
DESIGNATIONS)
.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
A A 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1
B B 0 0 1 0 2 3 0 1 1
1 0 0
C C 0 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 2
0 1 4
D D 7 6 3 3 0 1 1 1 2
2 2 3
E E 2 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 1
0 3 1
F F 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
G G 4 7 1 1 5 0 0 1
0 1 0 3
H H 3 1 2 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0
I I
2" 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0
0 1 0
J J 2 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
K TOT 23 22 13 8
,
12 12 4 6 6 4 8 13
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twenty-three deal specifically with providing direct
institutional services on a regional, state, or local
level. There are, in fact, many projects for whom the
actual provision of instructional services is not even
an issue. Their entire purpose is found in the more
abstract areas of developing regional information net-
works, state agencies, materials, resource banks, univer-
sity programs, and needs assessments.
It is especially interesting to note that three
categories of the taxonomy account for almost half of
the objectives written:^
1. Develops relationships with and programs at insti-
tutions of higher education
2. Identifies staff development needs
3. Provides for resource banks on a regional or state
level
These three categories become even more interesting
when
it is realized that needs assessments have usually
been
carried out through the services of university
personnel,
that resource banks are often housed in a university
environment, and that even a large part of the
services
provided under the twelve objectives in category number
10 It shou ld be pointed out here that
' t“°^my
is a nominal scale and that the pos t on o tQ order
gories within the taxonomy has no relat P
of importance
.
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one have been provided by the university programs devel-
oped under category number two.
What finally emerges is a program that, with a few
notable exceptions, has devoted a large part of its
activity in two directions: developing university,
higher educational activities in the field, and planning
for continued existence through institutionalization.
This tendency of the Staff Development projects to
gravitate toward university bases for the creation and
rendering of instructional and training programs is
especially interesting in the light of the history of the
professional development of adult education as an aca-
demic field of endeavor as opposed to the practitioner-
oriented administrative and pedagogical base of the ABE
professional constituency, and in light of Clark's theo-
ries concerning the marginal nature of adult education
institutions and adult educators' continuing search for
legitimacy. It may be speculated that the processes
at
work are interrelated, and, although the subject is
beyond the scope of this work, it seems probable
that
Clark's analysis may provide some explanation
of the
tendency. This study is more concerned,
however, with
effects than causes.
In the final analyaia, the Staff
Development Pro-
jects have not provided, nor did they intend -o
pro
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judging from the objectives set, the base-line, grass-
roots, continuing professional training activity on a
wide scale that is really necessary in a situation where
large number of practitioners have come into the field
from other areas of concern. And, once again, as with
the National Teacher Training Institutes, what profes-
sional training has been provided has tended to concen-
trate, in the author's experience, in the areas of
teacher training and instructional technique. What one
is left with, finally, is this: over the last ten years,
through either the National Teacher Training Institutes
or the Staff Development Projects, there have been few
systematic attempts to train ABE administrators for the
task of directing their programs built into the ABE
funding process. In spite of the fact that adminis-
trators participated heavily in the National
Teacher
Training Institutes and in Staff Development
Workshops
when offered, the evidence of conference
reports indic-
ates that the emphasis at all these sessions
has been on
the issue of teacher training. Administrators
have
apparently been encouraged to attend such
institutes and
conferences primarily for the purpose of
becoming
teacher trainers rather than better
administrators.
Add to this situation the fact that
heavy emphasis
has been placed by the Staff Development
Projects on
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the development of higher educational facilities (consis-
tent with our traditional American view of the legit-
imization of social scientific activities and the devel-
opment of professional capabilities) in spite of the
fact that virtually all ABE administrators have been
drawn from outside the mainstream of Adult Education
university preparation, from the ranks of elementary and
secondary practitioners (the reasons for this are clear,
given the tendency to fund local ABE programs through
LEAs
,
and the part-time nature of ABE work in most
locations) and the only training efforts left for ABE
administrators are the sporadic, often task-oriented
conferences and meetings occasionally convened by State
ABE funding Directors for the purpose of reviewing fund-
ing priorities and committments.
Guidance, in fact, is available routinely from
only one source outside those sporadic conferences.
That source is manuals, or handbooks, produced by a
number of State Departments of Education for the purpose
of guiding their local directors. These manuals,
obviously, speak directly to the point of this project,
id will be dealt with at some length in the
following
an<
section.
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State Produced Manuals for A.B.E. Administrators
For the purpose of this study, materials were
gathered from a total of forty-two states and territor-
ies in order to avoid duplication of effort in the
development of a handbook of administrative policies
and procedures. The letter that was sent out was broad
in its definition of the type of material sought (see
Chapter III for the details of the research procedure),
and the response was even broader in scope. Much of the
material that was received was totally irrelevant to the
purpose of this project.
What remained after the initial purge was a motley
collection of manuals, brochures, binders, loose mimeo
sheets, and bound volumes all of which, in some manner
or another, spoke to the local ABE director in his role
as the guiding force behind an educational endeavor for
adults. The total stack of material numbered over 3000
pages, and was perused page by page to glean the
best,
and the worst, from its contents. The result,
this
author is sad to report (his time having been
spent in
the process), was a relatively small number of sections
that were of a quality or relevance sufficient
for use
in the handbook developed for this project.
Obviously, it would be fruitless and far
too time
consuming to report here on each of the
publications
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utilized. It would, however, be worthwhile to summarize
some of the deficiencies that were common to many texts,
and to point out, as well, some of the portions of the
few that were found to be adequate.
By far the most common variety of manual was the
type that dealt with one question only: what forms have
to be filled out and when. The Kentucky handbook pro-
vides a typical example of the genre. Although nicely
bound and attractively covered, and entitled Kentucky _s
Adult Education Program , the book deals virtually
entirely with the matter of what forms should be filled
out. Figure I provides a copy of the Table of Contents.
Although such impressive subject-matter areas as "Philo-
sophy", "Objectives", "Program Description", and "Per-
sonnel Guidelines" appear there, all these matters
and
more consume only six pages, and deal in the
abstract:
We believe the adult has to be accepted as a
total person; respecting his dignity and
individual
worth and accepting him as a product of his
own
efforts', his freedom of choice, or circumstances
beyond his control . 11
Following these six pages are forty-six pages
of solid
forms without even an explanation as to how
they
be filled out. Needless to say, there
was not much
llDr Carl F. Lamar Kentucky’s Adul_t
Educa^i^
Program, Adult Education Unit, Division
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Bureau of Vocational Education State
Depart
ment of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky,
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be gleaned from the text for the project purposes, as
the forms used were peculiar to Kentucky, and they
lacked even explanation.
Another common type encountered was the manual that
devoted itself strictly to matters of rules and regula-
tions imposed by the state Bureau of Adult Services. The
State of Virginia's publication was typical. Entitled
Virginia Basic Education For Adult
s
1 Guide For Local Pro-
grams And Pro j ects Under Title III ,
"Adult Education
Act," P.L. 91-230 Of April 1970 (the title alone gives it
away), the book is a solid list of rules and regulations
governing local ABE programs. The Table of Contents (See
Figure II) indicates the flavor of the publication:
"Teacher Training", for example, is dealt with from the
point of view of "keeping records", "stipend and other
reimbursable expenditures", etc. Under "In-Service
Training", the following guidance is offered:
2 . Inservice Training
Local school divisions may provide teachers
taking a State sponsored in-service training
course a stipend of not more than $2 per
hour.
(Aides $1.50 per hour). Teachers and aides
driving may be reimbursed at the loca^ ..rave
rate not to exceed 10c per mile for two
or more
persons traveling together, or 6c per mile
one person driving his own car, for eacher
incurred in traveling to and from the ABE
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Again, the scope of the manuals in this category was so
narrow and provincial that they were of little use in
designing a more comprehensive handbook.
Several publications dealt almost exclusively
with matters of curriculum and instruction. At one
extreme was the Wyoming Handbook for Directors o_f Adul t
Basic Education , A Bibliography of Materials . This
publication, once again attractively bound and covered,
is a 164 page list of publishers and publications
on
everything from literacy training to "The Story of
Fighting Ships, Tucker, Ernest E., New York, Lothrop,
Lee, & Shepard, 1963, 256 pp. $3.95."
13 The Table of
Contents (See Figure III) gives an indication of
the
bredth of material covered.
A variation on this theme (curriculum guides
and
materials) was provided by the Office of Instructional
Services, Adult Education Section, Department
of Educa-
tion, State of Hawaii, Publication No.
72-40: Adult
12 Go rden H. Fallesen Virginia las^c
Edu^at^n For
Adults ' .G^ide For Lo«l Pro^ A^
Education, State Department of Education,
c
Virginia. July 1, 1973. PP 10.
13 Wyoming Department, of Education
for Directors of Adult Basic Education,
A Bibliogra^
of Materials. No date. pp 125.
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Education Program Guide Official Pub 1 ica t ion . The
entire publication is a combination of examples of
actual material or objectives to be used, and a series
of self-evaluative instruments for training adult educa-
tors. The Table of Contents in this case is somewhat
misleading, indicating a bredth of material that is not
in fact present. To be sure, curricular matters are
dealt with in specific. Following, for example, is
a
selection from a section on "Objectives for English":
"Given up to 320 hours of instruction a student
in Level
III should be able to listen, speak, read,
and write
English with about 80% accuracy in the following
areas.
1 Use the dictionary to check the
pronunciation of
a new word using the diacritical markings.
2 Listen to models through use of tapes
and records
'
“d practice pronunciation of „„rda beginn ng »ith
consonant blends and diagraphs, such as
street,
shr ink, clay, dream, and glow.
3. Use syllabication to attempt
pronunciation of new
words
.
4. Use article a, an, the correctly.
5 Change statements to questions
using what, can,
how
,
may
,
when
,
where
,
and do.
6. Change singular hounds (sic)
to plural noun fores.
7. Change present tense to past
tense.
Add others that would be
appropriate for your P
class
.
l^Shiro Amikoa ff^Toes ,
Official Publication, 0 r J
ce
P „ K Nn . XAC 72-4076.
Dept.' Vf Educ., State of Hawaii,
Pub.
pp 409.2
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It should be noted here that the thrust of this publica-
tion like so many others encountered, is in the direction
of teacher training. Not a single section in the "Pro-
gram Guide" speaks to administration or the role of the
administrator. It seems that whenever a handbook does
speak directly to the administrator, such as in the case
of Virginia’s publication, it does so only from the
point of view of rules and regulations: what one must
or
must not do. Never from the point of view of what
one
should do, or what might be particularly appropriate
or
imaginative solutions to typical problems.
A final type of handbook to be dealt with
might be
termed the "philosophical guide". Alabama's A
Handbook
for Adult Basic Education is a typical example.
This
type of publication revels in the abstract,
flowers with
pregnant phrases, and finally has very little
concrete
to say about much of anything. Chapter
One of the Ala-
bama book concerns itself with the
history of adult
education, and informs us that "A mere
cursory review
of the history of education will indicate
that primitive
man engaged in what may be called adult
basic
e due ation. "15
Chapter II addresses the question
of The Adu.t
15Leroy Brown A
tion Alabama State Department of
Educati
PP 7 .
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Basic Education Program: A Synoptic View:"
In making an attempt to develop a comprehensive
concept of any program, it may be advantageous to
take a synoptic view of the program. This type of
observation — that is, studying the parts of the
unit as they relate to each other and to the unit
as a whole — may give the observer clearer insights
into the program than by studing each of the compon-
ents as a separate or distinct entity.
Of course, to be fair, there was gold among the
dross. The Texas Education Agency's publication con-
tained a section of "Communication with cooperating
agencies" that was lifted almost intact for the project
handbook. And the Ohio "ABE Director's Handbook" pro-
vided a large portion of the final section concerning
in-service training. Nebraska's handbook contributed
some self-evaluative instruments for teachers,
Hawaii's
manual (mentioned earlier) had a section on program
philosophy that was used for part of the
introduction,
and New Hampshire, although publishing no
handbook or
manual, did have a mimeographed materials
list that was
both comprehensive and succinct, and became
an Appendix
to the final handbook.
In general, however, the major difficulty
with
other states' publications was their
inability to deal
with the nitty-gritty issues of program
management and
organization, the very questions that
this author
16 Ibid., PP 12.
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found to be most important in the course of his re-
searches (See Chapter III). In that sense, the publica-
tions existant for local ABE Directors provide little
more of real value to the Director in his administrative
role than did the National Teacher Training Institutes,
or than, in general, have the various Staff
Development
Projects throughout the nation. Other than common sense
and an occasional call to the state department
or other
local directors, the ABE administrator is pretty
much on
his own.
CHAPTERIII
METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED IN THE FORMATIVE EVALUATION
OF THE A.B.E. DIRECTOR’S HANDBOOK
From the initiation of the effort to develop a
handbook of administrative policies and procedures for
A.B.E. directors in Massachusetts, the author determined
that it would be in the project’s best interest to inti-
mately involve in the production of the document those
whose expertise and reactions to the final product would
largely determine its success and "usefulness" as an
investment. Therefore, present ABE directors were
involved in the guidance of the production of the hand-
book from the very beginning. The author was in a
unique
position to call upon this population for assistance,
having initiated the project with the blessings of the
State of Massachusetts ABE Projects Director, and being
himself the Assistant Director of the State
ABE Staff
Development Program and thus having a prior
relationship
with most directors in the state. This
relationship was
further strengthened when, during the
production and
interim evaluation process, the author
became an ABE
director himself
.
In order for ABE directors to have
maximum input
s, yet not consume inordinateto the production proces
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amounts of time in consultation to that end, the author,
in consultation with research experts from the University
of Massachusetts, devised a formative evaluative process
that would allow for frequent, expert feedback to be
incorporated into the product design. It is this forma-
tive process (that is, an evaluative process which is
not summative in nature, but which is parallel to product
development and influences final product design) that is
described below as the methodology of this research
effort. As can be seen, the attempt was made to gather
consistently expert opinions from as many quarters as
possible in order to develop an instrument that would
meet the needs of the intended population. In order to
do this, expertise was drawn from five areas:
1. Other state’s efforts at handbook development
2. Acknowledged A.B.E. specialists at the University
level
3. Experienced A.B.E. directors within the state
4. Inexperienced A.B.E. directors within the state
5. State Department A.B.E. personnel
The evaluative methodology employed may be divided
into
three successive stages: initial product development,
interim evaluation leading to final product
development;
and final product evaluation. Following is a
detailed
description of each of the three evaluative
efforts.
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Initial Product Development
The period of initial product development encom-
passes that time from the initiation of the project to
the completion of a first draft of the proposed direc-
tor's handbook. Throughout this period, input was
received from each of the five areas above, and applied
to the production process. These were systematic efforts
at information gathering, and led finally to the writing
of a document that was presented for interim evaluation
to a selected population of ABE directors in the state.
The first step taken by the author was the gather-
ing of information from other states. Since, based
on
previous experience, it was anticipated that this could
turn out to be a lengthy process, letters were
sent out
first to state directors in fifty other states and
terri-
tories to receive copies of any administrative
handbooks
or other administrative training material they
had devel-
oped, and iftviting the respondents to comment
in any way
they felt appropriate on the areas of need
in regards to
ABE administrative training (See Figure III,
Appendix C
for same of letter). As was anticipated, the
process
was a rather lengthy one, with so few
responses to the
first letter that a second was necessary.
ihe second
request brought a considerable number of
responses, per-
haps in part due to the addition of Dr.
Mark Rossman's
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name to the request, thus in some measure legitimizing
the project and raising it above the level of a graduate
student project.
During the time spent waiting for responses from
around the nation, the author devoted himself to the pre-
paration of a sample Table of Contents for the proposed
work. This was accomplished with the aid and consulta-
tion of Dr. Rossman, as well as of the Director of Adult
Education in Springfield, Massachusetts (Mr. Ray Morrow)
and the Director of Adult Education in Worcester, Massa-
chusetts (Mr. Gerald McGrain). This Table of Contents
(See Figure VI, Appendix C) represented merely initial
thoughts as to product content, and gave little
attention
to questions of format, order, relative importance,
style, or other matters. It represented the
initial
thoughts of four men involved in the field, and
was
intended as a thought provoker for a larger
audience.
This tentative table was presented on December 3 ,
1973 , to a meeting of the State Adult
Basic Education
Advisory Council in Boston. This Council,
composed of
University representative, full-time ABE
Directors,
part-time ABE Directors, the State ABE
Projects Director,
and, sitting in on that day, the State
Director of Adult
Education (Mr. Harold McNulty), reviewed the
Table for
over one hour, offering innumerable
suggestions as to
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other areas of concern, alternative formats and ordering
of materials, topic titles, and sources of further infor-
mation. The notes taken at that session resulted in the
Table of Contents seen in Figure VII, Appendix C, a
strikingly more complete document and very much closer to
„he final product document.
What now remained was the actual writing of the
document. This, too, was completed with the assistance
of expert input. Where they were applicable, sections of
information were taken from the handbooks of other states
(with their permission, and rewritten in the author's
style to provide continuity). By far the major amount of
input in the writing process, however, again came from
the experienced ABE directors with whom the author con-
sistently consulted. Many sessions were held, most often
with Mr. Morrow due to his proximity, in which the author
took copious notes and questioned Mr. Morrow extensively
on his own operation, his advice, and how he had
dealt
with, and would now in retrospect deal with, the
problems
of being a new ABE director. An example of the
notes
taken on a particular subject (in this case, accounting
for materials) is given in Figure VIII, Appendix C.
These notes were later turned into a written
summary
under various headings, and were finally
written out in
full in the first handbook draft.
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It should be pointed out here that it was at this
point that the author made the judgements related in
chapter two concerning the usefulness of material sent
from other states. As is explained there, the vast
majority of the material was unsuitable for adoption to
the purposes at hand. Much good material, however, was
sandwiched between the bad, and the complete texts of
all that was received were read In order to incorporate
the best of what had been developed elsewhere into
this
effort
.
Finally, once the first draft had been written out
in longhand, the copy was typed and some rough,
tentative
section graphics were produced. The draft was
reproduced
with double-sided printing throughout (chapters
did not
always begin on the right—no blank pages anywhere)
in
order to keep printing costs down, and only
white paper
was utilized for the same reason. The first
draft, when
completed, numbered 174 pages. (See
Appendix A)
Interim Product Evaluation
The period of interim product
evaluation covers the
time from the completion of the first
draft of the hand-
book to the completion of the final
product,
during this phase of product evaluation
that tne rouah^
from manuscript, and specific
information
edges were hewn
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as to "usefulness" for the purposes of this evaluation
was defined according to the following five criteria:
1. Completeness: Directors’ perceptions as to the
completeness of the manual in
incorporating material relating to
routine procedures of the ABE Unit
of the Bureau of Adult Services in
the State of Massachusetts. The
extent to which the directors par-
ticipating felt material had been
ignored that should have been
included, or material included that
should have been ignored
2 .
3 .
Clarity:
Cosmopolitan
Directors' perceptions as to the
clarity of the manual in communi-
cating routine administrative
procedures of the ABE Unit of the
Bureau of Adult Services in the
State of Massachusetts. The extent
to which directors participating
felt the explanation of procedures
was easily understood and readily
adaptable to their own situations
Nature: The extent to which the man-
ual was cosmopolitan in scope.
Directors of ABE programs in Massa-
chusetts may be either experienced
or inexperienced, part-time or lull
time . The degree to which the man-
ual met the needs of this broad
population
Relative Value: The subjective reaction of the
directors participating to the con
cept of the manual relative to their
subjective reaction to alternative
means of gathering bureaucratic
*1 h 1 nn
5. Actual Use: le extent to
which the directors
irticipating anticipated actual use
> the manual in performing bureau-
ha sks
terms was applied to anThis definition of the
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evaluative process that involved a population that is
best suited to determine the value of the text: the pop-
ulation of current Adult Basic Education Directors in the
State of Massachusetts. It was reasoned that, as that
population most involved with the problems and opportu-
nities associated with ABE administration, and the popu-
lation that would have received the handbook had it been
available during their own initial year of tenure, they
would be in a unique and most appropriate position to
judge the text's usefulness as defined.
The State of Massachusetts, at the time of the
interim evaluative process, had thirty-nine Directors of
Adult Basic Education. The evaluative study design
called for a stratification of this population according
to: a. experience and b. the nature of their profes-
sional appointment (full or part-time). These two fac-
tors were felt to be crucial in terms of, firstly,
how
much expertise the evaluator would bring to the
evalu-
ation process and, secondly, the type of program
from
which the experience would be drawn (full or part
time
directors themselves defining a major difference in pro-
gram structure, delivery, content, and even
location
clientele). The population was thus broken into
four
cells, as shown in Table III.
The population was further broken
into two test
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TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OP INTERIM EVALUATIVE POPULATION
" according to two criteria.
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
INEXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED
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groups, one to serve as the test group for the interim
product evaluation, the other to serve as a control group
for the final product evaluation. As can be seen
from
Table IV, the integrity of the four cells was maintained
in the makeup of the final test group populations
(See
"Final Product Evaluation" for an explanation as to
the
necessity of a control group for that portion of
the
process )
.
After the interim evaluation population was
chosen,
a number of instruments were designed
to test that popu-
lation’s determination of the "usefulness"
of the hand-
book as defined. These instruments were
four in number,
and consisted of an "Information Sheet"
on each of the
members of the population, and three
test instruments for
thi*s 0 sections of* the h3.nd.book
»
The Information Sheet was primarily
intended for
the purpose of validating the
informal information that
had led to the initial distrihution
of the population
into the four cells. It was felt
that there should be
assurance that this information
was adequate. It would
also prove to be interesting if
patterns of response
correlated in any way to such items
as length of exper-
ience, previous exposure to
similar or related material,
, a rr TPio-ure XX, AoDendix D, provides
or academic training. rigux
a. 5 --
an example of the Information
Sheet utilised.
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF FINAL EVALUATIVE POPULATION
ACCORDING TO THREE CRITERIA.
INEXPERI-
ENCED
FULL-TIME
INEXPERI-
ENCED
PART-TIME
EXPERI-
ENCED
FULL-TIME
EXPERI-
ENCED
PART-TIME
INTERIM
POPULATION 4 3 3 6
CONTROL
POPULATION 5 4 4 8
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The three actual test instruments were developed
over a period of weeks, and were pilot tested on ABE
directors from the neighboring state of New Hampshire.
In two instances, directors from out of state were
requested to peruse both the instruments and the draft
copy of the handbook, and to make comments (verbal to
the author) as to their suitability as a means of expres-
sion of their reactions as to the usefulness of the hand-
book as defined. After a few revisions in the instru-
ments, they were printed for dissemination.
Each instrument covered each of the five criteria
of the definition of usefulness, but for only a specific
section of the handbook. Questionnaire number one,
therefore, (see Figure IX, Appendix C) covered the
Introduction and Planning Your Program , the first two
sections of the handbook. As can be seen from
Table VII,
questions one through five related to the
Introduction,
and questions six through thirty related to
Planning Your
Program . In addition, each question related
to a spe-
cific definitive criterion. Thus, questions 6,
14, 16,
24, and 30 all related to the criterion
of completeness,
whereas questions 7, 15, 17, 18, 2 3, and 27
all relate
to the criterion of clarity. The number
of questions
devoted to each criterion is relatively
stable,
responses are organized along a standard
response scale
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of five possibilities, rangeing from l=strongly agree to
5=strongly disagree.
As can be seen from Table V and Table VI, the
second and third questionnaires are similarly organized
to deal with the Rules and Regulations and Program Opera-
tion sections on the one hand, and Regular Reports and
Appendices on the other. In the second two question-
naires, however, questions were not only evenly distri-
buted among definitive criteria, but between the handbook
sections as well. This even distribution between sec-
tions was not observed in the first questionnaire due to
the relative importance of the two sections dealt with
in
the eyes of the author.
Each of the three questionnaires ended with a page
of open-ended questions wherein the respondent
had an
opportunity to expand on the judgments made in the pro-
ceeding pages (see Figures IX, X, XI, Appendix
C). As
can be seen in the instructions accompanying
each of the
three instruments, particular emphasis was
placed on this
page, and respondents were encouraged to
carry their com-
ments over to the reverse of the sheet
where necessary.
Again, an effort was made to distribute
these open-ended
questions relatively evenly among the
definitive criteria
and between the sections of the handbook
being evaluated,
once more within the bounds of relative
importance.
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TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONS ON FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE
ACCORDING TO EVALUATIVE CRITERIA AND HANDBOOK
SECTION, BY QUESTION NUMBERS.
INTRODUCTION
PLANNING
YOUR
PROGRAM
CO 2
CO <
W EhH M
C£
Eh O
w Eh P-i Eh
,_q M O <K S S
< 00
o n o
o O o
w
>H
Eh
<
W
2 1 5 3
4
6 7 8 10 9
14 15 12 19 11
16 17 13 20 21
24 18 28 26 22
30 23,27 29 25
ANTICIPATED USE
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TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONS ON SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE
ACCORDING TO EVALUATIVE CRITERIA AND HANDBOOK
SECTION, BY QUESTION NUMBER.
RULES
AND
REGULATIONS
PROGRAM
OPERATION
COMPLETENESS
CLARITY
COSMOPOLITAN NATURE
RELATIVE
WORTH
ANTICIPATED USE
4 1 3 2 5
10 11 6 8 9
15 13 7 14 12
19 16 18 17 20
25 26 21 23 24
30 28 22 29 27
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TABLE VII
distribution of questions on third questionnaire
ACCORDING TO EVALUATIVE CRITERIA AND HANDBOOK
SECTION, BY QUESTION NUMBER.
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REPORTS
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Mailing of draft and Instruments
. Before the final
draft was completed, an initial letter was sent out to
the sixteen directors participating in the interim evalu-
ation. This letter (see Figure XII, Appendix C) was
accompanied by the Directors Information Sheet (Figure
IX, Appendix C), and included a stamped, self-addressed
return envelope. Immediately upon receipt of the infor-
mation form (and in one case before it was received, but
upon assurance that it would be forth-coming), the first
questionnaire was sent out accompanied by the letter
shown in Figure XIII, Appendix C, and a stamped return
envelope. The next two questionnaires followed the
first, each one sent out as the preceeding was returned,
and each accompanied by a cover letter (see Figures XVI
and XV, Appendix C), and a stamped return envelope.
None of the questionnaires requested a signature on
the part of the director filling it out. Each was marked
in an inconspicuous spot, and on each page, to identi±y
it for the author; the respondents however were
assumed
to be not aware that any identification was present,
and
most chose not to sign the questionnaire or to
accompany
its return with any note or other identifying
material.
In this way, those who responded answered
in an atmos
phere of anonymity, yet the evaluation was
able to be
conducted In the light of the information
gathered via
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the Directors Information Sheet. No final evaluation
material or results carried any names or other connec-
tions between individuals and responses.
On occasion it was necessary to phone individual
directors in order to expedite the response. These
phone calls usually resulted in a prompt response. At
this point in the evaluation, the author was himself a
local ABE director, and thus brought to the request for
response a certain credibility and personal contact that
might not otherwise have been present.
The process of data analysis . Analysis of the data
was undertaken upon the return of what was considered by
the author to be a sufficient number of all three of the
questionnaires and information forms. Needless to say,
the return of questionnaires was not perfect; it was,
however, high, which made the job of analysis of the data
a lighter and more pleasurable task. (See Chapter IV for
analysis of the data.)
It should be pointed out here that the term
"analysis of data" refers to the computations and con-
clusions associated with the information on the question-
naires and information forms. Input from other
sources
as well was applied to the interim evaluative
process, as
is described below. The analysis of this data
was itself
The first was largely a mathematicala two-step process.
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one, in which certain indicators of significance were
obtained from the answers to the questionnaires' first
two pages; the second was a more subjective process of
the application of the comments on the open-ended
questions to those significances to obtain direction.
For a large variety of reasons, a non-parametric
measure of significance was chosen to analyse the ques-
tionnaire results. The two most important reasons for
this choice were simple: first, that a non-parametric
technique would require fewer assumptions concerning the
distribution of the intended population.
Though never requiring population normality, in
some instances non-parametric tests do involve lim-
ited assumptions regarding the nature of population
distributions. It is certainly true, however, that
the assumptions associated with non-parametric
statistical tests are much weaker than those demanded
by many parametric tests. . . Non-parametric tech-
niques require far fewer assumptions of population
data. For that matter, these techniques have often
been referree to as 'distribution-free' procedures.
x
The second reason for choosing a non-parametric technique
was the nature of the data itself. Educational research-
ers are themselves uncertain and divided in their opin-
ions on the question of the categorization of most of the
measurement scales used by educators into the neat bins
of "nominal", "ordinal", and "interval." Certainly
it is
open to question as to whether the standard fi
1^ response
ijames W, Popham Educational Statistics,, Harper &
Row Book Co., New York, 19 & 7 * PP 270 •
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format is ordinal or interval. Many writers are of the
opinion that parametric techniques should be used with
data of no less than interval strength. 2 The use of a
non-parametric technique completely avoids these issues,
and is as well perfectly adequate for the purposes at
hand.
The non-parametric technique chosen was the chi-
square test, largely for its relative simplicity,
straightforwardness , and widespread acceptibility as a
measure of significance.
The chi-square (X2 ) test is undoubtedly the most
important member of the non-parametric family. This
test can be used with data which are only nominal in
strength such as categories representing college
major or parental occupation.
3
Chi-square is used to test the differences between two or
more actual samples, or between one actual sample and
another hypothetical or previously established distribu-
tion. The computations for chi-square (X
2
) are basically
the same in either case, with only a few variations.
X2
was utilized here for a comparison of the
questionnaire
results with what would have been expected outcomes
based
on an even distribution of responses among
alternatives
2Sidney Siegel Nonparametric Statistlcs_
for
Behavioral S ciences , McGraw Hill Book
York, 1955".
Statistics
,
* 5
“
'Also '"Virginia Senders Measur|^ent and
Oxford University Press, New York, 199
•
^James W. Popham op. cit., pp 291*
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as a result of chance. The formula for X 2 in this case
becomes
:
^
(Observed frequencies - Expected frequencies )
^
Expected frequencies
where the observed frequencies are the actual results of
the questionnaire, and the expected frequencies are the
random distributions among alternatives. This random
distributions among alternative responses available, of
course, becomes twenty percent of the total response for
one question (or question category) when dealing with the
five-response format.
Questionnaires were analyzed via the chi-square
technique according to the categories established pre-
viously for the five criteria of the usefulness concept,
and according to the sections of the manual. Thus, ques-
tions were grouped (see Tables V, VI, VII, Appendix C)
according to the criteria to which each applied, and the
section of the manual being examined; the expected fre-
quency for each criterion/section was calculated, and X
was calculated based on the actual distribution of
responses within each criterion/section.
It should be pointed out here that X^ gives only a
measure of significant difference. It does not in any
way deal with the question of the meaning of that differ-
ence, or the direction that the data has taken. These
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facts must be determined in other ways
.
Researchers often wish to know whether a sample
departs significantly from some known or hypothetical
distribution. For example, a school superintendent
may wish to know whether his recently employed first-
year teachers are being drawn from state-supported or
private colleges in a proportion significantly dif-
ferent from the pattern seen in the previous decade.
The administrator may use a X 2 analysis to settle
this issue. In this instance the basic analytic task
is to contrast the proportion of state-supported and
private college graduates between: (1) the recently
employed teachers, and (2) an established proportion
drawn from the district records over the past ten
years. The recently-employed teachers in this case
represent the observed frequencies, and the pre-
viously established proportion serves as the basis
for calculating the expected frequencies.^
The chi-square value
is interpreted from a table of probability values,
. . .
based on the X2 distribution. It is necessary
to enter the table with the appropriate number of
degrees of freedom. For a one-sample case, it is
always the number of cells. . . less one . ^
When interpreting the meaning of the chi-square value, it
is necessary to use some measure of common sense and
judgment. Obviously from the above, the X2 value is only
a measure of significant difference between two samples
of data. (Significance measured as a probability of .05
or better.) The direction of that difference must be
determined via a visual scan of the distribution of the
data among the cells.
^James W. Popham op. cit., pp 292-293*
5lbid pp 29^.
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When interpreting the meaning of a significant X2
value, it is often helpful to note the contribution
made by each cell in the frequency table to the total
value . . . When computing X2 values
. . . the
researcher should be careful to check the subtotal of
the observed frequencies in the same row or column.
The trivial differences between the expected and
observed frequency subtotals created by rounding
should be disregarded.®
Thus, one- the X2 value was calculated for each
criterion/section, it was necessary to visually scan the
distribution of the data to determine the direction of
the opinion. In virtually every case, this determination
was a simple and straightforward matter involving no
ambiguity
.
The second half of the analysis process came into
play in the interpretation of the X 2 results in the light
of the comments made on the open-ended questions. These
comments provided the clues as to why the population had
chosen to downgrade or upgrade a particular section of
the handbook in regard to a particular criterion. This
process was largely a subjective one, involving a simple
reading of the comments and a consideration of their
meaning in the light of the chi-square results. The chi-
square results were therefore only utilizable. in the
light of these comments; without their information, the
chi-square figures would have been merely a summative
sketch of a population's reactions to a product. The
6 Ibid pp 300 .
comments, however, provided a major portion of the direc-
tion for product renovation and reformation, thus
utilizing a truly "formative" evaluative process.
The comments did not, however, provide by them-
selves the sole input to the revision process. On the
contrary, the chi-square results were buttressed as well
by verbal feedback through a series of discussions with
both state department and university personnel. This
feedback was acted upon, however, only in the light of
the chi-square results. In other words, if the X2 value
indicated dissatisfaction (or a lower level of satisfac-
tion relative to other criteria/section) with one sec-
tion of the handbook in regard to one of the criteria,
then feedback was accepted verbally from state department
adult education personnel, or from university-based
experts (but not from ABE directors, as their chance to
comment was on the questionnaire), and from the question-
naires, that related specifically to changing that sec-
tion, according to that criterion. Suggestions for
change coming from any one, individual source, however,
were not generally accepted or incorporated into the
final draft unless the X2 value indicated a lack of
satisfaction with any one criterion/section. Needless to
say, of course, the measure of adequate satisfaction with
any one criterion/section was an arbitary and relative
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one, baseu on the author's standards and the need seen by
the author for a touchstone for the purpose of facili-
tating the formative process. Perfection was neither
attainable nor expected, but adequacy may be individually
and expeditiously defined.
Revision and rewriting
. Upon the completion of the
analysis of the data, the entire handbook was rewritten
in accordance with the information gathered and conclus-
ions reached during the interim evaluative process. The
final version contained subtle differences in style, con-
tent, and organization that no doubt contributed to the
differences in interim and final product evaluation.
Once the final product was written out in longhand,
it was retyped, printed, bound, and mailed accompanied
by the letter shown in Figure XVI, Appendix C, to each of
the 39, directors of Adult Basic Education programs in
Massachusetts. Enclosed in this mailing was the final
product evaluative instrument.
Final Product Evaluation
Final product evaluation encompasses the period of
time from the mailing of the final product through the
receipt of the final questionnaire and the analysis of
the questionnaire data. It includes the development of
the final evaluative instrument, and the methodology
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utilized in the reaching of project conclusions.
The final product evaluative instrument was devel-
oped in a straightforward manner: the interim instru-
ments were merely combined into a single, six-page docu-
ment that included all of the five-choice-scale questions
but none of the open-ended questions. The reason for the
exclusion of the open-ended questions was simply that the
final evaluative process involved no particular need for
in^'oi’mst ion that related to future product changes.
Rather, it was necessary to make a determination as to
the change in reaction to the product in its final form
as opposed to its draft form, and to determine whether
involvement in the formative process resulted in a change
of opinion on the part of the participants.
For the purpose of the final evaluation, the entire
population of ABE Directors in the State of Massachusetts
was utilized. It was reasoned that there was a chance
that the mere fact of their involvement in the interim
evaluative process might skew some directors ' reactions
to the final product in a favorable direction; that is,
having made some of the suggestions that led to product
changes, the directors' might feel some pride in the
accomplishment and praise the product more than had they
been seeing it for the first time in this form. This
second half of the population, then, was chosen as a
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control group against which to test the reactions of the
first, interim evaluative group. Every effort was made
to not expose the control group to the materials pre-
sented to the interim evaluative population: although
there may have been occasional sharing of opinion or
feelings among fellow directors during the months between
interim and final evaluation, it is the author's opinion
that the control group did, in fact, remain relatively
isolated from the interim evaluative process.
Once again, the instruments were mailed with no
visible means of identifying the participants. In fact,
however, they had been coded for later categorization
among the eight cells now operating:
experienced experienced neophyte neophyte
part-time full-time part-time full-time
interim
population
control
population
Since the instrument being utilized was essentially a
compilation of the previous, interim instruments, the
same categorization of questions and responses applied
during their evaluative phase. Questions could be
categorized as belonging to one of thirty cells.
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Responses were analyzed utilizing the chi-square
technique in a manner similar to the interim evaluative
process, except that, in this case, there were two dis-
tinct populations with which to deal. In the case of the
interim population, the two sets of responses (those to
the first draft and those to the final product) were
analyzed according to chi-square as two responses to the
same question, to determine whether, for any of the
thirty cells, there was a significant change in reaction
to the product. Here, the actual frequencies used for
one example were those of the entire population (interim
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and control), with the actual frequencies for the second
sample being the criterion evaluative responses of the
interim population to the first draft. Then, the control
population’s responses were analyzed along with the
interim population's responses to the final product to
determine whether the differences in reaction were
significant. The chi-square formula used for these
operations is essentially similar to the one used during
the interim evaluation, with only minor alterations.
"In contrasting differences between two or more samples
by a chi-square test, the same principles apply as in the
one-sample application. Only the methods of determining
expected frequencies and the number of degrees of freedom
vary. "7 The same formula is used, but expected fre-
quencies are determined as a result of the proportion of
column subtotals that can be assigned to each subgroup.
Obviously, the exact method does not have to be reviewed
here, as it is a familiar technique to educational
research
.
A summary of the evaluative methodology may be
provided by using a number of symbols to stand for the
various population groups and evaluative stages. If
pi = interim population group
7lbid p 301 .
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— control population group
e 1 = Interim evaluation data
e - final evaluation data
then for the chi-square tests of the first evaluative
effort
,
we may say that p^ 1 was tested against an
expected distribution based on chance to determine the
significance oi the results. For the final evaluative
effort, p 1p 2 e 2 was tested against pie 1 to determine
whether a shift in response to the product had taken
place. Finally, pie2 was tested against p2e2 to deter-
mine whether that shift could in part be accounted for
by the participation of half of the final group in the
interim evaluative process. The results of the above
analysis provide an indication of the reaction of the
population of the final product, and whether that
reaction was valid.
CHAPTERIV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
As explained in Chapter Three, the development of
the Handbook was undertaken in three successive stages:
initial product development, interim evaluation leading
to final product development, and final product evalu-
ation. This chapter will present the results obtained
during the development and evaluative processes of each
of these three stages. In the case of stage one, initial
product development, the data will take the form of notes
and comments on the process of receiving input from a
variety of sources, as well as summaries of that input
content. In the cases of stages two and three, interim
and final product development, the data will take the
more quantitative form of specific section/criteria
evaluative responses.
The chapter will present the data, and suggest pos-
sible explanations for the results. These explanations
will in general reflect the decisions made during the
development of the Handbook in the light of the evalu-
ation results. Conclusions and recommendations will be
drawn and presented in the following chapter (Chapter V).
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Initial Product Development
In large measure, the data uncovered by the initial
product development process has already been presented,
and, as Is explained in Chapter Three and above, took a
non-quantitative form. Information was gathered from
five sources for initial product development:
1. Other states' efforts at handbook development
2. Acknowledged A.B.E. specialists at the University
level
3. Experienced A.B.E. directors within the state
4. Inexperienced A.B.E. directors within the state
5. State Department A.B.E. personnel
The information received as a result of contact with the
first of these sources has been presented in Chapter Two.
The input from number five above came largely during the
conference of December 3 5 1973, reported on in Chapter
III, and the results of which can be seen by reviewing
the differences between the before-and-after Tables of
Contents shown in Figures VI and VII, Appendix C. Data
from number two above came in the form of the constant
advice and input from Dr. Mark Rossman, who was over-
seeing the entire project, and would be impossible to
report on in specific as individual items of input were
sporadic and unlogged in any way. Only categories three
and four, which resulted from three interviews with
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A.B..E. directors, lend themselves to a reporting of data
here, though again not quantitatively. It should be
remembered that, at this point in the developmental pro-
cess, a largely subjective means of information gathering
was being utilized, leading to the development of an
_nitial product.
Figure XXI, Appendix D, provides a summarized list
of the information and bits of advice gathered as a
result of the interviews with experienced and inexper-
ienced A.B.E. directors. In all, three such interviews
were held (two with experienced, full-time directors; one
with an inexperienced, full-time director). As can be
seen from the list, such items as "using advisory
committee", "needs assessments", "keeping track of
things", and "bookkeeping practices", along with many
others, translated into specific Handbook sections or
subsections, such as "Creating an Advisory Board" (page
23), "Demographic Survey of the Population" (page 16),
"Ordering Materials" (page 52), and "Finance" (page 51).
These sessions were extremely valuable, as they provided
the starting point for many subject areas. Some items
("needs assessments", for example) became major sections
in the handbook, with much additional information added
to the original notes from the interviews (see Figure
VIII, Appendix C, for an example of the notes taken).
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Others, such as "keeping track of things", translated
into little more than a few lines of final product text.
Many comments, such as those concerning relations with
the State Bureau of Adult Services, and others of only
local concern such as problems with particular media or
politicians, were left out of the final product entirely.
Interim Product Evaluation
The universe of A.B.E. directors in the State of
Massachusetts was divided into two populations, P 1 and
P 2 . P 1 and P 2 were roughly equal in size (P 1=l6, P 2=21),
and roughly identical in composition (see Table IV,
Chapter III. As explained in Chapter III, on March 22,
1974, an Information Sheet (see Appendix D, Figure XX),
primarily to determine the accuracy of the distribution
of the
.
population among the four cells was mailed. In
addition, other Information regarding the professional
background of the participants was gathered as a matter
of interest (all of the Information Forms were returned).
The results indicated that the distribution of the popu-
lation had been entirely accurate. Other information
regarding the population may be reviewed by turning to
the sample Information Form, Figure XX, Appendix D.
Three test instruments were sent out over a period
of weeks (on April 30, 1974; May 15, 1974; and June 1,
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1974). Each of the three instruments dealt with two
sections of the handbook, and covered each of the five
criteria for usefulness employed by the study. The
results were analyzed section-by-section, according to
each of the criteria, in order to determine pi's
response to the product.
What was very rapidly discovered was that, appar-
ently, in the eyes of the test population, a quite useful
product had been developed. The author was not prepared
for the extent to which P 1 would respond positively to
the Handbook in the first draft form. As can be seen
from Table VIII, which represents a summary of data from
Tables XIII through XVIII, Appendix D, Chi-square for the
various sections ranged from 48.87 for Section I to 332.5
for Section III. These figures were so high that they
went off any tables of significance the author could
find. They indicate, however, that the null hypothesis
(that there is no significant direction to the responses
received for the evaluation of the five sections of the
handbook draft from P 1 ) is rejected at far better than
the .0001 level of significance. As was explained in
Chapter Three, the Chi-square figure indicates only that
there is a significant direction to set of data. The
actual nature of that direction must be determined
through a visual scan of the data. In this case, the
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TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OP DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
AND CHI-SQUARE RESULTS FOR ALL CRITERIA, SECTIONS
ONE THROUGH SIX, FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK. (SEE
FIGURE OF APPENDIX D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND
MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES). POPULATION IS pi
SUMMARIZES TABLES XIII THROUGH XVIII.
XOH
E-<OW
CO
RESPONSE 1234
I 12 30 15 2 0 48.8 .0001
II 59 177 56 26 11 267.3 .0001
III 25 124 23 7 1 280.5 .0001
IV 24 132 21 3 0 332.5 .0001
V 14 123 18 6 3 314.5 .0001
VI 20 119 21 5 0 290.4 . 0001
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data is extremely clearly leaning in the direction of a
positive, or favorable, response to the handbook. Indi-
vidual section/criteria ranged in chi-square values from
a not significant (at the established
.05 level) 7.11 for
criteria three (cosmopolitan nature) of the Introduction
(see Table XIII, Appendix D) to a significant 110
. 3 for
criteria two (clarity ) or Planning Your Program (see
Table XIV, Appendix D).
Apparently what had happened was that the initial
product development had been of sufficient depth and
completeness to assure the preparation of a quite use-
able document. However, the response to the third page
of the questionnaires (the open-ended questions), and
verbal responses from university and state-department
personnel, indicated some concern over various sections
of the handbook. What had to be concluded was that,
while all sections of the interim handbook were deter-
mined to be useful on the basis of the five criteria,
some sections were more useful than others in relation to
certain criteria. Responses to the open-ended questions
were therefore taken into account in relation to certain
sections of the handbook and revisions were made as
described below.
Questionnaire I provided the data for both the Introduc -
tion and Planning Your Program . Fourteen of the sixteen
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questionnaires mailed out were returned ( 87 . 5 %). The
InLr .Pduct ion , Which as a Section had a mean chi-square
value of 12.86 and a summary value of 48.87 (see Table
VIII ), had by far the least favorable response of all the
six sections. In addition, the Introduction was the only
section which had any section/criteria that had a chi-
square result that was not significant:
criterion 1 2 3 4 5 X? Prob
.
Cosmopolitan
Nature 0 3 q i n
(3) .10
The section, therefore, came in for some major revisions
in preparing the final product. Such comments as the
following gave some clues as to why the philosophy had
not been received particularly well:
"Nothing to add. But I would rather read the purpose
of the Handbook (now in the last paragraph) before
the inspirational material."
"Philosophy seems to be more a direction or policy."
"P
. 9 1st Parag. 'At the local. . . center'. This
section is a totally different thought and should be
placed elsewhere .
"
Such comments had to be read with great care, tak-
ing into account certain nuances such as the meaning of
referring to the philosophy expressed as "inspirational
material." Apparently, the well-intentioned phrases had
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struck some exposed nerves and needed to be redirected.
Section two, also covered by questionnaire one,
scored well in terms of clarity, relative value and
completeness
:
criterion 1 2 3 4 5 X2 Prob
.
Completeness
(1)
5 37 13 9 4 54.07 .0001
Clarity (2) 24 46 3 6 0 110.03 .0001
Relative
Value (4) 14 37 8 3 2 64.27 .0001
The comments reflected general satisfaction in these
areas
:
"well-covered.
"
"very complete."
"well-written.
"well-organized.
"
"everything I can think of is here."
"beautifully organized with a pleasing logic and
clarity .
"
However, the section scored less positively in terms of
"Cosmopolitan Nature" and "Anticipated Actual Use", with
chi-square values of 45.27 and 35.97 respectively. The
comments offer suggested revisions that seem to corres-
pond to the criteria responses:
"It's all clearly written. For my own taste, I would
prefer a style that assumes more sophistication and
awareness on the part of the reader."
"It has a tendency to talk down to the reader."
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"I do not feel anything you have listed should be
considered as obvious."
Apparently the writing style of the section was leading
the reader to reject the content in spite of clarity and
completeness. As a result, the entire section was
largely rewritten in a more sophisticated, less high-
handed style. The content of the section, however,
remained unchanged.
Questionnaire two covered sections three and four.
Rules and Regulations and Program Operation. Thirteen of
sixteen questionnaires were returned ( 8 1% ) . Response to
all criteria in relation to Rules and Regulations was
generally high, with the slight exception of complete-
ness, which was lower than the rest at X2 = 44.94:
criterion 1 2 3 ^ 5 X2 Prob
.
Completeness 1 18 15 2 0 44.94 .0001
( 1 )
Relative
Value (4) 6 28 2 0 0 85-84 .0001
As can be seen from the data above, the shift of the
responses that accounted for the change in X2 value is
toward a neutral, or less positive response to the sec-
tion in terms of completeness. Overall, the response to
the section was very positive (see Table VIII). Although
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the comments were also generally positive, a few reflect-
ed the feeling of incompleteness:
"How and when to file reports?"
"Eligible costs — not comprehensive."
"Very Basic."
"Use of His/Her instead of His."
"Aren't there more rules than that?"
"More specific rules."
As a result, all third person pronouns in the hand-
book were changed to the "his/her" format, and the sec-
tion on Rules and Regulations was slightly expanded and
several individual rules rewritten to provide more
explanation. One consideration here was simply that
directors may have had the impression that more rules
existed than actually were extant, due to the relatively
large number of "unwritten rules" that develop in a
relationship between local programs and a state bureau-
cracy that has existed for some time. Many of these
unwritten rules were covered in the section on Program
Operation, in terms of simply good advice for program
directors. -They did not, however, appear in the section
of Rules and Regulations because they had never been
legislatively mandated.
The data from Program Operation again indicated
p
general satisfaction with the section. Overall, X was
332 . 5 , off the chart of significances (an
extremely pos-
itive reaction, see Table VIII). This time the third
criterion, cosmopolitan nature, had a lower X
2 value than
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the. other four:
criterion 1 2 3 4 5 x2 Prob
.
Cosmopolitan
Nature (3) 6 22 5 3 0 40.64 .0001
Anticipated
Use (5) 7 28 1 0 0 79.89 .0001
All comments, however, reflected extreme satisfaction
with the section, supporting the overall chi-square
figure, and so the section remained substantially
unchanged
:
"vital information."
"It has a lot of useful suggestions — a goody."
"very comprehensive layout."
"This is the best section I've read."
"Very good coverage here."
"I feel you have covered everything."
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"Very good."
"All good."
"Good Material."
Questionnaire three covered sections five and six.
Regular Reports and the Appendices. Twelve of the six-
teen questionnaires were returned, ( 75 %) • The section on
Regular Reports again received very positive responses,
with the exception of criteria one, completeness. Over-
all, the chi-square figure was 31^«^6 (see Table VIII).
Completeness was low criterion:
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criterion 1 2 3 4 5 X2 Prob.
Completeness 2 19 6 4 1 13.32 .0001
( 1 )
Relative
Value (4) 4 28 1 0 0 38.36 .0001
The comments indicated that there had been a significant
oversight:
"There should be examples given — the reports are
still subject to interpretation by the reader."
"The samples could be illustrated in a more exemplary
fashion .
"
"The above only describes the pages. Areas such as
the monthly statement and annual financial report
need detailed description and a sample."
As a result of these comments, an entire sub-section was
added to Regular Reports providing detailed, specific
examples of completed forms and explanations as to how to
fill them out.
The appendices scored consistently highly, and the
comments seemed to indicate general satisfaction with the
material presented there. Overall, chi-square was 290.36
(see Table VIII). Although some additional material was
added to the section in the final product, no substantive
changes were made. Generally positive reactions were
indicated by such comments as:
"Your work will be a great help to all of us
especially to new directors in the program. If I
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.
had your book when I started out to be a director, I
would have had less (sic) problems with my work ."
5
"Informative, accessible, helpful, well-organized."
"Very good."
"I believe this is all excellent material."
"Very pertinent compilation and very well organized."
"Very well organized."
"Very good."
"Good Material."
Differences within P 1 . It was felt that it would
be helpful to know if the responses to the questionnaires
by P 1
,
when separated according to two population charac-
teristics, would yield significant differences in chi-
square results. This is, did the full-time directors
react significantly differently to the handbook on var-
ious section/criteria than did the part-time directors;
or did inexperienced directors have different reactions
than experienced directors. Thus, it would change the
author’s reaction to the data If it were determined that,
while overall P-^ had considered Regular Reports to be
clear, inexperienced directors found it to be unclear, or
significantly less clear, than did experienced directors.
P 1 was divided first according to experienced and inexpe-
rienced directors, and the responses within each division
were measured against each other. That is, the responses
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of PVexperienced were measured against the responses of
pl/inexperienced. Then the P 1 population was divided
according to part-time/full-time, with PVpart-time
measured against PVfull-time. The results were shown
in the summary tables IX and X (see Appendix D for com-
plete, section/criteria tables for both subpopulation).
As can be seen, there were no significant differences in
reaction to any of the sections on the basis of a divi-
sion of pl according to full-time/part-time. The highest
X result achieved by any single section/criteria was
2.96, and the highest overall, summary section X2 result
achieved was 4.18, both of which are insignificant.
There was, however, one section/criterion which
resulted in a significantly different response for the
division by inexperienced/experienced. Although the
summary statistics showed no significant differences
(see Table X), the section on Regular Reports, and area
of particular confusion and lack of good information for
new directors, indicated that the inexperienced directors
could see a greater liklihood of actually using that
section of the handbook during the next year:
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TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRERESULTS AND CHI-SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS FULL-TIME)FOR SECTIONS ONE THROUGH SIX OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOKALL CRITERIA. POPULATION IS pi
. SUMMARIZES TABLES
XXVIII THROUGH XXXIII.
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I 7 22 9 1 0 39 .17 .99
I 5 18 6 1 0 30
II 34 101 32 14 4 185 3.12 .60
II 25 76 24 12 7 144
III 18 73 14 5 1 111 2.47 .65
III 7 51 9 2 0 69
16 75 15 3 0 109 4.18 .40
8 57 6 0 0
8 69 13 5 2 97 3.29 .58
6 54 5 1 1 67
13 63 14 4 0 94 3.24 .58
7 56 7 1 0 71
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TABLE X
SUMMARY OP COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OP QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES AND CHI-SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED VS.
EXPERIENCED) FOR SECTIONS ONE THROUGH SIX OP FIRST
DRAFT OF HANDBOOK, ALL CRITERIA. POPULATION IS pi.
SUMMARY OF TABLES XIX THROUGH XXIV.
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V 7 58 9 5 1 80
VI 10 59 13 3 0 85 1.27 .85
VI 10 60 8 2 0 80
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criterion 1 2 3 4 5 Row X 2 Prob.
Anticipated
Use (5) 1 14 2 0 0 17
9.4 .05
Inexp
.
Anticipated
Use (5) 3 12 1 0 0 16 Exp.
Although the results did not change the manner in which
the section was approached in terms of preparing the
final product, the author was personally glad to have
seen the difference in reaction between the two sub-
populations as it confirmed a need felt during initial
interviews with inexperienced directors.
Final Product Evaluation
Final product evaluation consisted of the reac-
tions of pip 2 to a final questionnaire, and a comparison
of that reaction to the pi reaction to the interim
instrument. The validity of the pip 2 reaction in the
light of P^ participation in the interim evaluation pro-
cess was tested through a chi-square comparison of the
P 2 and pl reactions to the final product.
As was pointed out above, an unexpected result of
the interim evaluation was to find an overwhelmingly
positive response to the usefulness of the Handbook, in
terms of all thirty-six criteria/sections. It is not.
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therefore, surprising to find, in the light of an
already highly favorable response to the product, that in
many categories the final product evaluative response did
not differ significantly from the Interim evaluation*
s
results. As can be seen from Summary Table XI, the null
hypothesis (that there was no significant relationship
between interim or final product and direction of
response) was rejected for sections one and two, the
Introduction and Planning Your Program. The summary data
indicates, upon visual review of the data, that the
change from interim to final product for these two sec-
tions is toward a significantly more positive (favorable)
response. For the other four sections, the null hypo-
thesis was upheld, and the response, while still consist-
ently extremely favorable, was not significantly more
favorable for the final product than it was for the
interim product.
Five specific section/criteria, however, did show
significant relationships that rejected the null hypo-
thesis. Two of the five are criteria related to sections
other than the two which rejected the null hypothesis
overall
.
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section/
criteria 1 2 3 4 5 Row X 2 Prob.
Introduction/
Anticipated 0 11
Use
2 1 0 14
11.81
Interim
.02
Introduction
Anticipated 13 14
Jse
0 0 0 27 Final
section/
criteria 1 2 3 4 5 Row X2 Prob
.
Clarity/
Planning Your 24
Program
46 3 6 0 79
28.65 .0001
Clarity/
Planning Your 38
Program
122 12 0 0 172
Relative Value/
Planning Your 14
Program
37 8 3 2 64
9.27 .05
Relative Value/
Planning Your 25
Program
93 15 4 0 137
Completeness/
Regular 2
Reports
19 6 4 1 32
12.56 .015
Completeness/
Regular 5
Reports
63 20 0 2 90
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section/
criteria i 2 3 1, 5 Row X? Prob.
Clarity/
Regular
Reports
2 25 3 1 2 33
Clarity/
Regular
Reports
18 70 0 2 0
17.28 .0015
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In each of the five cases, the visual review of the data
indicated that the change from the Interim product to the
final product had resulted in a shift toward a more pos-
itive, favorable response than during the earlier product
evaluation.
These changes In responses correspond with major
changes to product content and presentation. It will be
remembered from the interim evaluation data analysis that
major changes were made in the Introduction's orientation
and language. The final evaluative data indicated a
greater anticipation of actually using the Introduction,
and thus, one would conclude, greater acceptance of the
changed content and tone.
Regular Reports was a much changed section in the
final product, with a large section added with actual,
completed reports included as examples. The increased
positive reaction to the section's clarity and complete-
ness reflects the changes that were made in both content
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TABLE XI
SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRERESPONSES AND CHI-SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCT vfFINAL PRODUCT) FOR SECTIONS ONE THROUGH SIX OP HANDBOOKALL CRITERIA. POPULATION FOR INTERIM RESPONSES IS ?1POPULATION FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSE IS plp2
ib
SUMMARY OF TABLES XL THROUGH XLV.
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SECTION
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TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNATRFRESPONSES AND CHI-SQUARE RESULTS FOR ALLCRITERIA, SECTIONS ONE THROUGH SIX OFFINAL DRAFT OP HANDBOOK. POPULATION ?sIS P P2. SUMMARY OF TABLES XXXIV THROUGH
XXXIX.
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69 61 17 0 0 112.2 .0001
126 460 120 21 14 895.4 .0001
58 314 60 16 2 725.8 .0001
61 303 61 15 0 690.4 .0001
63 317 55 7 4 760.0 .0001
76 287 80 7 0 579.4 .0001
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and organization. It should bo mentioned here that one
possible explanation for the increase in the clarity of
the section, in addition to the reorganization and
rewriting of some of the explanations, may have been the
fact that the first draft was printed on both sides of
the paper, in order to save on printing costs. The final
product was also printed on both sides, but each report
in this section started on the right-hand page with an
appropriate section heading. The result (see Appendix B)
was a much improved clarity, as now each report appeared
directly across from the accompanying explanation, a
juxtaposition which was not always maintained in the
first draft version. The consequent increase in clarity
and crispness of presentation may in part account for the
increased positive reaction to the section/criterion.
Planning Your Program, which came in for rewriting,
was seen to have improved in clarity and relative value,
both of which criteria were already high during the
interim evaluation. Although the Appendices were expand-
ed in the final product, and Program Operation changed
somewhat stylistically, neither showed a significant dif-
ference in reaction during the final evaluation. Rules
and Regulations was largely unchanged, and so was the
reaction (changes, as explained earlier, were restricted
in terms of completeness, the major complaint, due to the
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fact that all the rules had already been Included). In
each of these cases, and in the cases of the remaining
criteria/sections for the Introduction, Planning Your
Program, and Regular Reports, the fact of the initial
extremely positive reaction to the interim product makes
it difficult to ask for a more positive reaction to the
final product
.
Interim Vs. Pinal Product Evaluations: Validity
In order to determine whether participation in the
interim evaluative process had affected the judgment and
responses of the Pi population to the final product, PlE2
was compared to P 2E 2 in a chi-square analysis. The
results upheld the null hypothesis (see Table XXXIV,
Appendix D), indicating no significant relationship bet-
ween participation in the interim evaluation and direc-
tion of response (that is, no significant differences
between the P-*- and P 2 responses to the final product).
CHAPTERV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Tremendous growth has taken place in Massachusetts
Adult Basic Education programs since their legislative
beginnings ten years ago. As a result of this growth,
several needs assessments conducted over the past ten
years, and the nature of the A.B.E. professional staff,
it was determined by the State Bureau of Adult Services
that the time had come to set forth, in clear and useful
terms, the routine policies and procedures governing
administrative practices in local A.B.E. programs in the
state.
It had become apparent that there is a relatively
high turnover among local A.B.E. directors, and that
most new directors come into their job with an extremely
limited background as adult educators. It was felt that
a handbook of administrative policies and procedures
would serve to lessen the natural sense of confusion
about a new position, and would serve as a useful tool
for experienced directors as well.
The purposes of the study were to:
li Develop an administrative handbook of policies and
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procedures for Adult Basic Education directors in
the State of Massachusetts
2. Pormatively evaluate the usefulness of the hand-
book developed with regard to five criteria:
a. completeness
b. clarity
c
. cosmopolitan nature
d. relative value
e. anticipated use
The method. The method of development and forma-
tive evaluation involved the following steps:
1. The gathering of information from five sources:
a. Other states' efforts at handbook development
b. Acknowledged A.B.E. specialists at the Univer-
sity level
c. Experienced A.B.E. directors within the state
d. Inexperienced A.B.E. directors within the
state
e. State Department of Education A.B.E. personnel
2. Developing an initial product
3. Developing test instruments for the product
Conducting an interim product evaluation
5. Applying the results of the evaluation to the
interim product
,
leading to the development of a
final product
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6. Conducting a final product evaluation
7. Analyzing the data gathered from the final product
evaluation
8. Drawing conclusions from the data analysis, and
formulating recommendations as a result of those
conclusions
Prom beginning to end, the development and evalu-
ation processes intimately involved those whose reac-
tions to the final document would largely determine its
success or failure as an administrative tool: the local
A.B.E. directors. The formative process outlined above
allowed for a great deal of input from this source to
the production process, yet did not consume inordinate
amounts of time in consultation to that end. For a
large variety of reasons, a non-parametric measure of
significance was chosen to analyze the test instrument
results. The chi-square technique was applied to the
data for a determination of significances. An open-ended
section of the interim test instrument provided specific
feedback as to recommended interim product changes.
Information gathered from other states . Examples
of manuals and handbooks were sought from all states and
territories in the United States. Of those responding,
most were judged to be inadequate to the task. Thos~
manuals received tended to fall into one of iour
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categories
:
1. Those dealing with forms considerations only. What
forms have to be filled out and when. Occasionally
some guidance was given as to how to fill out the
forms. The Kentucky manual was given as an example
of the type
2. Those dealing with rules and regulations only.
These were generally cut-and-dried statements con-
cerning what could and (more often) what could not
be done. The Virginia manual was cited as an
example of the type
3. Those dealing almost exclusively with matters of
curriculum and instruction. The Wyoming handbook
simply lists publishers and publications. The
Hawaii publication gets quite specific concerning
performance objectives for subject-matter areas
4. Those dealing with matters of philosophy. The
Alabama handbook provides a typical example of the
category
Several states' publications did have sections of
interest and value, and contributed portions or thoughts
to the interim product. Among them were: Nebraska,
Ohio, Hawaii, New Hampshire, and Texas.
Analysis of the data . The interim evaluative data
revealed that there had been an overwhelmingly positive
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response to the first draft of the handbook. As a result
of all of the section/criteria chi-square statistics
indicating positive responses, it was necessary to apply
the suggestions received in the open-ended questions on
the basis of the relative strength of the positive
responses
.
Changes were made in most sections, depending on
the particular criteria that indicated needs. The
Introduction was heavily rewritten, and the chapter of
Regular Reports added an examples section. Planning
Your Program was rewritten in a different style that
was less condescending and assumed a greater degree of
sophistication on the part of the reader.
Comparison of the responses of part-time vs. full-
time and inexperienced vs. experienced directors indic-
ated no significant differences between the first two
sub-populations. For the second two sub-populations,
however, the inexperienced directors were found to
anticipate a greater use of the section on Regular
Reports
.
The final product evaluation resulted in equally
positive responses in twenty-five out of thirty of the
section/criteria
. For the following criteria/sections,
the response was significantly more positive that during
the interim evaluation:
Ill
1 . Anticipated Use/Introductlon
2 . Completeness/Regular Reports
3* Clarity/Regular Reports
4. Clarity/Planning Your Program
5. Relative Value/Planning Your Program
A comparison of the Interim population's (pi's)
responses to the final product and the control popula-
tion's (P 2 's) responses to the final product revealed no
significant differences between the two.
Conclusions
1. The interim product is useful, according to the
operative definition of the term utilized, as a
means of providing information and guidance to
local A.B.E. directors
2. The final product is slightly more useful than the
interim product as a means of providing information
and guidance to local A.B.E. directors
3. In the final product evaluation, ten per cent of
the questions, all dealing with the value of the
handbook in relation to attendance at conferences
covering the same subject matter, accounted for
sixty-seven per cent of all negative responses
(responses measured on a five-point scale, 1=
strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree, agreement
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4 .
5 .
being a positive response). The average response
to the questions, however, was 2.967 on the five-
point scale, or only barely on the agree side of
neutral. Interpretation of these results would
suggest that local directors are sharply divided
on the question of the relative value of the hand-
book as compared to a conference as a training
vehicle
A formative evaluative process of product develop-
ment as described in Chapter Three is an effective
means of producing a useful product
Since the data indicated significant differences
in response between experienced and inexperienced
directors only to the extent that Inexperienced
directors reacted even more positively than did
experienced directors in the case of two section/
criteria, it may be concluded that the handbook is
useful to both experienced and inexperienced local
A.B.E. directors
6 . Since the data indicated no significant differences
in response between part-time and full-time
directors, it may be concluded that the handbook
is useful to both part-time and full-time local
A.B.E. directors
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Recommendations
The recommendations which follow are based on the
findings and conclusions of this study. They are divided
into two sections: 1. those which relate to the use of
the handbook which was developed as a part of this study
and 2. those which relate to further research in this
and related areas.
Recommendations for the use of the handbook .
1. The present Handbook should be reprinted and dis-
tributed to all local A.B.E. directors in the State
of Massachusetts
2. The present Handbook should be distributed to all
Superintendents of Schools in the State of Massa-
chusetts in order to increase general awareness
among educators of the need for A.B.E. programs
and the availability of program support, as well as
inform them in advance of the type of undertaking
necessary to launch such a program
3. The Bureau of Adult Services, either through its
own staff or through contracted services, should
update the Handbook annually
4. The Handbook should be mailed to all of the other
states and territories in the United Stages, to the
office of the State Director of Adult Education, in
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order that duplication of effort will be avoided
and other states may make use of this beginning in
designing their own efforts
5* Periodic follow-up should provide information as to
whether later revisions of the present Handbook
remain as useful as the original in the eyes of the
users
Recommendations related to furthur research in this
and related areas
.
1. As a result of the overwhelming success of the pro-
cess utilized to include A.B.E. local directors in
the product development, an effort should be made,
through a similar process or another process, to
include local directors in the planning, develop-
ment, and evaluation of any materials produced by
the Massachusetts Bureau of Adult Services for
local consumption
2. Efforts should be initiated in other states to
develop materials similar to the Handbook utilizing
similar methods. An initial step in that direction
would be to evaluate current materials using the
same methodology as utilized for this study
3. Efforts should be made to increase the amount of
energy expended locally, by the states, and nation-
wide to train A.B.E. administrators and guide them
115
in their roles
^ • An assessment should be made to determine the
degree to which, if any, the utilization of train-
ing programs such as conferences, and training and
guidance aids such as the Handbook, actually
improve or change administration of local A.B.E.
programs
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INTRODUCTION
Hie United States Census of 1970 indicated that there are 49
million adults who make up the Mult Basic Education Clientele. That
sate census found that there are over one million adults in the state
of Massachusetts in that category. The purpose of this handbook is to
suiplify the routine business of beginning and/or operating an ABE
program. In it you will find copies of all the forms associated with
ABE in Massachusetts
,
explanations as to hew to complete them and when
and to whan to submit them, procedures ana suggestions for a local
financial accounting syston, and other suggestions and guidelines related
to such areas as guidance and counseling, recruiting, teacher training
and evaluation, student eligibility for diplomas and certificates, and
other matters. The ABE Unit of the Massachusetts Bureau of Mult Services
sincerely hopes that this handbook will be of use in enablinq vou to
better serve our state.
Human needs and human aspirations toward something better are two
fundamental reasons for the existence of adult education programs in
Massachusetts . Since tie very earliest days of the Caimorrwealth
,
Massachusetts has shown a deep and lasting concern for the improvement
of its citizens through education and training. Massachusetts today
has among the best educated populations in the nation, but it is composed
14
of many different kinds of persons with a tremendous number of complex
dgnands and needs to be derived from continuing education. The
Department of Education and the local school districts must provide
adult education programs that are wide in scope, sufficient in depth,
and responsive enough to change to cope with the challenges of a
rapidly advancing society.
School administrators responsible for adult education programs
must plan for a diversity of interests, experiences, and motivations
arrong their students which transcends the interests and experiences
typically found in day school pupils. The public to be served is
composed of individuals who differ markedly fran one another in educa-
tional interests, cairrrunitv position, educational background, age, and
notivation. The instruction provided must be thoughtfully organized
and pursued bv the student in a systematic manner toward the objectives
of economic self-sufficiencv, civic responsibility, effective family
living, and productive human relationships.
Adult Basic Education as a Federal program was iniated by the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Title II, Part B, Public Law 81 452,
and was amended in 1966 by Public Law 91-230. The mission of adult
basic education is to educate those over the aqe of sixteen whose
ability to speak, read, or write the English language constitutes
a
substantial impairment of their ability to get or retain
employment
ocrmensurate with their ability..." with a view.
1. Definitions, Section 303 of the Amendments to the
Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1966.
15
.
to making them less likely to becore dependent on
others
, .
to inproving their ability to benefit fran
occupational training and otherwise increasing their
opportunities for more productive and profitable employment,
and to making the® better able to meet their adult
responsibilities
.
^
In the process of endeavoring to upgrade marketable and functioning
skills, the objectives of the program are to improve listening, speaking,
reading, writing, and ccnputational skills. These subjects should not
be taught as isolated units, but should be taught so as to develop
the person into an informed, responsible citizen who is better able
to achieve his potential as a person.
Mult Basic Education is administered bv the U.S. Department of
Health
,
Education, and Welfare through the Office of Education, which
established a state crant program on a matching fund formula. Mult
education classes within the state of Massachusetts are established bv
contract between the Massachusetts State Department of Education and
the local public school districts.
2. Ibid.
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DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF THE POPULATION
In order to plan your local adult basic education program, it is
necessary to gather a large body of information concerning your ccrxnunity.
Mult basic education programs are far frcm all alike. They may differ
considerably depending on the educational, religious, political, and
ethnic make-up of the sponsoring corinunity, and may or may not have a
variety of parallel organizations upon which to rely for program s\^jport.
Following is a suggested sequence of events for your data-gathering.
Remember that good planning and decision-making is always based on a
full understanding of the situation. We want to create programs that
will meet a real need, and at the same time not duplicate goals and
efforts that others are already persuming. This is information that
is helpful to the smooth operation of your program:
1. Find out what public agencies, programs, and institutions
operate in your aorrinunity to serve the population in ar^as
of health, housing, welfare, child care, employment and
manpower development, recreation, cultural activities,
and educational services. Funds to sponsor them may be
frcxn federal, state, or local sources; these will include
community and public health programs, hospitals, drug
abuse programs, urban renewal programs, public housing
projects, welfare departments, employment and unemploy-
ment agencies, job training programs , Vista projects.
Head Start programs, day care centers, park and recreation
center programs , museums , art galleries , libraries , penal
institutions. The mayor's office may have information
on state and locally supported public service agencies
and programs. Departments in your state government in
20
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Ch
ff?
e of health, housing, education, and matters ofpublic welfare will be able to put you in touch withtheir agencies and programs operating in your community.
2.
Find out what private organizations, institutions, and
informal interest groups exist in your community. There
will be organizations for many purposes; religious, athletic,
agricultural, conservation, hobby and avocational,
fraternal and ethnic, public affairs, political, consumer,
etc. Sources of this information are phone directories.
Chamber of Cormerce, reference section of public library,
may°r s office
,
church leaders
,
local ccmmunity leaders
.
3
.
Once you have found these public and private organizations
,
do the following:
a. Determine their source of funding, the purpose they
serve and the people they reach. Examine their relation-
ships to each other (carmen membership, leaders, shared
programs, etc.)
b. Find out whether they have any programs for adult
education or training.
c. Plot their location on a ccmrnunity map noting whem
they serve.
d. In your directory, record the name of the organization,
address, person in charge, and phone number.
4.
Determine the characteristics of the adult pooulation in
the oenmunity. What is the breakdown of population by
age, sex, ethnic background, incone, employment, occupation,
and educational attainment. A publication entitled General
Social and Economic Characteristics, 1970 Census of
Population
,
published for each state by the U.S. Department
of Cormerce
,
Bureau of the Census contains statistical
data particularly relevant to ABE program considerations.
The report is available in most library reference roems or
it may be purchased for $4.25 frcm one of the following:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office in
Washington, D.C.
U.S. Department of Cormerce Business
Services Field Office in Boston
U.S. Government Printing Bookstore
in Boston
21
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This publication provides an ABE director with one of
the best sources of information about the social and
economic characteristics of persons living in metropolitan
areas, places in specified population ranges, and countries.
The following outline suggests entries of particular interest
and value to ABE directors. It is based on tables for places
of 10,000 to 50,000. Other tables provide similar, separate
data for various ethnic populations. Tables for areas' and
places of 50,000 or more are more detailed and organized in
a somewhat different manner. Tables for places of 2,500 to
10,000 are less detailed. The county-by-county section includes
tables with separate data for rural non-farm and rural farm
populations:
Social Characteristics
Mother tongue
Educational and Family Characteristics
Years of school completed; male and female,
25 years old and over
Employment Characteristics
Employment status; male, 16 to 21 years;
not enrolled in school; not high school grad-
uate; unemployed or not in labor force
Labor mobility; male, 30 to 49 years old in
1970; non-worker vs worker in 1965 and
1970
Occupation and Earnings
Occupations of employed persons
Median earnings of employed persons for
selected occupation groups
Industry of Employed Persons and Occupation
of Experienced Unemployed Persons
Last occupation of experienced unemployed;
male and female, 16 years old and over
Income and Poverty Status in 1 969
Income less than poverty level
Income less than 75 percent of poverty level
Income less than 125 percent of poverty level
5. Learn who your local leaders are. Acquaint yourself
with community leaders—mayor, city council members,
school board msnbers, and civic leaders. Select people
who work in their offices or on their staffs 'ivho can serve
as your contacts to these leaders. For example, establish
a relationship with the person in your mayor s of j.ice
.
who works on educational matters. Keep these people informed
on the adult education program and ways it is assisting
the carntunity.
22
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REMEMBER THAT CLOSE COOPERATION WITH THE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
SUPERINTENDENT AND ALL OF HIS OTHER STAFF IS VERY IMPORTANT.
IN THE FUTURE, YOUR PROGRAM MAY LIVE OR DIE AS A RESULT OF
HIS OR HER DECISIONS AND/OR SUPPORT. BE SURE TO SOLICIT
ADVICE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE AND KEEP THAT OFFICE
INFORMED OF YOUR PROGRESS.
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CREATE AN ADVISORY BOARD
During your tenure as program director, you will have both the
cpjrA_*rtunity and the need to interact with many people in your ccrartunity.
One of the most crucial factors affecting the success of an ABE program
is the extent to which ccrrnunity leaders and parallel organizations offer
‘iheir support. One way to ensure a certain level of participation and
support frcm your cotmunity is to organize an advisory board to assist
you. Choosing the members of that advisory board should be a carefully
considered task. Include those men and women of influence who can be of
assistance to you, but also include persons from the ranks of the cannunity,
to lend diversity of opinion to the board. Of course, you want to choose
those whom you anticipate being supportive of your program. Basically, -
there are two questions you must address. You must decide who should
be represented on your advisory board, and how you would like your board
to operate
:
1) . Who should be represented?
a) Refer to the directory you have created of public
human resource organizations and programs, private
organizations, employers and unions, trade, business and
ccrmercial organizations.
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C311 on the people in charge of these organizations
and programs. Visit them to explain the Adult Education
Program. Select those who are helpful, interested, and
effective in their own operations to be on the Advisory
Board.
c) Contact and visit local leaders or their representa-
tives. Choose those who can be helpful in marshalling
program support and resources to be on the Advisory Board.
d) Select representatives from community populations
to describe the educational needs of their group.
e) From personnel who have previously served as adult
education teachers, counselors, and paraprofessionals
,
select representatives for the Advisory Board.
2. Hew shall it operate?
a) Consider having two Boards—one composed of repre-
sentatives frem cairnunity populations, the other of local
leaders, public and private organization representatives,
employers
,
union and business organizations.
b) The Board could be organized to function in task force
to make recarmendations regarding local educational needs
and the type program to meet these needs.
c) The Board could function only to advise you on the
accuracy of the educational needs identified for the
cairnunity and the appropriateness of the program design
to meet them.
d) The Board could function to strengthen the community
support for the adult education program by giving it
visibility and creating financial support.
Use your advisory board wisely. Don't glut the members with detail,
but inform them routinely of the operations of the program. Make use of
their input especially during the planning stages of your program where
you will need advice and sound criticism of your plans.
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determine the educational
NEEDS OF YOUR. COMMUNITY
By now, you have a good idea of the demographic make-up of your
community- New is the time to sit down with your advisory board and
share the data you have gathered. Together, you can arrive at seme
decisions as to the types of educational needs that you perceive in
your carmunity, and how you intend to meet them. For example:
1) You will want to examine your data to determine the ethnic
and national composition of your potential clientele. Do you have a
canmanity with a particularly large number of foreign bom? What
percent? Are they physically scattered, or do they generally
live in one area? Do you perceive a need for an English as a
Second Language Program?
2) Does your data indicate that you have a significant number
of functional illiterates in your ccmnunity? Is there a pattern
to their location within your city? What are the Implications
of these data for program location?
3) Is there a large factory situated in your city that operates
around the clock? If this is a major anplcyer, do you anticipate
a number of students to be drawn frem the ranks of its employees?
If so, what are the possibilities for early-morning or afternoon
adult school sessions? What are the implications of these data on
program location? (It's tough to hold adult classes in a high
school during the day)
.
4)
What is the general educational attainment in your ccmnunity?
Do you anticipate a call for high school preparation? If so, what
kind of preparation do you anticipate being in aenand? Is there
a G.E.D. testing center near you? What arrangements can you make
with your local school committee in regard to issuance of an adult
High School Diploma? (See Section IV-D)
5)
How do local employers view the educational
employees? (Your advisory council may be of car
Hew important to than is a high school diplcra _
for advancement? What are the implications o_ -
lack of importance) for the anphasis within yc
—
needs of their
ncular help here.)
r considering anployees
his importance (or
: projected programs? .
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Obviously, a great number of factors need to be considered. The
mass of data you have collected must be brought together to form a
oanprehensive view of the educational needs of your cartnunity. These
needs may range from basic skills to secondary preparation to English
language training to consumer skills to career counseling.
Eonamber, at first you are just identifying • needs
. There may be a
long list, and you may not be able to meet all of them within the limited
budget and sccpe of your program. But until you have identified all of
your ocntnunities ' adult educational needs
,
you will not be able to give
priority to any of them.
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CHOOSING YOUR PRIORITIES
You should new have, in addition to a large body of data
ooncerning your camnunity, a list of adult educational needs in your
cemmnity as perceived by yourself and your advisory board. That list
of educational needs may be very long and, as stated in the previous
section, far beyond the scope and budget of your fledgling program.
Now is when you most sit down, and again with the counsel of your
advisory board, decide on your program's priorities. You must decide
which community population to serve and which needs to address. These
are not always easy decisions, and invariably ha^re numerous philosophical
and political implications. It is for this reason that it is Important
that they be made in concert with your advisory board of ccrmunity
leaders. If questions later arise concerning the priorities chosen,
you as the program directors will not have lo take
the full load of
justification on your shoulders. Use your advisory board to full ad-
vantage.
Sate of the questions you and your advisory board will
want to
answer are:
(1) Which populations have greatest need
for the program
(2) Which populations are receptive to
the program
(3) What needs can your program
reasonably .expect to address
28
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Be sure that you consider the legislative guidelines (see Introduction)
for Mult Basic Education Program funded by P.L. 91-230, as well as the
guidance offered by the Massachusetts ABE State Plan (copies available
from the ABE Unit, 3ureau of Adult Services)
.
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designing your adult education program
In designing your specific adult education program, there will be
a large number of things to consider. It will be possible to address
only a few of the most important of these and offer seme cements or
possible questions that you might consider in regard to each:
PROGRAM LOCATION
You will want to spend seme time considering the alternatives
available in basic educational delivery systems. Perhaps, of course,
you are restricted by local conditions to a single option, such as an
evening program housed in your secondary school. If this option is the
only one you have, then of course you must make the best of it. Other
possibilities for adult instructional delivery systems include
:
a) Decentralized sub-programs housed in churches, cormtunity-
centers, banks, libraries, hospitals, penal institutions, old-age
hemes, places of employment, etc.
b) Local T.VV. or radio offerings if local time is available.
Especially true if local cable television exists.
c) Heme visitation programs for the elderly, the invalid, or
the shy.
d) Correspondence programs . Especially if you are working
with a county-wide organization that has a large territory
to cover.
e) Adult learning center (s). Buildings specifically designed
(or redesigned) for use as an adult instructional setting.
You will also want to consider such factors as the ethnic and
demographic distribution of your ABE clientele throughout your community
in determining your program location.
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TIME
In every ocmunity
,
large or small
,
there are workers and hcmernakers
who are unable to attend evening classes due to work schedules cr hare
responsibilities. Schedule morning, early afternoon, late afternoon,
and weekend classes—as well as evening classes—to make opportunities
available to all adults. If the district now has only evening classes,
consider adding one or two daytime classes and gradually build a balanced
program of daytime and evening classes or learning laboratory hours.
FINDING FACILITIES
No matter where, or in hew many places, your program will operate,
there are seme basic considerations to keep in mind v/hen locating
facilities. Among than are:
a) Is there adequate lighting, furniture, heat, washroom
facilities
,
maintenance?
b) Is there adequate space for the number of people you
anticipate serving?
c) Is there office space available for administrative
requirements?
d) Is the public transportation system adequately available
to the population you intend to serve?
e) Is there adequate parking?
f) If you are trying to reach certain populations during
the workday, are your facilities near their employment?
g) Is the area ore in which your clientele will not be
hampered ’ey considerations of personal safety during the
day or night?
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h) Is the setting and arrangement of space adequate for the
type of instruction you envision? Individualized instruction and
learning laboratories require different kinds of space than group
or classroom instruction.
i) Is additional space available for support services such as
counseling?
j) Check with your local building inspectors. He can tell you
what requirements exist for facilities of this sort. This is yery
important . Did you know, for instance, that in most cities public
buildings must have certain floor-load characteristics not usually
met by vrood-frame structures? Your building inspectors will be
happy to help you avoid future problems.
k) Is the location and the physical set-up of the building
adequate to insure security for your property and employees? Is
the expense within your budget? Are locks and systems adequate
to present or detect burglary and/or vandalism?
HIRING YOUR STAFF
Most likely, you will have primary responsibility for hiring your
own staff. Depending on the size of your project, this may or may not
be a time-consuming procedure. You have already determined, in making
your program proposal, the instructional and support staff you will need.
Everyone has his or her own approach to the question of hiring. It
would certainly be impossible to summarize here such a complex decision
in a manner that would be acceptable to everyone. Remanber, however , that
the quality of your program is more dependent on the quality of your staff
than on any other single factor. Take your time, and know the qualities
for which you are looking. Seme factors you may want to take into account
are:
a) experience-in adult education
in related fields
b) references
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c) training as an adult educator (see Section )
d) the ethnic makeup of your projected clientele (if you
^ticipate a large number of Spanish-speaking students, it
might be wise to have at least one Spanish-speaking instructor)
e) personality
f) familiarity with curricular materials
g) hours of availability
h) background in E.S.S.
i) experience in G.E.D. preparation programs
j) training as a reading specialist
k) knowledge of elementary and/or high school arithmetic
and mathematics.
l) an understanding of the special needs of the A.B.E.
population. A love for diversity and a desire to assist
people on a friendly basis.
It is possible that you may not wish to be persona-ly responsible
for staff selection. This decision is a matter of leadership style, and
must be reached in conjunction with your school superintendent. If you
decide that you wish to share this responsibility, you will want to
appoint a hiring committee. Possible members of such a carmittee would
be: school ccrrmittee members, potential students, other staff, system
teachers, ccrmtunity leaders, yourself and others.
Another possibility is to utilize the school district's personnel
office. This,' however, would take the decision entirely out of your
hands and could have significant influence on your future relationship
with your staff.
PLANNING CURRICULUM
Once again, the question of curriculum planning is a complex one
that can only be briefly touched upon here. Offered are only general
carments and suggestions that may serve to give seme initial directions
:
1) Set Program Goals
a) Review the general goals for adult basic education as
set out in legislation (see section III)
,
guidelines (see
introduction) and state plans.
b) Create local goals based on the population you will
serve and the needs you wish to meet.
c) Formulate your goals in specific terms. Example:
"The participants in the Mult Basic Education Program
will learn how to use the services of the Legal Aid unit in
their carmunity. They will discover haw to go about
contacting, meeting with, and following through on a case
with legal aid lawyer.
"
d) Report your program goals to your advisory board.
They may have helpful additions.
e) After such goals have been formulated, you can then sit
down and design activities and learning experiences to
meet than.
2) Plan the Curriculum
a) If your carmunity has previously had an adult education
program, analyze the effectiveness of the curriculum that
was used. Talk with participants, teachers, counselors
who were involved with the program to get their evaluations.
b) Look at the curricula that other programs use. Talk with
other adult education directors; visit their programs.
c) Base your curricula on the types of needs you are meeting.
The different groups you are serving will need a curriculum
adjusted to their needs. Mults with little educational
background, adults learning English, and aduirs werking on
their secondary credential will require different types of
instructional activities.
3*.
d) Try to plan the curriculum by creating learning situations
that draw fran the life experiences of the participants.
Adults bring with them a large store of experiences that can
serve to demonstrate and illustrate their ‘lessons. Make full
use of this rich source. Examples: Thematic units can be
organized around performing tasks such as marketing, renting
an apartment, child care, getting a job, coping with employees,
buying on time, etc.
e) Centralized and decentralized program structures may
require different curricula: Centralized programs might
offer several categories of classes—reading
,
"math
,
coping
skills of various sorts—as well as learning laboratory
requiring programmed materials, equipment and space for
working individually, and tutoring assistance.
Decentralized, mini-programs operating in various locations
will need curricula easily adaptable to many settings.
Well-organized, portable materials of an inexpensive nature
will be helpful.
NOTE : It is not appropriate to cite examples of specific,
ocnmercially-available materials here. Please refer to
Appendix VI for a complete list of materials on the market.
Please keep in mind that the Bureau of Adult Services is
not in a position to endorse any specific product.
3) Determine Methods of Instruction
Different methods of instruction may be appropriate to
various participant groups. In addition, methods of instruction will
tend to differ according to the nature and size of your program. learning
Centers have generally followed a pattern of high individualization
(with sane no table exceptions) . Individualization is more difficult to
accomplish in a small, part-time program. It has been done, however,
through the creation of small , ''miini-learning-centers
,
" where participants
drop in to the "classroom" any time during certain hours. Individualization,
however, may not always be appropriate. Some client groups, and seme
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physical arrangements and subject matter (such as E.S.L)
are better dealt with in a group*.
tl ?nSuder^the 11363 °f formin9 small groups in the classes withthe teacher functioning as a resource person.
b) Weigh the possibility of allowing participants to choose the
content and pace of their learning experiences
.
c) Incorporate learning activities such as field trips, demonstra-
tions, and guest speakers. Draw frcm carmunity resources to plan
these.
.
Use the ccumunity as a laboratory and plan learning experi-
ences in its museums, art galleries, markets, government offices,
courts, etc.
4) Balance Your Materials . Encourage teachers to maintain a balance
between professional and informal instructional materials. Most ABE
materials are prepared professionally and meet the essential technical
requirements for good reading and arithmetic instruction. Many cormercial
reading and arithmetic materials relateto the everyday personal problems
of adult learners, but careful selection is essential.
Before a wide variety of ccnmercial materials became available,
many teachers used informal materials such as income tax forms, employment
application forms, installment sales contracts, food andconsumer goods
labels, loan company advertisements, daily newspapers, and telephone
hooks. Many teachers still believe that informal instructional materials
are effective for use in conjunction with professionally prepared materials.
Ihe use of informal materials should be encouraged, not dismissed as
being obsolete. Im seme instances, informal materials are closely
related to the everyday problems of students.
One example is the "language Experiences" approach, wherein the
student learns to read using a story or material that he or she has
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dictated to an instructor, drawing from his or her own experience to
create the material. The students are there learning to read within
their cwn vocabulary, and are working with material that is meaningful
to them.
EVALUATING MATERIALS
TDe evaluation of instructional materials and equipment can be
part of teacher inservice education. The risk of unused or improperly
used materials and idle equipment is substantially reduced when teachers
are directly involved in evaluation and final selection.
** Encourage teachers to investigate, analyze, and try out
new instructional materials and new types of audiovisual
equipment.
** Place sample instructional materials in the ABE professional
library or resource center. Urge teachers to examine them.
** When teachers feel that a certain instructional method or
approach ^has possibilities for the improvement of instruction,
arrange ror trial use of that idea. Encourage other staff
members to observe and discuss the method informally.
** When a piece of equipment appears to be highly satisfactorv,
have participating teachers demonstrate its use at an inservice
meeting. "Hands-on experience" for all teachers, especially
with new audiovisual ecruipment, should be part of the demons-
tration.
** Evaluation of materials, equipment, and the proper use of
instructional tools should be an ongoing process.
** Do not attempt to evaluate and select materials and equipment
solely at the administrative level. The sheer volume available
makes such a procedure impractical. Furthermore, teachers
frequently challenge new instructional methods and materials when
they are not involved in the evaluation process.
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** Work with teachers in the development of a checklist for
evaluating materials and equipment. The checklist should be
built around the special characteristics of ABE programming,
for example:
Are the backgrounds and needs of ABE students recognized?
Are the learning activities related to the interests of
ABE students?
Is the vocabulary satisfactory for ABE reading levels?
Are the directions clear and simple?
Is further study on the part of the student encouraged?
Can the student move ahead at his own pace and achieve
maximum progress?
Is the material constructed with short-term goals so
that the student can feel a sense of accomplishment
after each use?
Are suggestions for instruction provided for the teacher?
Are the mechanics of the materials, such as the size of
the print and the layout of pages, suitable for ABE
students?
Are pretests and post-tests available?
** Include the mechanics of equipment operation in the preservice
training program. Keep extra copies of equipment manuals in
the library or resource center.
** Evaluate methods and techniques at least once a year. Do they
improve student progress? How well do adult students like
particular methods or materials? Teacher enthusiasm for a
method sometimes overshadows facts about student progress or how
well students like certain materials. An evaluation of an experi-
mental program is essential before moving to full-scale use of
the materials or equipment.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
The following pages describe the program and its goals, the
priorities
, regulations
,
and conditions under which programs will
operate, and the responsibilities which local educational agencies
assume in conducting programs.
Funding decisions are made in accordance with the rrerit of
individual applications as evidenced by the degree of program planning,
'xxrnunity involvement in the planning, the feasibility of the program
design for meeting the educational needs of the adults to be served, the
ability of the applicant agency to satisfy the regulations and conditions
set forth in these guidelines, and the relationship of the proposed
ATogram to the priorities, terms, conditions, and objectives of the
individual programs under which monies are requested. The planning
process is a requisite to effective programming. Planning should be the
mutual effort of the ccrrmunity and the educators. It begins with a
determination of the ccrrrnunity's social, political and economic climate,
with an emphasis on unmet educational needs and desires.
1. PROGRAM PRIORITIES
Such criteria and priorities are designed to assure that first
priority is given to programs which provide for instruction
in speaking, reading, or writing the English language for persons
functioning at the fourth grade level or below. Second priority
is given to such instruction for oerscns functioning above the
fourth and through the eighth grade level. Third priority is
given to such instruction for persons functioning above the
8th and through the 12th grade level or its equivalency
.
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In determining whether the need for adult basic education has
been met in a particular school district or other area the State
agency considers among other factors: (a) The degree to which the
responsible educational agency has made available the opportunity
for all adults functioning below the eighth qrade level to parti-
cipate in adult basic education programs; (b) the deqree to which
the responsible educational agency has utilized the most recent
State and county statistical and census information regarding
adult educational attainment.
2.
COOPERATION
Hie task of locating the undereducated adult and enoouraginq his or
her enrollment and attendance in adult classes requires the active
cooperation of both federal and state agencies, civic organizations,
and adult leaders in the ccnnunity. The director of the program
should ascertain which individuals, organizations, and agencies may
be of assistance to him or her in identifying the undereducated
adult, as well as be in a position to recruit and refer students
to the program.
3.
ADVISORY BOARD
In order to assure that the program is meeting the needs of the
local ccrrirTunity
,
it is reccmended that an advisory ccrmittee be
appointed to provide the program director with additional knowledge
of the adults to be served. An advisory carmittee is an advice-
giving body assisting the program in meeting its proposed objectives.
A majority of the adult schools already have advisory councils. These
may also serve to assist the director of the adult basic education
program.
4. TUITION AND FEES
Tuition and fees, if any, collected frcm students enrolled in other
adult education programs, mav not be included as part of the Federal
or non-Federal expenditures under the State plan.
5. SHARING OF EXPENDITURES
The sharing of expenses includes any State or local educational
agency ironies expended for the purposes delineated under Eligible
Cost , " any any State or local educational agency monies expended for
Adult Civic Education, a program of basic education in effect in
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Massachusetts since 1919. Mult Civic Education is considered a
component part of the total Mult Education program for purposes of
reporting, and expenditures related to this program are considered
eligible to be counted for sharing purposes only if such expenditures
related to this program are considered eligible to be counted for
sharing purposes only if such expenditures meet with the criteria
established in "Eligible Costs.'
6. INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS
Classes should be conducted in accordance with the organizational
pattern of the local agency. In a learning center, it is recognized
that instruction is often on an individualized basis. In any
class, at least four instructional hours per week for a minimum of
30 weeks must be provided.
7. NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS
Non-English speaking adults enrolled in the ESL-ABE classes must
give assurance of ccmrdtment towards achieving those goals as
outlined in the Instructional Areas towards competency at the
eighth grade level through standardized testing. A student will
also be considered graduated when he attains competency at the
eighth grade level by standardized testing. In other words, the
learning goals persued by ESL students must encompass a broader
academic range than merely learning English. The student must
have a carmittment towards achieving academic competency at the
eighth grade level in the areas described in section 9.
8. CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION (see section II E)
Generally there must be three levels of instruction for both
native bom and ESL-ABE adults: the beginning level, grades 1-3;
the intermediate level, grades 4-6: and the advanced level, grades 7-8
Students demonstrating skills at or above the 7 . 5 grade level may
be considered either adult basic education or preparatory high
school equivalency students.
9. CONTENT AREAS
Reading—Students enrolled in the ABE Program must demonstrate a
statistically significant increase in reading performance scores
as measure by standardized testing.
Mathematics—Students enrolled in the ABE Program must demonstrate
a statistically significant increase in.mathematical performance
scores as measured by standardized testing.
Social Civic Concepts—Students enrolled in the ABE Program
must
demonstrate additudinal and behavioral changes in their roles as
parents, producers, consumers, and citizens as measured by structured
teacher and/or counselor interview.
English as a Second Language in Mult Basic Education—Students
enrolled in English as a Second Language classes in the ABE Program
must demonstrate the ability to understand and speak canmmicational
English with 90 percent accuracy those basic patterns of language
syntax and structure practiced in class as measured by teacher-
constructed oral tests.
10. TEACHER TRAINING
Each program must provide pre-service and in-service programs for
teacher training. The program director is responsible for initiating
these programs, and a special section in the program proposal is
provided for these expenses. A three-year Staff Development Region
I grant by the U.S.O.E. has been awarded to the University of
Massachusetts for providing professional training in Mult Basic
Education. Through the coordinated efforts of the University and
the ABE State Office goals have been established for effecting pro-
fessional growth. You should feel free as a program director to call
on the University and the State Mult Basic Education Office for
assistance in providing pre-service and in-service training for your
new experienced staff. Assistance can be offered in the form of
on-site trainers, conferences, materials, programmed audiomodular
packets, reviewing program curricular materials, planning for college
courses in adult education curriculum and methods, providing
evaluative services , and conducting other special activities directed
at the improvement of resources for the training, (see section on
IV, E & F) .
11. PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The local agency has the responsibility for appointing a qualified
principal adult education administrator (program director)
.
12. TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS
a. Massachusetts State Teacher Certification.
b. Completion of such pre-service and in-service courses as may
be required by local and state policy.
c. Waiver of "a" and "b" may be granted in exceptional or extra
ordinary circumstances.
13. ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS
The local program has the responsibility for determining the cruali-
fications of associate professionals.
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14. ADULT EDUCATION LEARNING SPECIALISTS
Fran time to time
,
local agencies may need adult education learning
specialists. Such specialists may be in the areas of curriculum
development or coordination. The local agency in cooperation with
the state agency, shall share responsibility for determining quali-
fications of such specialists.
15. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Each basic education program will provide guidance and counseling
services for the adults. The under-educated adult presents a host
of values, attitudes, ideals, interests, capacities, aspirations and
problems which need to be bridged, reconciled and solved. The purpose
of guidance in adult basic education is to assist each student to
develop realistic ideas and images of himself or herself; to discover
opportunities in the world; and to help or her formulate, plan for
and achieve realistic goals with ever increasing self-direction.
Therefore, the student should learn about himself or herself, learn
about opportunities in education and employment, develop- sound habits
and social relationships, and make and carry out plans. In small
part-time programs such services are probably best accomplished
by instructors in the classroom situation. Full-time learning centers
are required to empldy a counselor . The administrator, teacher, and
guidance counselor should plan cooperatively and meet frequently
so that they may better understand what each is able to do for the
student. A suggested list of concerns are as follows:
individual counseling
group counseling
orientation
testing (placement-achievonnt-diagnostic)
use of testing information
grouping
individual personnel folders
attendance
progress reports
appraising performance
certification and graduation
The guidance counseling program must be concerned with much more
than the collection of test results and the recording of student
progress. It must concern itself with the individual student,
his or her needs, progress, and problems at school, heme, and work.
Most important, it must provide assistance in resolving such problems.
16. TESTING
Testing is essential to determine the level of the incardng student,
to diagnose his or her educational needs, and later, to Treasure growth.
17. REPORTING AND EVALUATION
All federal programs require reporting and evaluation systems
designed to justify the expenditure of monies in terms of program
accomplishments and the attainment of program goals. Programs will
be expected to submit all required program and fiscal reports with
a view to program accountability and improvement.
Local educational agencies, other state governmental agencies conducting
programs will submit to the Massachusetts Board of Education such
periodic reports on such forms and containing such information
as the Massachusetts Board of Education may require to systematically
carry out its responsibilities under the State Plan, and will keep
such records, afford such access thereto, and comply with such other
provisions as the Board of Education may find necessary to approve
the correctness and verification of such reports.
Data will be collected periodically and systematically frcm individual
student records, records of attendance, achievement scores, teacher
and supervisor reports and other sources of information in compliance
with Federal and State Laws concerned with confidentiality that will
permit evaluation of the Adult Education program.
Each program will be supervised by personnel of the Massachusetts
Board of Education, and reports of progress will be made as directed
by the Massachusetts Board of Education.
See Section IV for complete information on how to prepare regular
,
reporting forms.
!8. LOCAL ANNUAL PROGRAM PLAN
By February 1 of each year, the local agency will prepare the local
annual program plan for the following fiscal year . The local agency
shall utilize the appropriate forms as they appear on section
19. BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS
a. Hie fiscal year extends frcm July 1 to June 30. When a proposal
is approved, unless notified otherwise, four quarterly payments will
be made during the course of the fiscal year. Each payment will
approximately one-quarter of the total amount allocated for the
program.
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b. Bonafide expenditures and encumbrances made under accounts
payable on or before the end of the fiscal year must be liquidated
within the following twelve month period. If a program is not
refunded the subsequent year, all capital items and instructional
materials bought with Federal funds are to be returned to this office
following a fiscal audit review.
c. At least half of the totfcl budget will be for instructional
salaries.
d. The purchase of any capital non-instructional items costing
$200.00 or more must be specifically approved before purchase.
An inventory of such capital items will be kept, both with the
local agency and with the State agency.
e. Accounting records should be available for inspection on a
week's notice.
f. Categorical transfers of monies after a budget is approved
will be allowed up to 10%.
20. ELIGIBLE COSTS
a. Salaries, wages, and other personnel service costs of permanent
and temporary staff employees, members of advisory groups and
consultants for the performance of services reasonably related to
programs, services, and activities under the State plan, including:
1. the costs of regular contributions of employers and
employees to retirement, workmen's compensation
,
and other
welfare funds, and
2. payments for leave earned with respect to such services,
including educational leave: Provided , that such leave is
approved in advance by the state agency and is in conformity
with the policy of the state. The fact that funds are used
for the salary of an employee on such leave does not preclude
Federal financial participation in the salary of the person
employed to replace him or her, as long as the replacement is
otherwise eligible.
b. Fees, tuition charges, or other payments for the education or
training of employees whether or not on educational leave, while
attending course
,
workshops
,
conferences
,
or seminars , approved in
advance by the State agency for the benefit of programs , services
and activities under the State Plan.
c. Conference and travel expenses of staff and consultants . There,
too, in accordance with established appropriate State, local or
institutional travel regulations and limitations.
AUDIT OF EXPENDITURES
The account of participating agencies will be audited by auditors
anployed by the State Board of Education. These audits will be
made annualy and copies of such audits will be available in the
office of the State agency.
I
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FINANCE
Uiis section concerns itself with hew to handle your program’s
money: sample accounting procedures, reporting procedures, and general
administrative advice. Specific information on how to fill out various
state forms is found on section
The First Thing to Do
As an Adult Education Director, with fiscal and the responsibility
for a great deal of money, your first step should be to call your local
school district's finance officer (he or she may have any one of a
variety of titles, but you know who he or she is) and make an appointment
at a time when both of you can sit down for a long, uninterrupted talk.
He or she is the person who knows all there is to knew about how to
handle your program's resources. local districts vary considerably in
their rules and regulations in regard to control of program spending and
administration. Following, however, are seme general areas about which
you will want to question your finance officer:
1. Ordering Materia]. : How do you go about purchasing supplies for
your program? Do you make use of a purchase order? What
does one
look like? How do you fill it out? If not, how is billing
arranged?
Most importantly:
a) Is there a price limit for individual items? Most
school districts
r
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will set a maximum amount of money (like $100 or $150) that
can be spent on a single item without it going out for a bid
fran various
.
suppliers
. Find out what that amount is
,
and what
that amount is, and what the procedures are for asking for bids.
b) To when are supplies to be delivered? Often audiovisual equipment
must be delivered to a central workshop for the entire school
district, where it is checked over before going into service.
Find out if this is so.
c) Ask if "software" supplies (paper, pencils, ink, erasers) are
available from a central supply point, or whether you are expected
to order than separately for your own program. This question
may have already been raised when you were filling out the program
proposal (see Section V-A)
.
d) Ask what system the school has to maintain inventory of supplies.
This is particularly important when dealing with expensive but
easily-removed items such as typewriters, cassette recorders,
and phonographs. Find out if they can be tagged, and keep an
accounting yourself of where they are.
2. Ask about the payroll . Your employees will be caning to you with
questions about their paychecks. Perhaps they will feel seme mistake has
teen made, or perhaps they will be concerned about taxes, payroll
deductions for savings, insurance or parking, or they will want to know
about vacation time, or sick leave. For instance, sick-leave pay is
not subject to social-security tax. That bit of information may save
same time and administrative bother later when an employee asks why
his F.I.C.A. deduction changed last week. Ask your finance officer to
explain to you hew the payroll system works, and how it doesn't work
so that you can do the same for your staff when they ask you.
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3. Hew cto you know how much money you have? Ask the finance officer
what arrangements are made to inform you of how much noney remains for
your program to spend. In most cases, when the check frcm the state
arrives, it will be placed in the general fund of your school district.
An "account" will then be set up for you within this fund, with the
amount of the state's grant as your beginning balance. Periodic
reports will be issued you to tell you what you have left to spend.
Ask your finance officer:
a) Hew often will you get these reports?
b) What do they look like?
c) How do you read them? What do these funny signs over here in the
comer mean anyway?
d) If your program will be charging tuition fees, and these fees are
to be made available for your program to spend,
**To whem do you give the money?
**Do you take cash, or checks?
**How do you give a receipt? Is a plain dime-store
r>4- Vv-v\lc eirf-Pi
**Hdw is that income reflected in the periodic reports?
e) Even if that money is not going to be made available to your program
to spend (it isn't always)
,
how can you find out, keep track of hew
much money you've taken in as a talking point with your school
committee?
f) Are you expected to respond to the report in any way?
g) Is the report according to just one lump sum? Or is it broken dewn
by category of spending, with limits on each category according to
your program proposal. In most cases, it will be a lump-sum report,
and you will have to keep track of categories yourself, as explained
belcw.
There are, no doubt, a number of other questions that you will
think of to ask your finance officer. But remember this cardinal rule.
DON'T SPEND OR ORDER ANYTHING UNTIL YOU HAVE SPOKEN TO HIM OR HER
ABOUT THE ABOVE FACTS. You will find that, in most cases, he or she will
be more than happy to acquaint you with administrative procedure, and
will be appreciative of your asking for advice before proceeding.
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KEEPING ACCOUNTS
In part, the ABE Director's function is to receive funds, order
equipment and supplies, pay salaries, pay bills, maintain records of
all transactions
,
and make regular reports to the ABE unit of the
Bureau of Adult Services.
To carry out these functions in a business-like manner, the
Bureau of Adult Services would like to reoctrmend a sitrple, uniform
accounting system. The purpose of suggesting this method of record
keeping is to assist those directors who are relatively unfamiliar with
accounting practices, and at the same time to assure an accurate
reporting system for the purpose of annual audits. The system is meant to
supplement
,
not replace
,
any local accounting system offered by your
school department. It represents a minimum of information which should
be maintained by the Director. If your program is large and its finances
oarplex, it is urged that you devise, with the assistance of your local
accounting office, a more advanced system.
Recarmended Accounting Systems
The basic materials to be used with this system include:
1) Two-page, 14-column accounting paper for recording all monetary
transactions.
Folders-for use in systematically filing vouchers , bills
,
receipts
,
copies of requisitions or purchase orders, and other
such documents.
2 )
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Sample Ledger Page
The adjoining ledger page gives examples of a few of the entries
which may be made in keeping your records.
Description:
Briefly explain each item, recording the date when it occurred.
One possible means of describing an item is to refer to an invoice
number, a receipt number, or a purchase order number. You may want
to provide space to enter a variety of information concerning expenditures,
such as invoice number, purchase order number, etc.
Qqpenditures
:
In general, you will want to organize your expenditure columns
according to the categories by which you will have to report on the
"Monthly Statement of Expenditure" form (see Section V-B) . The sample
ledger sheet shows a beginning-month balance for each category of which
you wish to keep track. As money is expended on each item, enter the
amount under the appropriate column. At the end of the month, simply
arid up all expenditures in each column and subtract the total frcm the
beginning balance to arrive at your new balance.
Reminder: the "Monthly Statement of Expenditures" form asks for
information based cn monies either actually spent or monies ccnmtted
but not actually expended. That is, if you sent out a purchase order
for equipment, that money, frcm the Monthly Report ' s point of view, is
already expended and should be entered. If the actual amount is later
found out to be different, a correction can be entered with a reference
made under "description" to the previous entry (see example) . In this
way, your totals are likely to differ frcm those given you by your
local school department's accountant.
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EVALUATING THE PROGRAM
An annual evaluation of the local ABE program by teachers, students,
administrative staff, and cosponsoring agencies has many advantages,
including:
** An evaluation usually results in reocmnendations for program
changes. Furthermore, implementing change is usually easier
when those who are directly affected help make the reccrmen-
dations.
** With annual evaluation, the purpose of the local ABE program
is more clearly understood by everyone—including students.
** A self-evaluation of the program provides a valuable inservice
activity for teachers.
** Evaluation helps to avoid false assumptions . A high dropout
rate, for example, may be blamed on poor instruction. Evalua-
tion may reveal that a poor policy of testing and student
placement is to blame or that the time classes are offered are
inconvenient for a number of students.
** Periodic reports to the superintendent and the beard of education,
including recarmendations for program improvement, can be sub-
stantiated with facts.
** Budget recommendations
,
based on substantiated facts, are more
convincing than recormendations based on opinions.
** Legal or financial restrictions, which critics feel impede
the program, can be defended with facts.
A complete evaluation of individual student progress in reading,
writing, and arithmetic is essential to relate the purpose of ABE to
its effectiveness. Seme administrators dislike to test students on the
grounds that testing discourages them. Without an evaluation of each
student's progress, a director can only say, "We think ABE is achieving
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its major purpose. T'fe don't really knew."
Suggestions for Self-Evaluation
The following suggestions should help an ABE director build a
self-evaluation program:
** Involve teachers in planning and conducting self-evaluation
.
The mast successful program"evaluations are developed by the
entire staff on a step-by-step basis.
** Develop and use anonymous student opinionnai res . The student
opinionnai re is a practical, inexpensive method of collecting
suggestions for program improvement and information about
program benefits.
** Plan an annual follow-up of students . Follcwup can be a part
of teacher inservice training. The teacher is usually in the
best position to conduct a student follcw-up study. Students
are more likely to respond to a request fran a person they know.
As part of follow-up, contact ABE students currently enrolled
in other school programs.
** Develop a pretest/post-test plan . Urge ABE teachers to keep
individual records of each student's grade-level placement test
scores. Also encourage teachers to repeat the entrance test
test at the end of the term to determine individual progress.
** Decide what student data to collect . Analyze the data within
the limits of available staff time.
** Make maximum use of existing records . Student registration
forms, monthly and annual attendance reports, student employment
records, and counselor reports provide information that is seldom
used to full advantage.
** Have teachers conduct an annual self-appraisal . A self-appraisal
By each teacher gives the director an opportunity to discuss
individual strengths and weaknesses. Helping teachers to improve
their classroom techniques is one of the most important functions
of the ABE director.
** Set aside specific times for classroom visitations . First-hand
observation xs essential. Put visitation times on your calendar
and allow nothing to interfere.
** Have each member of the administrative staff, including the
director, make an annual self-appraisaT!
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** Prepare an annual evaluation report for the superintendent and
board of education
. Include program successes, failures, and
aspirations
.
** Before the close of the program year, prepare a list of imorove-
ments planned for the next year
. At specific times during the
following year, report to the superintendent and the board of
education on the progress made in accomplishing these goals.
Substantiate progress reports with fac±ual data.
** At least once a year, make a thorough review of ABE activities
conducted in partnership with community agencies . Both partners
should present facts and make suggestions for program improve-
ment.
** Complete program evaluation at a time when findings and
recommendations for change will be useful in planning the
program for the next fiscal year . The best incentive for
self-evaluation is stimulation of positive change.
Implications
Evaluation is often the most neglected phase of school adminis-
tration. There can be no effective evaluation unless the purpose of
the program is clearly understood by everyone concerned. In the early
days of ABE, there may have been some excuse for not fully understanding
the purpose of the program or not knowing what was being accomplished.
Excuses are no longer valid. Directors of every educational program,
whether for adults or children, want more funds to serve students.
Without effective evaluation at the local level, it will become in-
creasingly difficult to substantiate requests for more ABE funds.
An ongoing plan for local evaluation calls for self-discipline and
an objective point of view. But a local approach has many advantages
over infrequent formal evaluations by an outside agency.
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RECRUITING
Most people enroll in ABE because tbev want education for more
than the sake of education. Recruiters are frequently asked questions
such as
:
I have a job, so why should I give up my evenings to core back
to school?
Will the time I spend in ABE help me get a better job?
Why should I risk embarrassment by going to school? I'm on
welfare.
Will I have a better chance of getting off welfare if I go back
to school?
Will I learn how to buy more with my money?
Will I be able to help my children with schoolwork?
A desire for economic security, as provided by a job, is basic for
most people. A desire for social approval—demonstrated by an attractive
tare, an impressive car, a color television set, and other material
things
—is also important. The ability to read and write is a funda-
mental need in our society. Potential students will usually enroll if
they can be assured that the ABE program will be of direct, personal
benefit.
Prospective students recognize that there is a relations!'dp between
the amount of an individual's education and the amount of his earnings.
Yet, for many people, an education beginning with basic reading and
writing seems a long, tortuous process. ABE recruiters must be able to
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identify and sell the immediate benefits to be derived from going back
to school. A good salesman, or recruiter, can translate buying motives
into appeals which will convince prospective students that ABE does have
immediate personal value. The recruiter must be prepared to counter
every negative response made by the prospective, or student.
Knew Your Customers
A knowledge and understanding of potential customers, or students,
is essential. This principle applies to both direct and indirect sales
irethods . Develop an appreciation of family traditions and an understand—
ing of the cultural patterns of potential students as part cf the
preservice and inservice training for teachers and paraprofessionals
.
For example, staff members should understand why students with Appalachia
backgrounds go "dewn heme" on weekends and holidays. An awareness of
potential problems and probably reactions of students is also important.
Knew Your Product
The product you are selling is the ABE program. Know what it has
to offer. The professional literature encourages directors to establish
written objectives. Yet, merely stating program objectives or the purposes
of the law will not encourage many people to enroll. Translate objectives
and purpose into meaningful terms that suggest benefits for prospective
students
.
Explain program advantages to prospective students. Convince
them that advantages, such as the opportunity to get one's own goals,
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do exist. Stating the purpose of the program, in customer terms,
provides sales confidence and keeps the recruitment presentation from
becoming mechanical.
Develop a Positive Approach
Direct and indirect selling, with either the spoken or written
word, requires a friendly attitude. Personal appearance should radiate
warmth; the tone of voice, friendliness; and written communications,
appeal.
Use a strong opening . Many salesman, after introducing themselves,
use a question to stimulate interest. "Mrs. Jones, would you like to
save money on your food buying?" is a stronger opening than, "Mrs. Jones,
why don't you come back to school and complete the fifth grade?"
Hie adult education brochure of Midtown
,
U.S.A. announces, "On
September 12, ABE classes will resume at the Mult Center." Can you
imagine a soap company advertising, "On September 12, we will continue
to sell detergent XYZ in grocery stores." If ABE is to compete with
bcwling, television, and other attractive offerings—if it is to overcome
die fears and apprehensions of people
—
program directors must use the
same basic principles of selling as company selling a particular product.
Darkenstrate the service. In direct selling at heme or at the
learning center, give the prospective student an opportunity to try
out a short lesson at an appropriate reading level. Give the prospect
some "hands-on experience", with instructional equipment. Consider
developing and using a brief slide presentation bo create interest in
the program. Hie gift of a one-page lesson may create interest and lead
to a desire for more lessons.
Practice Your Sales Technique
Inservice training of recruiters should include opportunities
to do the following:
** Role play ways to handle clients who are skeptical, timid,
argumentative
,
or silent.
** Practice telling and showing the ABE story. Photographs and
samples of instructional materials have eye appeal. Cassette
recordings have ear appeal.
** Discuss ways to convince prospects to visit the program to
talk with students and staff members.
** Strengthen recruiter listening techniques. Know what the client
is saying.
** Practice countering client objections. Learn to distinguish
between an honest objection and an excuse.
** Learn to turn objections into reasons for enrolling. Use role
playing with such ccnnon objections as:
I can't leave my children to go to school.
It will take me too long to learn to read and write.
I can't afford to take the bus.
I'm afraid I'll fail again.
I'm too old to learn.
Locate Your Customers
Which sales methods produce the best results in a particular
carrnunity? The use of an informal survey among students currently
enrolled in the program is a cannon means of determining the most
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effective methods. Under the question "Hew did you learn about the ABE
program? , list direct and indirect methods in current use
. These may
include personal contacts by recruiters ; use of printed announcements
;
radio, television, and newspaper stories; referrals by friends, relatives,
case workers, employers, and ministers; and publicity through public
libraries
,
PTA organizations, and so forth. The following means and
methods for locating prospective students are based on actual experiences
of ABE directors.
Camiunity Partnerships
** Develop partnership arrangements with churches, public and
private social service organizations, public housing centers,
businesses, industries, and governmental agencies. Partnerships
provide one of the best means of selling ABE to large numbers
of people.
** Send printed announcements about the ABE program to ccrmunity
agencies that have direct contact with prospective students.
Use illustrations. Keep working and sentence structure as
short and simple as possible. Avoid the use of educational terms,
such as target population
,
behavioral objectives
,
or multi-media.
** Publicize the ABE program as a joint effort with other community
agencies. In one large city, the public library annually publishes
a booklet which lists all local adult education opportunities
offered by non-profit organizations.
** Explain and demonstrate the ABE program to welfare department
case workers and others who have direct contact with clients.
** Conduct training programs in selling the ABE program for recruiters
and volunteers working with ccrrmunity agencies.
** Invite immigrants, either by letter or direct contact, to attend
special ABE classes for the foreign bom. Names are generally
available from the post office or the local Bureau of Immigration.
Aliens must register at the post office during the month of
January.
** S5i^it . and new types of adult reading materials^^qu^ent at county fairs shopping centers, school openhouses and other appropriate locations. Staff with volunteer^
o^paraprofessionals
. Provide class schedules and enrollment"
** Use vacant store windows for displays about the ABE program.
** at
4.
club stings. Members of organizationsften have direct contact with potential students. Slides
overhead transparencies, and other media should be kept up^to-date and cataloged for presentations of varying length.
**
S^ARE
Wel
5f
re
. Actors, and others with an interest
s
^
ude
^
ts to Participate actively in the program. Theirdegree Oj. interest in selling potential students is usually indirect relationship to their own involvement in the program.
Radio and Television
Beccrne personally acquainted with directors of local radio andtelevision stations. Maintain face-to-face contact throuahoutthe year, not just once-a-year contact by letter or telephone.
** ^ television spot announcements should be limited tothe amount of time specified by individual stations. Use
students as often as possible as announcers,
ccns across better to prospective students thar
3- professional announcer.
Students often
cf^i! f^
udents plan messages for prospective students.Seek their advice on clarity and understanding.
** Investigate joining with other school districts in the creographic
area for public service announcements
. Adults can be urged to
enroll in one of several ABE programs.
** Give special attention to stations that appeal to prospective
students for example, radio stations that specialize in country
ana western or soul music.
Newspapers and Other Publications
Get to knew local editors of both daily and weekly newsriapers.
Keep in regular contact with them.
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** Newspaper feature
_
stories about student acccmplishments are
often more effective than announcements
• Human interest stories
,
viiich should have the approval of students mentioned by name,
help to build pride in the program.
** Many industries publish in-house newspapers or magazines for
their employees. Feature stories about employees and aeneral
announcements about ABE offerings are usually welcomed!
Within-the-School Partnerships
** Offer ABE classes at an evening adult center in conjunction
with job preparatory and non-credit general adult education
classes. When ABE classes meet in the same building as other
adult classes, much of the stigma of attending "a school for
adults who can't read' is removed. Further, the opportunity
to prepare for a job in conjunction with ABE may be available
at the same location—an important sales point.
** Organize child care centers for mothers of small children,
this can sometimes be done through other areas of adult
education such as parent education, general adult education,
or home economics child care programs.
** Prospective students may call the school to confirm ABE
schedules or seek assurance that the program is for them. The
basic principles of effective selling apply—including courtesy
and a pleasant voice that reflects a desire to helo the caller.
Keep a list of callers, phone numbers, and addresses. Send ABE
sales material to than. Have a recruiter or other staff person
make a personal visit.
** Use information provided by school records. Contact high
school dropouts and convince them to enroll in the ABE orogram.
** Invite school superintendents and members of boards of education
to visit classes. Set up occasional special visits to include
state legislators and congressional representatives. Officials
will usually not visit the program unless specifically invited
to do so.
Student Contacts
** Encourage ABE students to bring their friends or relatives to
the learning center.
** At the close of the program year, ask each ABE student to
• self-address an envelope. Send eadi an announcement prior
to the opening of the new program.
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Close the Sale
There are several effective techniques for getting client action,
or student enrollment. Among them are the following:
** Offer to fill out the registration form for the prospect.
** Contrast the advantages of enrolling in the ABE program with
the disadvantages.
** Review the sales points.
** Arrange a visit to the ABE center if the prospect is hesitant
in maidng a decision.
** Accompany the prospect to a counselor or a teacher for another
person's sales pitch.
Triplications
Determining the effectiveness of various methods of ABE selling
in relationship to administrative time and cost is an essential part
of ABE management. Sane directors feel that the development of an
effective instructional program is the best means of selling potential
students, because it results in satisfied customers . Satisfied customers
are essential in maintaining enrollment, but they are not enough. Both
direct and indirect sales methods are needed to build enrollment.
ABE requires a more irubsisive sales program than other areas of
education. In general, the less education people have, the more
encaoraganent they need to overcome fears and reservations and to weigh
the value of returning to school.
Hew many ABE students are enrolled in the local program in relation
to the adults in the ccrrrrtunity who need the program? To answer this
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question, use 1970 census data. If the percentage is low, an improved
direct and indirect sales program is needed.
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CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS
The ABE student is often in need of frequent reminders of significant
progress in his work. As an ABE director, you have both a right and a
responsibility to providethe means for such recognition. One means is
to design a number of certificates or diplomas indicating significant
achievement by students. You are free to design whatever levels of
recognition you like: each grade-level, subject oriented, eighth-grade,
etc. Of course, upon successful completion of the G.E.D. (General
Educational Development) examination, a certificate will be issued to
the new graduate. An example of sane certificates designed by other
school districts appears on the folliwing pages.
You may want to investigate with your school committee the
possibility of providing an alternative to the G.E.D. in the form of
an Adult High School Diploma issued upon completion of a number of
camegie-units in appropriate adult curricular material. Such an
alternative would have to be offered in conjunction with a local school
ccnmittee decision to grant such an Adult Diploma. Such factors as
work and life experiences, military education and training, and previous
high school credits can then all be counted, according to pre-set
formulae, towards the high school diploma.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT - PRESERVICE
Should regularly certified teachers with no preparation for
ins-trying adults and no experience teaching adults be assigned to
&BE classrooms or learning centers without preservice training? Most
authorities agree that the quality of ABE instruction, especially
during the first few sessions, is a critical factor in retaining
students. The practice of employing untrained teachers is a serious,
perplexing concern of many directors.
Reasons for Concern
The use of untrained personnel is unfair to both teachers and
students. Much time and effort devoted to student recruitment, selection
of materials and equipment, and other important activities can be
nullified. The reasons trained ABE teachers are unavailable provides
possible clues to a solution:
** Almost no' teacher training institutions have preparation for
instructina adults as a part of their undergraduate programs.
Several excellent graduate programs are available in adult
administration and ABE instructional methods and procedures.
However, few teachers work toward advanced degrees in anti
cipation of part-time reaching.
** Many new approaches to ABE inservice training have been developed
in recent years. However, inservice programs on local, state,
and national levels are usually designed for practicing teachers.
Most research studies and professional writing are concerned
with inservice rather than perservice tra ining.
** Surrmer preservice workshops once provided training for most
new teachers. Now, in seme cartrnunities , as many teachers are
employed during the year as in September or October. --je^
xnt^
a
centers and individualized instructional methods have made it
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possible for students to enroll throughout the calendar year.
Kane instruction programs may begin any time. New classes in
partnership with business and industry and carrrnunity agencies
are organized throughout the year—meaning teachers enter the program
at different times.
** Continuous teacher employment demands a continuous preservice
training program. Group preservice training methods are no longer
adequate. Individualized teacher training methods, as opposed to
group instructional methods, are a necessity.
** Hie development and operation of an effective preservice program
can be a time-consuming responsibility. Administrators generally
agree that preservice training should have a high priority. Yet,
many ABE directors serve on a part-time basis and, of necessity,
must select their administrative priorities. If only one or two
new teachers are employed a year, the director finds it difficult
to justify the time and expense involved in a local preservice program.
Cooperative Solutions
One solution to the preservice problem is to organize and operate
a cooperative training program . Many of the barriers to an effective
preservice program are removed when school districts within an immediate
area pool their personnel resources and budget allocations for teacher
training.
Preservice training offered by the local district, or as a conbined
effort by several districts, might provide new teachers with opportunities
to do the following:
** Observe ABE instruction in several classrooms and laboratories.
** Learn the needs of ABE students and ABE instructional methods
through use of specially prepared video recordings, audio tapes,
films, and programed instructional materials.
** Study the ABE instructional materials used in local classrooms
or laboratories
.
r
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** Become
** Become
familiar with the operation of instructional equiprent.
acquainted with the building and its facilities.
“ SISi.S^ a^nistrators,
** Read professional growth pamphlets, books, and materials.
**
r^
t
i
a
^-°
ften ^ necessarY during the training period with the
<
^-rector or supervisor. Counseling and reassurance tothe trainee are essential during preseruicftr*SS^
service training, the teacher can devote maximum time and"to lnstructioiduring the all-important first days on the
be m^ade ^SilSW^?°k •^ °?fir pertinent Aerials shouldd aVa able to trainees by each participating district.
** preservice training with inservice training. Darina
stould have daily access to professional assistance if need be
SrfSXh S gi^ to assS^ “ experienced
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teacher to work with the new teacher during this period.
Implications
Many new teachers, through circumstances beyond the control of ABE
leadership, center the classroom or latoratory with little or no prepara-
tion for teaching ABE students. Hew many adults drop from the program
and sacriflce their last opportunity for an education because the teacher
is unprepared? No one knows. The time lag between initial employment
a^d the opportunity for inservice training is a void which must be filled,
if ABE' is to function at an effective level.
The enployment of teachers on a continuing basis throuohout the
calendar year necessitates preservice training on an ongoing basis.
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Uiis may mean preservice training on an individualized basis rather than
through traditional group methods. Individualization of instruction is
applicable to ^aacher preparation as well as student instruction.
Many administrative problems cannot be solved by the director
alone, especially not in a smaller oamnunity with a part-tune director.
Cooperative training efforts among districts offer many possibilities
for better use of personnel resources and funds. In the final analysis,
local directors must assign their program priorities and the importance
of preservice training should not be overlooked.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT- INSERVICE
Many ABE programs have one or more teachers whom the director
coi—iders to be outstanding. Few students drop from the classes of
these teachers. A majority of the students demonstrate significant
improvement in basic skills. Many secure employment as a result of
the teachers' efforts. Directors often ask themselves, "What can I
do to encourage or stimulate other teachers to this level of teaching
competence? " The best available method appears to be a good inservioe
teacher training program.
Teacher Competencies and Learning Considerations
The first step in planning an inservice program might be identifying
the competencies
,
or canhination of competencies
,
of outstanding teachers.
Hie following are often recognized:
** Enthusiasm for ABE combined with a strong desire to improve
personal teaching competencies
.
** A genuine interest in understanding of the adult learner.
** A thorough knowledge and understanding of the subject matter.
** Skillful use of appropriate instructional techniques.
The second step in planning an effective inservice program is to
select appropriate learning methods. Consider the following:
** Hew teachers can gain better insight into problems of ABE
Students.
** How teachers' empathy with students can be further developed.
** Hew teachers' understanding of the subject matter can be improved.
** Hew all staff members can be motivated toward greater effort.
Deciding how to improve particular teacher competencies should
not be too difficult for ABE directors. Teachers learn in the same way
that ABE students , doctors, carpenters, and everyone else learns—through
observation, participation, inquiry, application, and evaluation. The
basic principles of effective ABE instruction apply equally well to
training teachers.
The teacher who constantly lectures to students is considered
ineffective. Yet, the most common fora of inservice training is to
bring in a resource person to lecture to teachers on hew to improve their
instruction. Invariably, in planning and inservice program, the first
question is, "What outstanding authorities are available to address
the group?" Small group disussions may follow the address to provide
an opportunity for teacher participation . This often terminates the
inservice training program. There has been no inquiry, no application,
and only superficial participation and evaluation. What has been pre-
sented may soon be forgotten by the teacher.
To plan an effective inservice training program, a number of
factors should be recognized:
** The capabilities of teachers vary. Inservice training should
not begin at the same place for all teachers any more than
instruction should begin at the same place for all students.
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** Tracing should be directly related to the needs of individual
teachers. Some teachers need to improve their knowledge and
skill in teaching adults to read. Others need a better under-
standing of the adult learner. A few will need to be encouraged,
or even prodded, into using their full capabilities as teachers.
** A close relationship should be developed between what is to belearned and the selection of a learning method.
** Resource people with first-hand experience in teaching adults
should give teachers practical suggestions for iirmediate use
in the classroom or learning laboratory.
** Outstanding teachers in the local program are valuable resource
people. Representatives of ccrrmunity agencies who work directly
with students in other situations should also be considered.
** locally prepared video tapes and films can be valuable tools of
mservice training and conserve the time and energy of resource
people. An ABE professional library should be stocked with
carefully selected materials arid should be readily accessible
to all teachers.
Effective inservice training should have a twofold purpose—helping
•
'dividual teachers grow professionally and improving the local program .
Observation and Participation
Observation and participation are the methods most cormonly used
for inservice training. The following activities illustrate ways in
which these tvro methods can be used:
** Create opportunities for teachers to visit other ABE programs
to observe instructional methods, special services for students,
and administrative procedures
. Observations often provide the
seeds for new ideas. Visits can also be reassuring. Teachers
may find the local program is stronger than they thought.
Hopefully, they will also discover ways to improve their cwn
effort.
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**
. Arrange for teachers to visit ccrrrnunity service organizations
to learn more about the day-to-day concerns of ABE students.
There are dozens of such camrunity service agencies. Since it
will be impossible for teachers to visit them all, short
interview-type video recordings are possible substitutes.
Pamphlets from the Better Business Bureau, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous . Drugs
,
Veterans Administration, and other agencies
should be available for teacher reference and study.
** Have groups of teachers collect, review, and select professional
materials which should be of direct help to individual teachers
and inservice planning ccrrmittees
. Few administrators have
the time to locate and screen research studies and professional
materials which may be of value to teachers. Delegate the
task; then make selected materials readily available.
** Give teachers the opportunity to demonstrate their instructional
techniques to other teachers. The ability of teachers to develop
effective methods and techniques should not be underestimated.
Furthermore, teachers often benefit frcm observing the instruc-
tional methods of other teachers in the same program. Demon-
strations of effective teaching performance should be handled
without embarrassing either the outstanding teacher or the
observers.
** Encourage teachers to report suggestions students make for
program improvement
. Satie are excellent.
Inquiry Approach
Inquiry as a learning method is used less frequently than obser-
vation and participation. Yet, inguiry is one of the most important
routes to learning. Teachers frequently ask such questions as:
In what way are students' personal problems related to teaching
reading ?
How effective are we working with non-readers?
Can we expect people to enroll in ABE just to learn to read and
write, or must other services be provided?
Such questions may appear to be a challenge to the competence and
authority of the supervisor or director. Teachers who constructively
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ask ' Why?" are often responsible for initiating major instructional and
administrative improvements. When the true spirit of constructive
inquiry is established, teachers will ask such questions as:
Why are ABE students sensitive to certain terms?
Why is one instructional device considered superior to another?
Why don't we have more information about students' financial
problems?
Why is student recruitment a major problem?
When teachers study and investigate such questions, inservice
training can become a professional growth program dealing directly
with major local issues.
Application Techniques
Problem solving, based on facts, is an important phase of student
learning. Problem solving is also important for teacher learning.
Most people, including teachers, learn best through solving actual
rather than simulated problems. Application may be as simole as ''hands
on experience" with a piece of instructional equipment under considera-
tion for purchase. Or, application may be as involved as developing
a plan for the continuous self-evaluation of the ABE program.
Except in cases of extreme urgency, most directors do not have
the time or the energy to develop comprehensive plans for the inrorove-
ment of instruction. In addition, such plans must be sold to teachers
—
a task in itself. Curriculum development is an effective inservice
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professional growth activity. Encourage teachers to develop a curriculum
based on student objectives rather than philosophical or teacher-determined
goals .
Beginning teachers frequently have difficulty making the transfer
fron broad educational objectives to practical student objectives. Give
beginners aitple opportunity to solve their instructional problems . Review
proposed solutions with them. Let them try feasible ideas. Their
approaches may work surprisingly well and provide redirection for a
program.
Evaluation
ABE students like to knew how they are progressing. Teachers,
like students, want to know how much their performance has improved. A
carman complaint of teachers is that no one ever visits their classes.
Teachers have the right and obligation to self-evaluate their own progress
regularly and discuss their progress with the director or supervisor,
i^eaknesses in teaching performances are usually not terminal. The inservice
training program provides the opportunity for improvement in teaching
performance and an opportunity for re-evaluation.
Inservice training is directly related to supervision of teachers.
Teacher self-evaluation can point up weaknesses . Inservice trai ning
can help the teacher overcome identified weaknesses and improve teaching
performance. The director has the responsibility of helping the teacher
follow through in the classroom or learning laboratory.
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Inservice as a Cohesive Force
Many ABE teachers in rural areas work apart fran other teachers.
The same situation exists in urban areas where teachers work alone in
neighborhood centers, public housing projects, or business and industry
facilities. Other ABE teachers are isolated in an adult high school or
general adult education center.
Taking ABE classes to the students, in both rural and urban areas,
j.3 highly desirable. This does, however, increase the need for arranged
teacher-to-teacher contacts. The instructional problems and the interests
of ABE teachers in rural and urban areas are often similar. Drive-in
workshops serving specific geographic areas work quite well .
Interest in Saturday inservice activities has also increased.
Teachers of morning, afternoon, and evening ABE classes like to meet
together to consider mutual concerns.
Implications
If educational services for ABE students are to be substantially
improved, preservice and inservice training can no longer be considered
33 Perfunctory activities. Time must be provided for such training.
Sufficient funds must be budgeted.
Earning is not as simple as pouring water into a bottle. Inservice
training, if it is to be more than teacher indoctrination, must be
on a mutual understanding of what the teacher needs to learn. The
stage is then set to use every method of learning in a variety of
training situations.
Sane types of inservioe tra i n i ng can be best accomplished in the
local school system. Others are more effective if thev are provided as
a cooperative effort. The trend is for several districts to join toget-
her in inservice training and other activities which are mutually
beneficial. Such ventures can effectively supplanent services offered
on a state-^wide basis.
Research studies indicate why preservice and inservice training
is important. Many formal evaluations of ABE programs throughout the
country indicate what needs to be done to improve programs. But it
remains for directors to implement ways and means for substantially
irtproving reaching performance.
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COOPERATIVE VENTURES
Cosponsorship of ABE classes under community partnership agreements
are T,nutually beneficial and one of the most effective means of student
recruitment. More important, ccrmiunity partnerships can provide students
with broadened services in such areas as vocational training, health,
arployment, and social welfare.
Partnership Motives
The primary motive of a business partnership is usually profit.
i ;s underlying motive of an ABE cortnunity partnership is to provide
improved services for people. Basic principles for both partnerships
axe the same:
** The partners work together in a ccrrmon effort which is expected
to be mutually beneficial.
** Each partner assumes a share of responsibility and makes an
individual contribution to the total effort.
** The partners agree that in working together they can accomplish
more than they could on an individual basis.
** The partnership is based on personal understanding, trust, and
mutual agreement as to method of operation.
Why should a school district, which has sufficient funds to operate
its own program, became involved in partnerships with other community
agencies? Why should a local director possibly sacrifice authority to
v*3rk with agencies that may be considered competitors? The answer to
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these questions lies in the philosophical direction of the locAl ABE
program.
An ABE program needs comprehensive student recruilment, effective
counseling, and adult-oriented instructional methods. Partnership
arrangements, in both urban and rural cannunities, can help with these
dimensions and add others. Scores of organizations providing health
services, public and private employment services, public and social
welfare services, and shurch and recreational services have a cormitrent
to undereducated adults.
Several steps an ABE director can take to develop cormunity partner-
ships are:
** ccrmTunity agencies and business and industrial organi-
_
ations having a cotmifament to potential ABE a-t-nHon+e
peisuiially acquainted with the directors of such^^ief% 18Cal United office. State Rrploy-
orrr^nffT
offlcep Chamber of Ccmneroe, public library, labor
organizations, association of ministers, and business leaderscan provide names and addresses of prospective partners.
Call on agency directors to learn the goals of their respectiveprograms, their problems, and their aspirations. Many of thesedirectors will be unfamiliar with the local ABE program. Ficplain
what you are trying to accomplish. Discuss sore of the problems
of providing health and job placement services. A frank dis-
cussion of ABE operational problems, such as finding appropriate
aaytime classroom space, may suggest a mutually beneficial
reason for a partnership.
**
Accept qualified directors of community agencies as seniorpartners, rather than junior partners , when an ABE directoris willing to enter into such an arrangement, an important stephas been taken in ABE partnerships. Working within" the frame-'
work of state ABE guidelines, each partner agrees to assume
specific responsibilities
—student recruitment, counseling,
health services, instruction, job placement, follow-un, and
other student services.
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Partnership Considerations
Partnership agreements are seldom reached in one contact, and
not all agencies will show an interest in a partnership arrangement
with the public schools. If there appears to be a genuine interest
,
explore specific ways in which cooperative efforts would be mutually
beneficial
. Examples include the following:
** The public housing authority may be interested in having
tenants learn about consumer economics and care of household
equipment. If ABE provides this instruction, the housing
authority may be willing to provide classroom space.
** The local agricultural extension service may be interested in
ABE instruction that is related to learning to read instructions
for proper use of feed, seed, fertilizers, and farm machinery.
Ihe extension office may be willing to help with recruitment
and provide seme reading materials.
** Restaurant owners, building managers, factorv foremen, municipal
service administrators, and other employers may be interested
because they want their enplovees to” be able to read job instruc-
tions and safety precautions. Management may be willing to make
sane released-time arrangements.
Mary considerations are a part of any partnership arrangement.
Among them are the following:
** Mutually agree on the services each partner is to perform
.
Each organization logically performs those services which it
does best and is prepared to finance. Recruiting students
may be easy for an industry, but locating a certified teacher
and selecting instructional materials may be ouite difficult.
Successful partnerships are usually those in which responsibilities
of partners are agreed on in advance and in writing—a good
business practice to avoid later misunderstandings.
** Familiarize each partner with the guidelines under whidh ABE
must operate
. For example, teachers must be employed bv the
board of education and supervised by the school system.
.
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**' gg^4.arije yourself with the regulations under which each partner
SPgt operate. The most successful partnerships appear to beth^e in which each partner shares sene financial" responsibility—
such as expenses for student recruitment, announcements, or non-
school facilities
.
**
^ _ prepared to share success or failure . Sore partnerships
fail because one partner receives more recognition than the
other, especially in newspaper and television reports. One
method of eliminating this problem is to collaborate on feature
stories, using quotes by both directors. In the final analysis,
the ABE director is responsible for serving as many people as
possible—irrespective of who receives the credit.
** Maintain a close working relationship with each partner, especially
during the organizational and early periods
. Even after a
partnership is firmly established, schedule regular meetings to
evaluate the program and plan improvements.
** Encourage staff members to participate actively in at least one
ocrmunity organization concerned with the welfare of undereducated
• Partnerships are usually based on face-to-face acquain-
tance and interest in ccrtmon problems.
** Ask students about potential partners . Students can often
provide valuable information about neighborhood organizations.
** Have partners help gear reading materials to specific interests
.
Industries c<Bn scftistdiiiss pirocicls s3i5^7~to—xscicl f JcId 2rsl3.i1.cxi
materials. Students like instructional materials that have
purpose and meaning for them.
** Adapt individualized instruction approaches to the community
partnership concept. Many adults cannot attend regular ABE
classes due to travel distance, heme responsibilities, irregular
work hours, or other valid reasons. Under a partnership agree-
ment with a neighborhood organization, such as a church or
public library, it might be possible to operate a mini-lab with
a trained paraprofessional frem the ccnmunity working under the
direction of a teacher. Organize the hours of the mini-lab so
that students can cone at their convenience.
Triplications
The canmunity partnership concept provides opportunities to take
classes either to people in their cwn neighborhoods or to their places
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of employment. Partnerships provide greater flexibility in the schedulina
of daytime classes and may help to bring students into direct contact
with agencies providing health, employment, and social welfare services.
Duplication of effort is sometimes avoided through partnership with
ccnmunity organizations.
Community partnerships often lead to steps beyond the usual direct
and Indirect student recruitment methods. Partnerships often strengthen
rather than weaken ABE programs—provided the primary concern focuses
on helping individual students.
The major objection to developing partnerships appears to be time.
Many administrative hours are needed to work directly with ccrmiunity
agencies. The ABE administrator must set his priorities and use available
bime wisely. For exairple, time spent working with agencies and organi-
sations may pay better dividends in student recruitment than time used
in indirect recruitment. Hours invested in locating daytime class space
in school buildings may be better spent organizing partnership classes
outside school buildings
.
Developing more effective methods for reaching greater numbers of
people who need ABE instruction is a challenge for every ABE director.
Therefore, all ABE programs should be moved toward the canrnunitv concept
of total educational involvement.
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COMMUNITY
.. COMMUNICATIONS
Ihe purpose of community communications is to make the advantages
of the Adult Education program clear in the minds of those who need it
jnd the importance of it clear for those in the community who support
it, both directly and indirectly. The local program director must
become informed concerning the best methods and channels of carmunity
cannunication within his area because proper communication with the
public is vital to the success of the Adult Education program. The
director should consider the most effective, simplest methods of carmuni-
eation available, always bearing in mind that his message is directed
to adults.
The channeling of proper, thorough, and convincing information in
tire right direction is a task of primary and continuing importance to
tlra director. Newspapers
,
brochures, posters, and letters are always
erfective. Sore carmunities may use radio and television to help carry
their messages. Probably the most effective and most common method is
that of word of mouth from those who have received benefit from the
program and know its value for others. Each director should examine
carefully the feedback in order to direct future ccrmunications in the
Proper manner.
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A. Organization and Utilization
1. Public news media
a ’ Television Stations: Television can be a means of public
service. It will explain the Mult Education Program, make
spot announcements concerning this phase of education,
and give any important announcement of public interest thatpertains to thisprogram. These services mav be acquiredfree
,
since television stations are required by IEw to use a
certain amount of air time for public service; however, thedirector must ask for this time and give sufficient informationto the announcer. Spot announcements can be read in five
to thirty seconds; since this time is important, the director
nust write the announcements and prepare slides that need tobe furnished. In areas with a large number of Spanish
speaking people, it will be helpful for optimal caimunica-
tion to utilize those television stations which conduct
programs in Spanish.
b. Radio: Public service directors will provide free time for
statements that are frcm ten to thirty seconds in length.
Generally, the broadcasters prefer that the Mult Education
director provide them with prepared materials. A 15 to 20
minute discussion of Mult Education topics followed by a
10 to 15 minute question and answer period can also be
arranged.
c. Newspapers : If this medium is approached in the proper
manner and used to its greatest effectiveness, there is
much to be gained for the success of Mult Education.
Publishers are usually glad to print short articles and edi-
torials. Pictures of student's involvement have been found
to be extremely helpful. Worthwhile student activities and
projects of interest are often advertised without charcre.
Tb be effective, advertisements should be strategicallv
placed in the paper. The articles written about the Adult
Education Program should be of interest &Q those in need
of training and should be written to appeal to prospective
students and arouse their interest for further education.
It is hoped, then, that interested readers will decide to
enroll in the program. This should pave the way for more
vigorous recruitment.
d. Other Sources : Newsletters, bulletin boards, posters,
neighborhood shopper's specials, letters, leaflets, pamphlets
brochures and handouts can be effective in promoting the
Mult Education program. City directories and phone books
will contain the names, phone numbers, and addresses of
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most organizations
. Individuals can assist in the
distribution of the above mentioned materials.
2 . Grganizations
a. Civic Clubs : Carefully planned speeches by the Mult
Education director. Mult Education teachers and Mult
Education students are often very effective. One page
circulars giving a brief description of the Mult Educa-
tion Program may be handed out to club members. Posters may
be given to businessmen who agree to display them in a
conspicuous place. Most civic and service clubs have educa-
tion ccrmittees that may be persuaded to assist in the
dissemination of information to the public. The Chamber
of Caumerce will be able to name both organizations and
individuals that may be contacted in the carmunity.
b. Churches and Church Groups : Seme ministers will make announce-
ments or print information about the Mult Education program
in church bulletins. Sunday School classes, wemen's groups,
men’s groups, and other church organizations are usually
willing and eager to do work along this line if they are
provided with relevant information.
c. Women's Clubs : A golden opportunity for assisting education-
ally deprived persons is available through these organizations.
An explanation of the Mult Education program and a reguest
for assistance is all that is necessary to enlist their help.
d. • Special Groups : Ccmnunity leaders in the various segments
of each locality may provide valuable information and give
their assistance. Most cormunities contain special groups
and organizations that can be utilized for aiding the Adult
Education program. Sore of these are: sportsmanship clubs,
square dance clubs, music clubs, citizens-band clubs, new-
comers clubs, and others.
3. Business and Industry
a. Qnployers of undereducated adults can be very effective
recruiters. Their recamnendations eemnand the respect
of their arplcyees.
b. Posters placed in lounge areas carry the message directiv
to prospective students.
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c.
d.
^^^djrectors may tactfully give circulars and enroll-ment forms to prospective students seeking employment?^
j^lity companies can be very helpful in providing namesand addresses of prospective students.
4. Schools : The schools are the center of most publicity concerning
the Mult Education program. All school personnel, along with
board members
,
should be well informed concerning the details
of this program. With a well informed staff, publicity from
these points will be very effective. Teachers may supplement
the information in circulars given to students to take to their
hones and neighborhoods. If administrators, counselors, nurses,
and other such personnel are well informed, they can do an
excellent job of publicizing this program in their daily contacts
with the public. It will also be helpful to this program if
the director will announce and explain the purpose of this
program at adult meetings held in the local schools.
Governmental Agencies
a. Such agencies as the Onplcyment Commission, T»felfare, NYC.
Ccrmixiity Action, Public Health, and others are in daily
contact with the undereducated of the community. Their' aid
should be solicited.
b. A full explanation of the organization,, objectives, etc., of
the Mult Education program should be made to. the directors,
counselors, case workers, and other contact personnel of
this agencyu
c Circulars, posters, enrollment forms, and other pertinent
materials should be provided.
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6. ' Personal Contact
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7 • Evaluation
To determine success of any activity, an evaluation of that
activity must be conducted. In order to evaluate comnunications
,
it is suggested that the director consider these ouestions:
a. Do people knew that an Mult Education program exists?
b. Do they knew the obiectives of the program?
c. Has the response from the target area been satisfactory?
d
‘ !5 S?le news media know about the program?Do they confuse it with other programs?
S
’
effeS?S
r perS°mel
.
a°guire student evaluations indicatingrfectiveness of various media? y
After securing answers to the above Questions and feedback on
publicity from students, teachers, and community leaders, the
director should be able to reach a decision about the success
of che methods of communication used.
t) T7Itt A '
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SOME GENERAL THOUGHTS IN REGARD
TO FORMS PREPARATION:
1) These forms are the primary source of information about your program!
for the Bureau of Adult Services. It is therefore a matter of professional
wisdcm to submit thorn on time and provide accurate and concise fioures
and statements.
2) The Bureau of Adult Services is entrusted with the responsibility
and accountability of accepting, reviewing, and approving these forms.
Incorrect or inconple te forms will in all likelihood be returned for
corrections and adjustments.
3) Forms not received can constitute grounds for program withdrawal
and suspension of Title III ABE state grant funds.
4) You will find it easier to complete all your monthly reports at
once, and submit them as a package (Monthly Statement of Expenditures
,
Student Attendance Forms)
.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL
The program proposal is
,
of course
,
of primary consideration to
you and your program. If not completed correctly and imaginatively,
you may not need the rest of this book. Feel free to attach to your
proposal further explanations of the nature, goals, intentions of your
proposed program. Don' t, however, get so lengthy that it will never
be read in its entirety. It is best to have your first year's proposal
prepared by someone with seme experience in proposal writing.
THE C01 1IONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF CUHRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
BUREAU OF ADULT SERVICES
Adult Basic Education
September, 1974
TO: Local ABE Directors
FBDI!: Mary G. Bodanza
Project Director
Adult Easic/Civic Education
SUBJECT: ABE Directory-FY 1975
Please complete the followinp in order to facilitate the compilation
of the State A.B.E. Directory for FY-1975
Community
A.B.E. Director responsible for Propram:
Name
,
Business Telephone
Title Home Number
M-ailinp Address
ZIP CODE
Telenhone
Title (Mr. ) (Mrs.) (Ms) (Ph.D.)
Hailing Address
Local School Superintendent:
Name
ZIP CODE
Please return to:
Miss Mary G. Bodanza
Project Director
Adult Basic Education
•178 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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THE COWiONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
BUREAU OF ADULT SERVICES
Adult Basic Education
May 20, 1274
TITLE III FEDERAL FUNDS-ADULT EDUCATION ACT
PUBLIC LAW 91-230
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAM:
C ITY/TOUN
The total amount of Title III Adult Basic Education Federal funds under
this Project not to exceed the same amount funded the nrevious fiscal
year unless previously reauested and authorized bv the State Office.
AMOUNT FY 197^ Amount Requested for FY 1975
SIGNATURE
Superintendent of Schools'
DATE
SIGNATURE
DATE
Adult Basic Education Prooram Director
ABE 1
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APPLICATION ”Pr ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PFOCDAN
TITLE II I
Adult Education Act (P.L. 91-230)
1. Title of Propram
2. Name of School District
3 . Person in charge of Propram__
Title (coordinator, supervisor or director)
Business Address Telephone^
Home Address
.
Telenhone_
4. Application submitted by:
Signature
Ti t le ;
Date Submitted
5. Federal Congressional District —
State Senatorial District
Representative District
FOR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION USE ONLY Project Nunber_
Date Received Reviewed on Merit of Performance
Recommended for Funding: YES
Approved By
—
Director
Bureau of Adult Services
ABE Troject Director
Total Froject Cost federal and Local Funds $_
Amount Carried from Previous Fiscal Year $_
Amount Funded under Title III, ABE $
Tocal Matching Share
(100%)
( %)
v
:)
C°ST PER INSTRUCTIONAL HOUR PER STUDENT $_
(Assort of funding * number of actual instructional hours all
student s
apent in class X number of students attending the Prorram)
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School System
TITLE III-STATE GRANT FUNDS
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
MATCHING SHARE CATEGORY
INDICATE MATCHING SHARE
Federal (%) Local (%)
A. FIRST YEAR FUNDING - NEW PROGRAMS 90 10
FULL-TIME: Twenty-five (25) instructional
hours cr more per week
PART-TIME: Less than twenty (20) hours 90
of instruction per week
10
New programs must meet eligible criteria and negotiated
on the availability of funds.
B. SECOND YFAR FUNDING 75 25
FULL-TIKE PROGRAMS
PART-TIME PROGRAMS: Second and subsequent years 75 25
C. THIRD YEAR FUNDING 50 50
FULL-TIME PROGRAMS: Third and subsequent years
PROGRAM PROPOSAL-APPLICATION
1) Enter the title of the proposed program, such
as*. Adult Basic Education Program for Hillsdale, Mass."
2) Nsme of School District: Enter the name of your school district.
3) Person in Charge of Program : Enter the name, title, business
address, heme address, and telephone numbers of that person who will
be iiired.
4) Application Submitted by : Most school districts have designated
one person as that individual who will officially submit all grant appli-
cations and proposals for the district. Often it is the Superintendent.
Call the financial office of your school district to find out who that
person is
,
and enter his or her name and . title with the date the proposal
will be submitted. Obtain his or her signature.
5) legislative Districts : If no one on your school administrative
staff has this information handy, your local public library can provide
you with the information. The following references are seme possible
sources for the information:
Congressional Staff Directory (Government Printing Office)
Congressional District Data Book (Government Printing Office)
Congressional District Atlas (U.S. Bureau of the Census)
This is Your Massachusetts Government
A Manual for the Use of the General Court
,
Massachusetts General Court
State Senatorial District and Representative District : Aaain, the
public library is your best source of information.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL-MATCHING STATE CATEGORY
This form is relatively self-explanatory, check the appropriate
category for your program depending on whether you are in your first,
second, or third year of funding.
Form ABE 2a
110-
BUDGET CATEGORY
TITLE III ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
City/Town Local Director
Amount Funded *Balance Carried Over Amount
Fiscal Year 1974 Beyond June 30, 1974 Requested FY 1975
Title III A,B.E. Funds:
$ $ $
Local Matching Share:
$ $ $
FISCAL YEAR 1975 MATCHING SHARE
Total project cost all funds Federal and Local $ 1 00%
Indicate cateoory (see Form ABE 2) A B CO O O
Local Matching share of expenditures:
$ 10% $ 25% $ 50%
Federal Portion under Title III;
$ 90% $ 75% $ 50%
Category A=$9 federal for every $1 local funds
Category B=$75 federal for every $25 local funds
Cateaory C=$50 federal for every $50 local funds
*This amount must be in e.qreement with fiaures accurately reported on June
Monthly Statement of Expenditures
,
and Annual Expenditure Report for FY 1975.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL - BUDGET CATEGORY
1) Enter dty, town
,
and di rector's name.
2 )
3)
Reading fron left to right on the first row of blanks, enter-
a)
. Total Federal funds for the preceeding year
S left unexPended at end of’ previous yearc) . Total Federal Funds requested for upcoming year.
Reading from left to right on the second row of blanks, enter:
aj . total local funds appropriated preceeding year.
) . local funds left unexpended at end of previous year,
c) Total local funds appropriated for upcoming year.
4) Enter total project cost (add 2c and 3c)
d) . Enter matching category from preceeding page.
o) If category A, use 1st column of blanks.
If category B, use 2nd column of blanks.
If category C, use 3rd column of blanks.
;) Multiply total project cost by appropriate factor (.10, .25, .50),
and enter results under local and federal blanks in appropriate column.
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ABE 3
ITATEmiT OF CERTI FT CATTnfj
HE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT:
1 . To the best of our knowledge and belief the . . .
Z3T2S
2 . Participation in the Massachusetts Plan for Adult
authorized by vote of the school committee of:
Basic Education was
City, Town or Regional District Date
3. The Assurance of Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act dated
applies to the application submitted herewith.Month
,
Day, Year
*
4. For every $ of Federal monies expended for Adult Basic
Education, the
.— will expend $
City, Town or Regional School
of town or city monies as the local matching share under the
established matching formula of 90-10% X 75-25% X 50-50% (Form ABE 2)
5. All other applicable local rules and regulations and pertinent state
statutes and regulations noveminp the expenditure of funds will be ob-
served.
*
LOCAL HATCHING SHARE OF THE PROGRAM SHALL NOT BE IN-KIND
SERVICES, BUT MUST BE Aid ACTUAL MONETARY CONTRIBUTION.
***********************************************************************
Superintendent of Schools
Bate
Signature
Chairman of School Committee
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~~~~~~ ~ STAMjT OF CERTIFICATION
1) The Massachusetts State Plan for p l 89 7cn .
as mentioned in the introduce-i™ •
~750
' Title III, 1966,
authority is granted to local educations
^
on
ABE programs. In all caseTtfJ^ ^ institutions to operate
precedence over all other exolan^-t-'
3
^
setfcs state Plan takes
governing ABE programs in S2sachSetts?
^ regulations
2) Your school ccnmittee must authorize thp . •m the Massachusetts Plan for Mult Ra <= i ,J
)
^
1C*?atlon of your district
district name and the date „ Ration. Enter the
by the ccnmittee. uch etherization was passed
3) Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1966 states:
4)
_ , ,
tnai
- act
- F™ out frem your Superintendent- ' of such 911 assurance was passed, and enter^that date.
ABE nSSUS 1?aSSaGhusetts requires a 75%-25% funding formula for
your ^to?TdisSiS
9e
' EXE^tUIes Budget). Enter the name of
S^itSt! 33 assurance of y°ur understanding of their
You are expected to be responsible for adherina to all rules localor state, governing the expenditure of funds (see page lin^g)
.
5 )
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Progran Timetable:
a. Beginning date (for classes)
b. Projected enrollment
(A minimum of 10 students per class)
c. Number of instructional hours per session
(2 hours ninimun)
d. Number of sessions per week
e. Total number of weeks
(20 weeks minimum)
.
f. Total number of sessions
(40 sessions minimum)
.
g. Total number of instructional hours
,(xotal number of sessions x number of instruc-
tional hours per session)
h. Closing Date
Description Adult Student Population
a • Size of target population (ABE) in your city or town?
Refer to: Community Mbnograph-flassachusetts Department of Commerce
1970 Census of Population/ U. S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Census
Total Number
b. Adults functioning at the fifth grade level or below
c * Adults functioning above the fifth and through the
eighth grade level
Adults functioning above the ei gh th grade level
who have n<s high s chool diploma
e * Adults in need of Bilingual Education
(Adults who come from environments where the
dominant language i3 not English and have a high degree
of limited English-speaking ability, may be instructed via
their ethnic language towards acquiring basic English
communication skills as a first sten prior to entering classes
in total English)
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL
- PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
U
^formation has not
jpace- Your pru^l) S^er,
before submission. a oe as caiplete as possible
a
" £UuS^yhale%S??f2lSeS idTt°f^ “ill
of personal, ScSSn^fliSs S t“B f°r Plamta3, hiring
tavTtadg^a“aS
n
SfSSmthofn^S a^ailaSrf1”™5 V°“ton t try to tackle your whole city S SSsolid program and then expand. Start a qood '
c. Enter the average length of an instructional session Tf
CSnter
' of hours you
d. Enter the days you will be open per week.
" “s <«* average length
f
* SSti^ dUration of t*6 within the fiscal year in
a
' SSiPnL^ TSS. 363310,13 per,Mk(aor
e
>
h
' °f **“ pr0p0sal fisoal (June 30 <* the
2) Beseripfeien Student Population
a. This
. information is available frcra a number of sources. See
section (Demographic Survey of the Population)
.
b. Obviously, this portion of the question can only be answeredfor proarams already underway. If you use a proposal for a
new program, write "Not Applicable."
n
‘ Brieflv mention sane of the means by which vou intend to recruit
students. Keep your clans in line with your proposed budget
and your projected enrollment. See section (Recruitment)
.
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3 . Description of instruction practices ( individualized and
instructions, use of learning machines, etc.):
4 . Explanation of coordination with local community agencies
(CAP, MDTA, WIN, MODEL CITIES, N.Y.C., etc.):
A minimum of three (3) Letters of Intent from cooperating
agencies indicating a willingness to cooperate in student
recruitment and referral from community agencies and/or
organizations. (Kindly attach Proposal Application)
AE #5
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (CENT.)
3 )
4 )
Description of Instructional Practices: It is not expected thatWrite a lengthy description of the intricacies of vourintended approach. Rather
,
a brief summary is desired of the creneralapproaches you intend to take with your adult clientele. Sat STthe framework within which the more specific curriculum decisions
will De made?
Coordination : The ABE Unit of the Bureau of Adult Services desires
i
r°grara
,
c°°Peration with existing comnunity agenciesYou are therefore asked to submit a minimum of three letters ofintent from, local agencies desiring to cooperate with your program,
aS
1
33 a explanation of what form that cooperative effort
will take
. See Appendix VII for a list of related public and private
service organizations.
City /Town
ABE 5
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PROGRAM CRITERIA
chool System
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION TITLE III
ADULT EDUCATION ACT
A. First priority shall be given to those students functioning at
~y°nd P rlority ls to be given to studfnts
flbo
.^...5^.
e Fifth and through the eighth grade level. Enrol leesgrade level will be drawn for the high school Diploma Program.
the fifth grade
functioning
from the eighth
B. Indicate which priority you have recruited
need. How many students will comprise this
in your area as meeting
group, approximately?
the most
c * w'iat special method in teaching reading are you preparing to use?
Special materials
:
Special procedures
:
D. What procedures for evaluation will be used?
E. Describe Guidance and Testing Service to be provided;
Proposed tests to be used:
G. Names of members of Local Advisory Committee: (Minimum 5 members)
Schedule of Advisory Committee Meetings:
^pon. advance notice. State personnel will be glad to meet with Local Advisory
Committees,
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL - PRDGRAM CRITERIA
A. and B. : Answer question B. honestly, but with the program priority
criteria, outlined in A. in mind. Keep in mind that programs
targeted at specific demographic groups are not excluded by this
prioritization as long as, within your targeted group, the priorities
are observed.
C. List briefly the specific materials you intend to use. An easily
understood means of identification is by series or publishers, for
example: "EDL 100" or "SLR Reading Attainment."
D. In general, what procedures will you use for evaluation? Subjective,
interview methods or more specific testing procedures? Intake
evaluation? Behavioral or performance objectives?
E. When will such services be offered to the student, and what specific
tests will be utilized by your counselor? If this is yet to be
determined, state that.
F. If your advisory council is yet to be named, state "To Be Determined.
Otherwise enter their names and a schedule of meetings.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL- SURVEYS OF NEEDS
The following three pages ask for demographic information that is
often rather difficult to locate. Our gest suggestion is to refer to
Goieral Social and Economic Characteristics
, 1970 Census of Population,
published for each state by the U . S . Department of Commerce
,
Bureau of
the Census. Refer to Section I of the handbook for information on
obtaining this publication.
You will find that much of the data contained in that compilation
will not match the categories presented in this form. Obviously, blood
cannot be squeezed from a turnip. Match the categories as best you can,
applying known rates of literacy and school completion to population
categories to obtain figures for ethnic groups. The Bureau of Adult
Services is not asking you to ussue a census report, only to be sure that
you understand the makeup of your cxarrnunity and can share that understanding
with them.
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SURVEY OF NEEDS, GRADES 5-8 ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Population (identified by sex, age, ethnicity, and administrative agency) functioning
at the fifth ghrough the eighth grade level.
Administrative Agency: —
Specify by name (county, community college, LEA, etc.)
SPANISH-SURNAM8D
OTHER IN-
AGE
INC IAN BLA CK
ORIENTAL PUERTO
RICAN
MEXICAN
AMERICAN OTHER
DIVIDUALS NOT
INCLUDED IN
COL5. (b) thru 1m; TOTAL
M
Mole
(b)_
Female
(c)
Male
(d)
F ©male
(ej
Male
(()
Femole
(9)
Male
(h)
Female
(!)
Mole
a>
F emale
(k)
Male
(!)
Female
(m)
Male
(n)
Female
(0 )
l 16-24
l 25-34
3. 35-44
4. 45-54
5. 55-44
6. 65
plus
J. total
INSTRUCTIONAL
PRIORITY
DISTRIBUTION OF
FISCAL RESOURCES ACTUAL
Minimum Maximum Percentage
Level one: Grades 1-4 40 - - - 100% %
*Level two: Grades 5-8 30 - - - 100% %
l^vel three: Grades 9-12 0 - - - 20% °r~
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•SURVEY OF NEEDS, GRADES 1-4 ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Population (identified by sex, age, ethnicity, and administrative agency) functioning
at the fourth grade lev el or below.
Administrative Agency:
Specify by name (county, community college, LEA, etc.)
AGE
(a)
AMERICAN
INDIAN
NEGRO/
BLACK ORIENTAL
SPANISH-SURNAMED OTHER IN-
DIVIDUALS NOT
INCLUDED IN
COLS, (b) thru (m)
TOTA
Ip)
PUERTO
RICAN
MEXICAN
AMERICAN OTHER
Male
(b)
Female
(c)
Male
(d)
Fem ale
(e)
Mole
(i)
Female
(9
)
M ole
(h
)
Female
0)
Mai e
(n
Femal e
(k)
Male
(1)
Female
(m)
Mole
(n)
F emol e
(o)
L 16-2-4
2. 25-34
3. 35-44
4. 45-54
5. 55-64
6. 65
plus
7. TOTAL
INSTRUCTIONAL
PRIORITY
*Level one: Grades 1-4
Level two: Grades 5-8
Level three: Grades 9-12
DISTRIBUTION OF
FISCAL RESOURCES
Minimum Maximum
40 100%
30 100%
0 20%
ACTUAL
Percentage- Dollars
% S
%' s
.% s.
SURVEY OF NEEDS, GRADES 9-12 ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Population (identified by sex, age, ethnicity, and administrative agency) functioning
at the ninth through twelfth grade level or its equivalency.
Administrative Agency:
Specify by name (county, community college, LEA, etc.)
SPANISH-SURNAMED OTHER IN-
AGE
AMERICAN
'NDIAN
NEGRO/
BLACK ORIENTAL PUERTO
RICAN
MEXICAN
AMERICAN OTHER
DIVIDUALS NOT
INCLUDED IN
COLS, lb} thru (ml TOTA
' (o)
Mole
' (b)
F emol#
(c)
Male
(d)
Female
(e)
Mole
V)
Female
f9
)
Male
(h)
Female
(i)
Male
w
Female Male
(!)
Femole
(m)
Male
(n)
Female
(o' (p)
L 16-24
l 25-34
3, 35-44
4. 45-54
5. 55-64
6. 65
plus
7. TOTAL
INSTRUCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF
PRIORITY FISCAL RESOURCES ACTUAL
Minimum Maximum Percentage Dollars
Level one: Grades 1-4 40 - 100% % S
Level two: Grades 5-6 30 - - - 100% S
*Level three: Grades 9-12 0 - 20% % S
EXPENDITURES BUDGET
124.
ABE 6
Ci ty/Tcwn
1.0 PERSONNEL SERVICES
Maks certain that Section 1.0 Personnel Services is completed as in the
following example: (NO. OF HOURS X RATE PER HOUR X NO. EMPLOYED = TOTAL
COST) 100 hrs. x $10.00 per hr. x 1 = $1 ,000
BUDGET CATEGORY ABC / J
a . Administrative : MATCHING SHARE
{Pro-rated salaries list under part time
with symbols P.R.) Federal % Local %
Part Time $
Full Time $
b. Counseling:
Part Time $
Full Time $
c. Teachers:
Part Time $
Full Time $
d. Instructional Aides:
Part Time $
Full Time S
e. Recruiters
:
Part Time $
Full Tims $
f. Clerical
:
Part Time $
Full Time $
9* Custodial
:
Part Time $
Ful I I i me $
TOTAL 1.0 $
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL - EXPENDITURES BUDGET
Special Notes:
1) As you can see, space is provided for you to break down personnel
cosii£ with categories according to job descriptions. By now vou
have presumably completed the preliminary steps outlined in "Planning
Your Program, and have a definitive idea of what personnel you
will need in what capacities.
Your school district must decide how it is going to go about meeting
the 25% of the ABE program's budget for which it is responsible.
need not be picked up exactly one quarter of each item listed
on this form. Rather, the total local expenditure must be at least
one—quarter of the total expenditure for the program as a whole
.
Oftentimes
,
local districts will choose to take responsibility for
certain salaries, such as the director's or a teacher's, in order
to fulfill their ccrnmitment. Other areas of local contribution that
can . and should be counted should include : custodial services
,
office
equipment (does your school have unused equipment that can be con-
tributed aspart of their carmitment)
,
equipment maintenance and
repair (can school equipment maintenance contracts be extended to
include your equipment as well? What is the fair market value of
such coverage)
,
supplies (many school systems will supply the "software"
for your program: paper, pencils, ink, erasers, etc.). When you
have completed all the categories, itemize the totals for each
category on the third page, and add up Monies-Grand Total. (Check
and make sure that the local contribution is at least 25% of the
total listed under "Total Program Cost" at the end.7
—
If it is over,
then you're in good shape. If it is not, then you must discuss
with your school superintendent how the local district will meet
the State Plan requirement
. Since your school ccarmittee has already
authorized your participation in the plan, all that has to be worked
out are the mechanics. Go over each item on the list vbth the
superintendent, and determine where the district can contribute.
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ABE 7
NON-PERSONNEL
2 . 0 Instructional Haterials -Hardware Only
An inventory of all capital itens purchased during this fiscal year
nust be kept, both in the local school distri ct and at the State
ABE Office.
:
!
'
FEDERAL % LOCAL %
Equipment: Specify TOTAL 2.0 $
3.0 Guidance, Counseling
,
Testing: :
Standardized Tests: TOTAL 3.0 $
4.0 Other Services and Supplies (software)
Books and other instructional
materials
for adults $
A.3.E. Conferences & Workshops only
(Advanced request required from
State ABE Office) $.
Communication (Newspaper, Radio, etc.)$
Utilities—Out-of-school sites only $_
Space Rental (Out-of-school $_
sites only) (Non-public buildings)
TOTAL 4.0 $
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL - EXPENDITURES BUDGET ( CONT.)
2) Read the section in this handbook on Finance before you fill out
this section of the proposal form. It will give you seme idea of
how carefully you will be expected to adhere to the categories of
the budget items outlined in the proposal, and hew you will be
expected to keep track of your monies. These are good things to
knew frem the start.
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ABE 9
ITEMIZATION OF TOTALS
:
FY 1974 CARRY-OVER FUNDS
MONIES - GRAND TOTAL
Federal % Local %
(Matching share
Title III ABE
only)1.0
$
2.0 $
3.0 $
4.0 $
$
$
TOTAL PROGRAM COST - FY 1975 - FEDERAL AND LOCAL FUNDS $
****************
OTHER SUPPORTIVE PROGRAMS - LOCAL FUNDS
1. CHAPTER 70 REIMBURSEMENT EXPENDITURES: $
Adult Civic Education Classes
2. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR ADULTS WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS: $
(ages 16 through 25)
Chapters 71-69 Amended by C.766, Acts of 1971
3. SECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
Adult Evening High School
G.E.D. High School Preparatory $-
TOTAL - LOCAL FUNDS $
SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION PROPOSALS
Two (2) copies of the completed application
will be submitted to:
Project Director, Adult Basic/Civic Education
Bureau of Adult Services
Massachusetts Department of Education
178 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111
One (1) copy to be forwarded to the
Superintendent of Schools . The
applicant agency should keep one or r.iore cop
es on
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION
FY <975 Applications and all subsequent years
nust^bG^subnltted ov June 1
Review and Approval will be made on a firs
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL - EXPENDITURES BUDGET (CONT.)
3) Don't guess at costs. When the form calls for the costs of audio-
visual equipment, for instance, make a rough but relatively accurate
list of the prices of equipment you anticipate actually needing.
Then make sane phone calls to determine the actual price of the
items. Give yourself seme leeway in the proposal for rising costs
and unanticipated items.
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Ij. Other Services and Supplies (contM)
STAFI SETELOPMEMT/TEACHER TRAILING - FULL-TIIg PROGRAMS only
(In-service and pre-service programs for part-time ABEteachers will be made available through the State ABE Office)
A.
B.
a. Curriculum
b. Inter-Personal Relationships
c. Guidance and Counselling/Testing
Number of Participants Anticipated
d. English as a Second language
e » Bilingual Bicultural Instruction
f. Other (specify in full)
a. Teachers (full-time)
b. Teachers (part-time)
c. Counselors
d. Aides/Recruiters
e. Other (identify)
C. Training Institution Selected
a. Name of credit granting Institution (college/University)
Location Tel.
b. Name of non -credit granting Institution/Agency/Consultant/
conducting training program.
Location Tel.
D. Name of Teacher-?Training Coordinator Selected to Implement this Section ,
(mustoe other than ABE director or assistant director )
Name:
Position:
Program Represented Telephone
E. Anticipated Date (s) for Teacher Training Sessions
Specify: a. month/yaar
b. calendar days
Training Program Cost
” Title III ABE $
(Not to exceed $1,000 unless prior authorization hs.s been granted)
Local $
nr\r>rn
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL : STAFF DEVELOPMENT
A) Circle those areas of need for the caning year.
B) Enter the number of staff in each category that you anticipate will
participate in your staff development program.
C) There may be more than one credit-granting or non-credit granting
institution involved. Add addenda if necessary.
D) Enter names of co-ordeniator selected.
E) Enter anticipated dates.
F) Estimate expected cost of program.
ABE-S
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 13:
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION’
BUREAU OF ADULT SERVICES ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
nU-
YEAR LOCAL DISTRICT
FY 1974 MONTHLY STATEMENT OF EXPENDITl”'.; S
’MiOCKAM i!
pPAM
TITLE
ABE CITY ACC’T NUMBER
II0N X .
BUDGET CONTROL Total Federal Funds Approval FY 1974
ES:
I
Personnel Services
I
instruction Materials
(Hardware, audio-visual
office equipment) onlv
)
Guidance, Counseling
Iesting
I) Other Service and
Supplies (software)
and Total Accumulative
Approved Budget
Categories
FY 1974
Actual Expenditures Total Unexpended
Balance to DateCurrent
Month
Accumulative
To Date
/ 1 1 o \(Column 1-3)
I, Expenditures in budget categories in access of approved budgets_^il)J^ assumed
bv the local school system unless prior approval for the transfer within
lias been authorized bv this Office.
FION II. CASH CONTROL
1) CASH ON HAND BEGINNING OF MONTH
2) ADDITIONAL RECEIPTS THIS MONTH
3) FEDERAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
4 ) LESS EXPENDITURES THIS MONTH (_
5 ) CASH ON HAND - END OF MONTHW U Ut iU rAC ,, nv UAVT)
(this total becomes the beginning balance for the following
»
* —i—
—
1
SECTION ii. NO. 1)
t any instructional or office equipment ^hardware) purchased during
the month at a
t of $10Q or more
:
AL SIGNATURE:
Ity/Town Treasurer or Responsible Official —
r°gram Director, Adult Basic Education —— ~
; mm (ME COPY m YOUR FILES AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO TEE STATE ABE PROJECT
for
—
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MONTHLY STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Ihe Monthly Statement of Expenditures is to be completed at the
end of each month following approval of the Program Proposal, it
should be submitted as soon as possible following the closing of the
books for the month.
See the section on Accounting Procedures, including a sample accounting
system, for how to set up your financial records in such a way as to
inake completion of this form a relatively simple matter.
A quick glance down your ledgers should indicate if you have had
any instructional or equipment expense over $100.00 during the month.
Remamber that this form is asking for expenditures on the basis
of services or material already contracted for
. That is
,
if you have
purchased supplies with a purchase order, but have not yet received or
Paid a bill, include that expenditure
. Invoices sometimes take a
considerable time in coning, but you've spent the money just the same.
This is one good reason for keeping your own simple accounting records
in addition to those kept by the school system on the basis of bills
actually paid.
PROFESSIONAL STAFF CERTIFICATION
Program #
Title of Program
Local District
Name Phone
Home Address
] r
street and number- city or town
Business Address
Educational Preparation: Undergraduate and Graduate
INSTITUTION SPECIALIZATION DEGREE
zip code
YEAR
MASSACHUSETTS TEACHING CERTIFICATE NO.:
Workshop in Adult Basic Education:
INSTITUTION YEAR MASS. A.B.E. CERTIFICATE RECEIVED
YES ( ) NO ( )
Years Experience Teaching A.B.E. Program:
Years Experience Teaching A.C.E. Program:
Present Position in Program:
Specific Duties
_Where
_Where
Salary per hr.
Elementary or Secondary Teaching or Administrative
Experience:
FOR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION USE ONLY:
Approved • Rejected
Signed Posi tion
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF CERTIFICATION
Due: October
A Professional Staff Certification form must be submitted to the
Bureau of Mult Services for each teacher in your program, full-time or
part-time.
You may want to keep the information requirements of this form in
mind when designing your personnel application forms. Be sure to include
specific questions dealing with certification information, A.B.E. or
A.C.E. teaching experience
,
administrative experience, education, etc.
Having the Information inmediately available makes short work of this
form.
\Form ?±-zju-ABE-1
136.
PROGRAM NUMBER_
Town or City
commonwealth of MASSACHUSETTS
department of education
organizational report
Adult Basic Education Program
Date
Name of Program Supervisor
School Address
Street Town Telephone Number
Pome Address
Street i own
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
Telephone Number
Location
r7hich
Days
f—
Hours
,
Teacher
i
!
L F.
i
V E
1
L No. cf
Students
1.
1
i
I
2.
1 —
!
|
3
—
i
'
3.
4.
!
t
-
i
*
i
6.
—
r~
i
7.
i
|
—
8. i
1
j
1
i
9.
I
1
i.
10.
i t i
1
! !
12
_
1 1
1
!
13
; f
1
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ORGAN 1 ZAT IONAL REPORT
Hie Organizational Report is due to be completed and returned to
the Bureau of Adult Education by October. The form is relatively self-
explanatory, requiring information on class locations, schedules, teachers,
levels, and numbers of students.
Be sure to report only those class sequences that are actually
in operation. The form does not call for information on classes planned
for the future, or started by discontinued.
£5
s
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s
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MONTHLY ATTENDANCE RECORD
A copy of the Monthly Attendance Record must be submitted each
month for each class or instructional sequence operated by your program.
It must include an indication of attendance or absence for each student
enrolled in the class.
It is not reasonable for the Director of a large program to be
consistently aware of the absences of individual students. You, therefore,
should pass on the responsibility for the completion of this form to
the teachers of each class, or to your program counselor. It is, however,
ultimately your responsibility as the director to see that it is complete.
You must make your own determination as to what constitutes a
"withdrawal." Note: don"t be too hasty to mark down withdrawals
.
Followup on an absentee. Is there a problem that you can help solve?
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ANNUAL program report
Due: June 1
The Annual Program Report is the principal means of compiling data
cm state-wide adult basic education programs. The principal purpose of
the report is to allow states to make better use, for program purposes,
of information, it is comprised of five separate tables, dealing with:
1) Number of Participants by Race, Selected Ethnic Groups.
Age, and Sex
2) Participant Progress and Separation Data by Instructional
Level
3) Number of Participants and Number of Daytime and Evening
Classes by Type of Location
4 ) Number of Paid Personnel and Amount of Training
5) State Adult Education Program Impact Data
Following are same points to keep in mind as you #ill out the form:
** The state is more interested in accuracy than completeness.
Use only reliable figures. If figures are not available
place a line through that space.
** Table 4, part 1. is not completed by you. The State Depart-
ment of Education supplies that figure. Total the columns
without using that row.
** Design your intake and student evaluation forms with the
information necessary to complete this report in mind.
Accurate record-keeping on a day-to-day basis makes year-end
accounting a lot easier.
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1 i ION. »a
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20202
adult education annual program report
(Adult Education Act of 1966, Tltlo III, P.L. 91-DO, aa amended)
PERIOD C
FROM
OVERED
TO F OHM APPROVED
O.M.8. NO. SWR06S4
STATE DATE or REPORT
INSTRUCTIONS
Th( principal
purpos# of the report is to allow Stataa to male*
^Itaru**, for planning purpose*, of Information found in the
[;n tables. TJie
re P°rt has seysrsl other purpoaea at the Fed-
#J,I
level. It serves the Office of Education by providing a
,j,ndardi**d
data-collection format for uae by all State*. Th*
collected Information la uaed to pubilah report* and reapond to
Inq.iirle*. More Importantly, the report is used aa a program
tool (or the
Office of Education to asaeaa tha impact of adult
education at the State, Regional and National Jevela. Such
Information provide* a basis for changes in National policy, re-
direction of resource*, end provision of various form* of assia-
pnee to State*.
fte fir* 1 table la
concerned with various characteristic* of the
population aerved, the second table with Instructional level*
md participant separations, the third table with number of par-
ticipants by location of classes and number of day and evening
ellima by location. The fourth table la related to staffing
patterns of paid State and local personnel and the amount of
program-related training In which they are participating. The
last table is concerned with Impact of the adult education pro-
gram. i
The new alignment* of data in the table permit the State Admin-
istrator to look at th# overall performance of the State program.
For this report to be of maximum value to both State and Fed-
eral program officials it la better that figures which are con-
sidered unreliable not be Included in tha report. Soundness of
data la preferred over total-completion of the report. (Where no
reliable figures are available, the appropriate spacoa In the
reporting tablet ehould be lined through.)
To make the best poaaibl* use of this Information ayatem the
State Administrator should insist upon timely and accurate re-
porting of data from locel Jurisdiction*. For Federal purposes,
a signed orlginal-and four coplea of the report should reach the
HEW Regional Offlco no later than September 1.
TABLE 1. NUMBER Or PARTICIPANTS BY RACE, SELECTED ETHNIC GROUPS, AGE AND SEX
if)
AMERICAN
INDIAN
NEGRO/
SLACK ORIENTAL
SPANISH-SURNAMEO
WHITE TOTAL
PUERTO
RIC AN
ME XI C AN
AMERICAN OTHER
Mala
(b)
Female
(c)
Hole
(<*)
F »m*i e
(•)
Mai •
(O
F amaia
(A)
Mala
(b)
F emala
(O
Mala
(!)
F amaiaW MalaO) (m) Mala(n) F amaia(a) (P)
1, 16-24
3. 25-34
3, 35-44
4. 44-54
5. 55*o4
6. 65
plus
7,
TOTAL
TABLE 1 PARTICIPANT PROGRESS AND SEPARATION DATA BY INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL
PART A. NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
[ '"INSTRUCTIONAL 1
LEVEL
|
1— f»J CnsoEg
NUMBER En»CU.EO
AT eACH LEVEL
(b).
COMPLETED
HCI4 LEVEL
(')
NUMBER SEPARATED |
FROM EACH LEVEL
j
cm
Totjl^Numoer of
{Uhoupl'icatld colwt)
r-)
^'Sinning
( Lt,) H l n
£j1ttrnicdiate-
(
5_g) 1
i/dvanccd (t-12)| j
, .
an —a
1- total 1
PART 8. REASONS FOR SEPARATION (Give the number 0 / separations)
P'°«rsm;
2. T
•‘•k. * better job (Employed when
Program)
J
another training program
Me^ person a 1 objective
of interest
of health problem.
°f Iranboofttttion problem
,, in i
^ 305$, J/Ti
8. Because of child care problems
9. Because of family problema
10. Because of time class/progrem is
scheduled
1 l.f I^or other known reasons,. ,*
hfzmrf]—
For unknown reasons
13. TOTAL
EPLACES OS F OAM JOil, »/ti, WHICN l» OBSOLETE
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.
Reports the populations that is being served by adult education
classes m the State with Federal, State or local funds under P.L
91-230. xt should include participants fran other Federal programs such
as Manpower and WIN for when any direct services are being provided at
clearly additional cost to the program (e.g., when an influx of 40 WIN
participants would necessitate operating 2 or 3 extra classes)
. Every
participant that completed 12 or more hours of instruction during th°
fiscal year July 1 through June 30 should be included in this table.
A participant s age is to be reported as age at time of first class
attended during the fiscal year.
Ihe total number of adult education- participants reported in Table I
Line 7 . of Total Column (p) should agree exactly with the total figure
reported in Table 2 , Part A, Line 4
,
Column (b)
.
TABLE 2-Canbines important data on starting levels, corpletions, and
separations. As with Table 1, only participants who attended 12 or more
hours of instruction during the fiscal year should be reported. The
total figure reported in Table 2, Part A, Line 4, Column (b) should
agree exactly with the total reported in Table 1 Line 7, of Total Column (p)
.
Students who left the program during the fiscal year because they completed
the intermediate or advanced levels should not be counted as separations,
but as completions
. Count separations one time only. For example, a
female who separates because she has a baby-sitting problem may be said
to have a family problem. However, it is more accurate and useful to
report her separation once under "child care problems.’'
Reasons for separations have been delineated to shew "positive" type
reasons indicating certain program accomplishments
,
as well as problem-
related reasons which may be cuitdiable tw State and^Oj. Feclcxcil influence.
For example, if health problems show up significantly in a given state
as a reason' for separations, the State administrator might encourage
curriculum on personal health care, hygience, and nutrition. The total
figure reported in Table 2, Part A, Line 4, Column (e) should agree
exactly with the total reported in Part B, Item 14.
Until such time as special definitions have been developed for measuring
adult performance levels, "Beginning" level (to conform with, census
data) is equivalent to Grade 1-4. "Intermediate" is equivalent to
Grades 5-8. "Advanced" is equivalent to Grades 9-12.
. .
- - . ~
.
....
__
, 1 44
TAfllS 3. NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS ANO NUMBER OF OAYT1ME AND EVcNING CLA SSES BY TYPE OF LOCATION
—
- Uiiusra or . — ' ”"“' 1 —
location of classes
(•)
NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
(b)
NUMBER OF
OAYTIME CLASSES
(c)
NUMBER OF
EVENING CLASSES
(d)
SCHOOL BUILDING:
i
F.lcmentary/Junior
b. Secondary—- -— • | - Ml i -
_
- -- - -
~~
Ct CcmwiTr Collece (Junior CoUi,
’
Technical InatUute , ETC.)
I .earning Center
Correctional Institution^
,
Work Site
~fhher Locations (iwctUOINO H-VW. CouJ
"total
|
-TAB LE * WUMBhK UP PAID PERSONNEL, BY LOCATION AND TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT, AND 3Y AMOUNT OF TPwUIili.G
FOR ADULT EDUCATION POSITION
(NOTE: Specily tha various formulas or methods used In each of the categories. Use a separate sheet of paper and attach.)
PAID ADULT EDUCATION PERSONNEL
organizational placement
AN0 type OF JOB PERFORMED
fa)
TOTAL EQUIVALENT
NUMBER OF
FULL-TIME
PERS^NEL
amount of STATE ANO/OR LOCAL TRAINING (In clock hours)
PERSONNEL
(b)
NUMBER TAKING
1-16 HOURS
(d)
NUMBER TAKING
17-40 HOURS
_ . C) .
NUMBER TAKING
4 I OR MORE HRS.
(0
NUMBER TA-UNC
NO HOURS
<*)
1 . State TleVEL JDHlNTsTSATJVE 4
' Supervisory Personnel
2. Local Administrative and
Supervisory Peraonnel
3 , Local Teacher*
Local Counselors
5. Local Paraprofesalonala
«. TOTAL
TABLE 5. STATE ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM IMPACT DATA
PERSONS WHO- NUMBEROF PERSONS PERSONS WHO-
NUMBER
OF PERSONS
1. Are enrolled in an urban ABE Program
(Community population over 100,000) 11. Enrolled In other education/training program
2. Are enrolled in a rural ABE Program
(Community population under 2,500)
y(c.mployee development, CCNfRUNITY CbuLuGEi.
JUNIOR COLLECE, FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE,
‘business or technical Institute, correspon-
den ce. other Federal, State or local manpower
program as a result of experience in program)3. Are enrolled in program who are employed
4. Are enrolled in program who are unemployed 12, Were removed from public assistance rolla
5. Are enrolled in program who are receiving
public assistance
13. Obtained jobs as a result of experience
gained In program
6. Are on waiting Hats to enter program 14, Changed to or
were upgraded to a better job
as a result of experience in program
7* Achieved eighth grade diploma through
program 15. Registered to vote for the first
time
Jfr?
f0"' <* ‘ n high school diploma program
_
llcr completing ADE Program
16. Received U.S. citizenship
P
a * 3ec
* Keneral education development
test 17. Received driver’s license
* G
:^aJCd ^rom high school after starting
Program
18. Received training in completing income
tax forms
' Cuf 5Tate direct or (
r
rp*) SIGNATURE OF STATE OIRECTOR
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.1Ap£_3-Shows where participants attended classes and the number of day
aSpvenrng classes by type of classroom location. As with Table 1 and
Column (b) of Table 2 the State should report on every participant that
completed 12 or more hours of instruction during the fiscal year
"School Building’ can be either public or private. For purooses of this
report, junior high buildings should be classified as elementary.
'learning centers/’ for purposes of the adult education program and this
report, are adult instructional settings featuring (1) extensive use
of programmed instruction, (2) flexible participant scheduling and attendance,
(3) being open for extended periods of time and on a daily basis, e g.
,
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. In cases where learning centers are found in any
of the other types of locations listed participants should be counted
as attending learning centers not the other types.
"Correctional Institutions" can be Federal, State or local and include
youth offenders as well as adults. Inmates are the only ones to be
included in this category.
'Hospitals" can be Federal, State or local; mental institutions are
included Hospital in patients and out patients are the only ones to be
included in this category.
1 Work sites ' can be public or private
,
as long as they are operating
places of employment for the participants. If hospital or correctional
employees are trained at their respective job locations, they would be
counted under the "work site" category.
All otherlocations" would include those that do not fit into one of
the above categories. Church and storefront locations are among those
that would generally fall into this category.
TABLE 4-Requires data on numbers of personnel and their full-time
equivalence for five different personnel categories. It also provides
for indication of the amount of State and/or local pre-service or in
service adult education program-related training received by paid
personnel during the fiscal year.
In Column (b) count one time only each employee being paid out of
Federal State, or local adult education funds. Each employee should
be placed in the personnel category where he does most of his work.
"Administrative and Supervisory personnel" includes teacher trainers.
"Paraprofessionals" includes teacher/classroan aides.
Equivalent Number of Full-time Personnel, Column (c) , should be stated
according to a formula or method used in determining full-time employment
in each of the different job categories.
"State or Local Training" is not to include any"309 (b) and (c) funded
training- it should include other training that is clearlv related to
the program effort under the personnel categories listed above, A clock
hour refers to a period of instruction of at least 50 minutes in length
TABLE 5-Provides for various inpact information concerning the State adult
education program. Supply accurate data if it is available on a State
wide basis for any of the listed items.
147
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Part II - Narrative
Instructions for Part II - Narrative: Provide in narrative
format descrintive information explaining overall activities
of the Adult Basic Education Program in the Community during
the fiscal vear. Please attach other narrative information
considered to be appropriate. Use additional napes as neces-
sary for any item.
A. Describe any special, demonstration, research, and/or in-
novative ABE practices, including the number of ABE stu-
dents involved.
B. Describe actual program activities with cooperating public
and private agencies, such as ?’DTA, CAP, Headstart, VISTA,
Work Study, Work Experience, Vocational Education, Literacy
Councils, private industry, churches, and unions.
149
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PART II - NARRATIVE
The narrative portion of the annual program report calls for you to
describe briefly a number of the aspects of your program: special
activities, cooperative programs, problems, materials, and suggestions.
Explanations needn't be lengthy, but should be concise and honest
Deal accurately with the problems you have faced, and state corpletely
the innovations you have pioneered. Suggestions should related not
only to local programing, but statewide organization, activity, and
support that you would like to see improved
150
.
Narrative Continued
C. Describe the major problems of the ABE program, such as
classes curtailed or closed, approximate number of adults
on ABE waiting lists, teacher shortages, problems of match-
ing funds, maintenance of effort, recruiting, facilities,
organization, and lack of support.
D. Describe the instructional materials used in regular ABE
classes and in ABE classes where programmed instruction
methods were used.
151
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Narrative Continued
E. Describe any suggestions you have for imnrovinp the ABE
program.
S
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ANNUAL EXPENDITURE REPORT
ANNUAL EXPENDITURE REPORT
0^ Form 3119
The Annual Expenditure Report must be submitted to the State ABE
Project Director no later than Augustl, 1974, as this information
must be documented and forwarded to the U.S. Office of Education. Retain
ONE copy for vour files and forward ONE copy to:
Miss Mary G. Bodanza, Project Director
Adult Basic/Civic Education
182 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111
Do not use estimated figures as these will invalidate actual data,
which must be in agreement with the overall totals on the Monthly State-
ment of Expenditure Forms. Unacceptable data will be returned for corrected
adjustments which could delay approval of FY 1975 local budget requests .
154
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ANNUAL EXPENDITURE REPORT
Part I-Report of Expenditures
Sections A & B
part I, Sections A and B should be completed for both the ESTIMATED and
the BCIUAL Expenditure Reports. Section C is required ONLY for the
Actual Report. The Certification of Maintenance of Effort in Section
D is required ONLY for the Estimated report.
GENERAL - SECTIONS A AND B
The column headings for Section A and B of this report are identical,
Financial data are to be reported in these columns as follows:
Col. 2, Totals. These are the sums of Columns 3 through 7.
COl. 3, Local Administration. This column is to cover all local
technical and supervisory expenditures under the State Plan.
DO NOT include in this column amounts to be allocated for teacher
training workshops, special projects, or research and demonstration
projects.
Col. 4, Special Projects. Report here expenditures for Special
Projects funded under Section 306 (a) (4) of the Adult Education
Act. These should NOT include expenditures for Special Project
grants funded directly by the U.S. Office of Education under
Section 309 (c) of the act.
Col. 6, Research or Demonstration. Report in this column expenditures
for Research or Demonstration Projects funded under Section
306 (a) (4) of the Adult Education Act. These should NOT include
expenditures for Research or Demonstration grants funded directly
by the U.D. Office of Education under Section 309(b) of the act.
Col. 7, Programs of Instruction. This should include
all expenditures
applicable to Adult Education which are incurred by local educational
agencies in conducting adult education classes.
SECTION A
This is a breakdown of expenditures for Adult Education by
source, i.e., the
Federal share and the State and local matcning share. ata
are
identified as follows
:
Line 1. Expenditures chargeable to the State's
Federal allotment
for Adult Education.
Line 2. Expenditures from non-Federai sources
for Adult Education.
3
' ISoSd^lta amounts shown for Section b
Line 10, of each respective column.
SECTION B
Bus is a breakdown of expenditures for Adult ^e^i^'the
Atounts reported in this Section should include
KHH the F deral
156
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non-Federal shares.
Lines 1 through 8. Eligible costs for these line items are defined
in Section 166.33 of the Federal Regulations.
Line 4. Do not include in the amount shown on this line any
expenditures which are reported on Line 6. (See Columns
6 and 7
,
Section C
,
of this Part
,
for a breakdown of
expenditures for "Instructional Materials")
Line 6. The amount shewn in Column 2 should equal the amount shewn
for Part I, Section C, Line 3, Col. 2.
Line 9. Indirecrt costs, if any, are determined by the application
of that rate which has been negotiated between the DHEW
Division of Grant Administration Policy and your State in
accordance with DHEW borchure QASC-6 dated March 1969.
This rate may be obtained frem the office of your chief
State officer.
Line lo. Total Expenditures by Line Item-Sum of Lines through 9.
Hie amounts shewn on this line should equal the amounts
shewn for Section A, Line 3, each respective column.
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ANNUAL EXPENDITURE REPORT
Part 1-Sections C & D
Part 2-Sections A & B
SECTION C
-mis Section provides a breakdown of Total Expenditures for instructionalmaterials by type and by source of fnnH-inrr ^ ^ r r i
SECTION D
accordance with Section 166.41 of the Adult Education Act Rules andRegulations, the Certification of Maintenance of Effort must be submitted
annually PRIOR TO THE RECEIPT OF ANY FEDERAL FUNDS UNDER THIS PROGRAM This
certification MUST be signed by the chief State school officer.
'
PART II-FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES, AND
BALANCES OF FEDERAL FUNDS
SECTION A
Adjustments to previously sutmitted Expenditure Reports should be shown
here. Amounts of adjustments should be identified by fiscal year and bv
Ccntnon Account No. J
NOTE: The Cannon Account No. for fiscal year 1963
and subsequent fiscal years is shown on the Notification
of Grant Award. For prior years, the proper identification
is as follows:
SECTION B
FY 1965 CAN 72760541
FY 1966 CAN 72770541
FY 1967 CAN 72210541
Line 1. Enter on this line the amount of unobligated Federal allotment
under the Adult Education Act for the previous fiscal year, ALL funds
carried forward fron the federal allotment for the previous year MUST
BE EXPENDED before any expenditure can be made against the Federal allotment
for the current fiscal year . The amount of unobligated Federal funds
reported here should be the same as the amount reported on Line 1 (b) ,
Column 2, Section A of Part I.
fane 2. Enter on this line the amount of the Federal Allotment for the
CUrrent fiscal year.
Bine 3. Add Line 1 and Line 2.
160.
I
Line 4. Enter on this line the Federal share of expenditure factualdisbursements and unliquidated obligation chargeaSS^^Sf
fiscal year. This anoint should equal the anount shown for XSTSection Line 1, Soclumn 2. '
Line 5. Deduct Line 4 from Line 3. This anount cannot
Federal allotment for the current fiscal year (Line 2)
.
be more than the
I
1
1
I
1
161
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SAMPLE FORMS
Following are sane examples of how to fill out various forms for
a typical
,
part-time program in Midtown, Massachusetts. Not all forms
are included in the sample, but those that it seemed could benefit fron
illustration have been included.
Addendum IV
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
BUREAU OF ADULT SERVICES
Adult Basic Education
February, 19 *7
TITLE III FEDERAL FUNDS-ADULT EDUCATION ACT
PUBLIC LAW 91-230
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAM:
CITY/TOWN_ Mtt>tcujh. MazacHo sb ns
The total amount of Title III Adult Basic Education Federal funds under
this Project not to exceed the same amount funded the previous fiscal
year unless previously requested and authorized by the State Office.
Amount FY 1976 O Amount Requested for FY 19 77
SIGNATURE M M
Superintendent of Schools
DATE
SIGNATURE ALA
Adult Basic Education Program Director
DATE TM UlzL
163
APPLICATION FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION P ROGRAM
TITLE III
Adult Education Act ( P.L. 91-230 )
1. Title of Program gAtJfiAtw.
2. Name of School District /) r(tPT^T
3. Person in Charge of Program
—
Title (coordinator, supervisor or director) £)7~fi£/• ta
^
Business Address
-IA 'TMiBs fr. Telephone
H»- Address 7? /W .Q, Telephone J3Y-fZ7iL
4. Application submitted by:
Signature
_ /'&HDS
Title Jsrr Z/>'7. sf
Date Submitted Is*,J-976
5.
Federal Congressional District
State Senatorial District
Representative District
z
W
FOR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION USE ONLY
Date Received Reviewed on
Merit of Performance
Recommended for Funding: YES NO
Approved Bv
Director
Bureau of Adult Services
ABE Project Director
Total Project Cost Federal and Local Funds $ (100%)
Amount Carried from Previous Fiscal Year $
Amount Funded under Title III, ABE $ ( %)
Local Share $ ( %)
COST PER INSTRUCTIONAL HOUR PER STUDENT $_
(Amount of f unding number of actual instructional hours ell students
spent in class X number of students attending the Program)
AE #2
164 :
STATEMENT OF CERTIFICATION
WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT:
1 . To the best of our knowledge and belief, the application made herein is
in accordance with the Terras of the Massachusetts State Plan for P.L.
89-750, Title III, 1966.
2 . Participation in the Massachusetts Plan for Adult Basic Education was
authorized by vote of the school committee of:
MmTbLUtJ. MAXACfcSZSrS On A?&sl /<?/£
City, Town or Regional District Date
3. The Assurance of Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act dated
applies to the application submitted herewith.
Month, Day, Year
4. For every $7.50 of Federal monies expended for Adult Basic Education,
the
_
will expend $2.50 as the local
City, Town or Regional School
5. All other applicable local rules and regulations and pertinent state
statutes and regulations governing the expenditure of funds will be ob-
served.
6.
To the best of our knowledge and belief, none of the items for which
approval is requested will originate in or be exported from a Communist
country.
Superintendent of Schools ^r. /V. //. ^
Signature
Date fA. /? 76
Chairman of School Committee
Date
- )£/
AE it 3
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
1. Program Timetable :
a. Beginning date (for classes)
b.* Projected enrollment
c. Number of instructional hours
d. Number of sessions per week - Learning Center
.
e. Number of sessions per week - Part-time Program
f. Total number of weeks (30 weeks minimum) . . .
g. Total number of sessions (40 sessions minimum)
.
h. Closing Date
2. Description Student Population :
a. Size of the target population (ABE) in your city or town:
(Refer to CAMPS reports or community monographs Massachusetts De-
partment of Commerce)
1970 Census of Population - Massachusetts
U.S. Department of Commerce /Bureau of the Census LQ, S.6J
b. Description of the target population you have recruited:
Adults functioning at the fourth grade level or below 60
Adults functioning above the fourth grade and through
the eighth grade level o 0
Adults functioning above the eighth grade level and
through the twelfth grade level or its equivalency 30
c. Methods of student recruitment (community and neighborhood recruiters,
radio, fliers, etc.):
flyeA*,; wobj (>^bi;
s; sooJstA>\<e
9 - )
JSO
J1SO
So
So
?06
AF. # A
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3 .
Description of instructional practices (individualized and group
instructions, use of learning machines, etc.):
4 . Explanation of coordin ttion with local community agencies
(CAP, MDTA, WIN, MODEL CITIES, N.Y.C., etc.):
A minimum of three (3) Letters of Intent from cooperating agencies
indicating a willingne ;s to cooperate in student recruitment and
referral from communit ' agencies and/or organizations. (Kindly
attach Proposal Application)
#
AE #5
City/Town
PROGRAM CRITERIA
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION TITLE III
ADULT EDUCATION ACT
School System
167
.
priority shall be given to those students functioning at the fourth
grade level or below
,
and second priority fs to be given to students func-
tioning above the fourth and through the eighth grade level . Third priority
will be given to persons functioning above the eighth grade level and
through the twelfth grade level or its equivalency.
Indicate which priority you have recruited in your area as meeting the
most need. How many stodents will comprise this group, approximately?
6 sbd&dj: in /'
^
- D'1 pvicA
What special method in teaching reading are you preparing to use?
CSTtF /M ui£* Special materials:
Special procedures:
What procedures for evaluation will be used?
Describe Guidance and Testing Service to be provided:
Proposed tests to be used:
Names of member of Local Advisory Committee: T.M. nJzcJ&i ;
j JtjL:—i* j S&nnry /Q dJ/jj
M fcrYtrs J Q&ndifJ —Cll
—
M
8)^ Jahnj &B+U— Q U • The re . •
Schedule of Advisory Committee Meetings:
Upon advance notice. State personnel will be glad to meet with Local Advisory
Committees
.
EXPENDITURES BUDGET
168 }
City/Town /*? TflPSu^
o PURSOHNEL services
Mike certain that Sect >n 1.0 Personnel Services is completed as in
the
fallowing example: (Nr. OF HOURS X RATE PER HOUR X NO. EMPLOYED = TOTAL
C )ST) 100 hrs . X $10 . '0 per hr. X 1— $1,000
AE #7
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h . Other (Specify) :
2.0
NON-PERSONNEL
Instructional Materia, s-Hardware Only
An inventory of all capital items purchased during this fiscal year must
he kept, both in the local school district and at the State ABE Office.
a. Audio-visual Equipment :
b . Office Equipment :
TOTAL 2.0
3.0
GUIDANCE, COUNSELING, TESTING
a. Standardized Tests :
(Include names of tests and Company
purchased)
1 .
2 .
b. Interest Blanks:
c. Reference Books:
TOTAL 3.0
4.0
OTHER SERVICES AND SUPPLIES (SOFTWARE)
a. Books and other instructional materials
for /£~D adults
b. A.B.E. Conferences and Workshops only
(Advance request required from State
ABE Office
• c. Equipment Maintenance and Repair
AE it 8
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TOTAL PROGRAM COST FEDERAL AND LOCAL
MONIES $ 1 3 /
*******************
SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS
Two (2) copies of the completed application
will be submitted to:
Project Director
Bureau of Adult Services
Massachusetts Separtment of Education
178 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
One (1) copy should be forwarded to the
Superintendent of schools. The
applicant agency should keep one or more copies
on
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION
Fiscal Year applications must be submitted by
February 1.
AE // 9
17.1
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF ADULT EDUCATION AND EXTENDED SERVICES
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
fORM
91-230-A-5 (REVISED)
kunth
M3NTTrLY STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
LOCAL DISTRICT IYItOTOojM
program title ft£o 75 tijbJ
—
/}"& £. PROGRAM if !Z 2 VS~6 7
ciCTION I. BUDGET CONTROLst
Total Federal Funds Approved FY 1977 /O f OOO
^
personnel Services
2
Instruction Materials (hard—
3. Other Services and Supplies
(software)
Totals
Grand Total Accumulative
m.
Approved Budget
Categories
FY 1973
Actual Exoenditures Total Unex-
pended Balance
]
To Date
Current
Month
Accumulative
To Date
ns-o USZ-so 23 0?. 60 S^YS-ao
zoo p 80.60 ? £0- O 0
2.0-00
9SO ?00-6O 300 -QO fSO-OQ
10,00 0 2.8 87-06 7 H 3 -CO
"i i
f r.nl unn 1-3)
1.3. Expenditures In budget categories in access
° £^"ve““^rfeftuhLTa^
d
by the local school system unless prior
approval for the transfer wit
gories has been authorized by this Office.
SECTION II. CASH CONTROL
1) CASH ON HAND BEGINNING OF M0NTH_
2) ADDITIONAL RECEIPTS THIS MONTH Q.
3) FEDERAL FUNDS AVAILABLE P7YC-
4) LESS EXPENDITURES THIS MONTH ( /& 31 • & )
5) CASH ON HAND - END OF MONTH _JZ TOLLOWING MONTH CASH_^Ji^’
(THIS TOTAL BECOMES THE BEGINNING BALANCE
FOR THE fU
SECTION II. NO. 1)
List «* instructions! e,ulp»ent (hardware)
purchased dating the ecnth st
a cost of
$100 or more: *
-
—
— 110-60 - fcl£fki£A—
OFFICIAL SIGNATURE:
offlclal J Ha £jdiCaM-
City/Town Treasurer or Responsible O i i —
Program Director, Adult Basic Education
$
'
^
FlEASE RETAIN ONE CORY FOR YOUR FILES
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF-. CERTIFICATION
Program #
Title of Program MtatVlu a/ Mmc ArNxerz
_/2Srr6
A&e
Local D1 stri ct A7xn miu a/
Name UJriA-TA Phone /33 -Vr/ p
Home Address^
street and nuiiber-
Business Address ‘
city or town zip code
Educational Preparation: Undergraduate and Graduate
INSTITUTION SPECIALIZATION DEGREE YEAR
..EauC, Jf?J.
MASSACHUSETTS TEACHING CERTIFICATE NO.
:
Workshop In Adult Basic Education:
INSTITUTION YEAR MASS. A.B.E. CERTIFICATE RECEIVED
Sims CL mA m N0 < )
Years Experience Teaching A.B.E. Program: 3 Whai?e f'i*
Years Experience Teaching A.C.E. Program: Q Where
Present Position in Program: 71? Ar.tt'Z Salary per hr .^7. CC
Specific Duties Arf+TA/jf
Elementary or Secondary Teaching or Administrative Experience.
us# ^C/tOOJ= —
FOR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION USE ONLY:
Approved - Rejected,, Date
position.Signed

Division or
cuii«icui.um ANO Instruction
17*.
'te vj&?nm&ri t/iea
^2)^a#tirie'n// 6^$e/u<%Ui&n/
/¥2^/reTTum/' ^ree/, /Aaiteti/ 02///
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
ANNUAL PROGRAM REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 1972
April 7, 197?
Community MTMTlLtlN Date Aaiy /4 7~?
Signature of Local A.B.E. Director A > & • Aot?
Signature of Person Making Report
Position
Period Covered by A.B.E. Program??
From 9 ***/ P&
month year
tCflwt*L
(\asr+J?
To Jj&uy 2_2_
montn year
This Report is to be returned to the Department of Education
no later than MAY 26, 1972 to:
Mr. Robert Sinicrope
Senior Supervisor
Adult Basic Education
4th Floor
182 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
1
1
j|M
l
I
1
l
l
l
?
trgfWjUl
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TABLr I
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS BY RACE, SELECTED ETHNIC
CROUPS, ACE AND SEX
WHITE
(Other than
Spanish Surname!)
)
NEGRO
SPANISH SURNAMED
(Cubans, Mexlcan-
Aoericans, Puerto Ricans)
(4)
AMERICAN
INDIAN
o)
ORIENTAL
w
OrdER
-321—
,
TOTAL
(a) 16
1. TO
MALE ir ; o e> 0 a /4
(b) 24 FEMALE 2.
j—
//
<a> 25 MALE i 1 t 9
(b) 34 FEMALE 1? 1 r 2V
Ca> 35 MALE /» s 6 it
Cb) 44 FEMALE 1 7 1— 1 is
ta) 45 MALE 1 3 7 II
(b) 54 FEMALE 3 r 3 II
(a) 55 MALE Z /
.
2- r
Cb) 64 FEMALE r i 3 ?
(a) 65 MALE 2. z 1 r
(b) FEMALE / ) 1 i t Cb 3
7. TOTAL 2-
7
s? 0 o O iro
TABLE I reports the population that is being served by adult education classes in the State with Federal,
State or local funds under P.L. 91-230. It should include participants from other Federal programs such as Man-
power and WIN for whom any direct services are being provided at clearly additional cost to the program (e.g., when
an influx of 40 WIN participants would necessitate operating 2 or i extra classes). Every participant that com-
pleted 12 or more hours of instruction during the fiscal year July 1-Juhe 30 should be included in this table.
A participant's age is to be reported as age at time of first class attended during the fiscal year.
The total number of adult education participants reported in Line 7, Column 7 of TABLE I should agree exactly
with the total figure reported in Line 4, Column 1, Part A of TABLE II.
PARTICIPANT PROGRESS AND SEPARATION DATA
BY INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL
PART A
REASONS FOR SEPARATIONS
1. TO TAKE A JOB (i 7LVJL0YED NHFA ENTE R I L> f'P-OGiLvi)
2. TO TAKE A in. I a J0B~ (FMPUft i-D \~Ae3j_tXj :\SEi> ?-.
3. TO ENTER ANOTHER TRAINING PROGRAM
4. MET PERSONAL OBJECTIVE
5. FOR LACK OF IMPEST
6. BECAU S E OF HEAL‘1 H PROBLEMS
7. BECAUSE Or TRAN'- V Wi r T ION Pi;
8. BECAUSE OF CHILD CAPE PROBL' v..
9. BECAUSE 0? FAMILY l^uB LK.v.^_r . cccftuac 1 1
.
—
.
—
10. BECAUSE OF TIME C 1 ASS/FROCR. -•! IS SCHKUULLD_
11. BECAUSE OF CLASS /PROGRAM TERMINATION .
12. FOR OTHER KNOW REASONS
13. FOR UNKNOWN REASONS
NUMBER OF
SEPARATIONS FOR
EACH REASON
LV_
14. TOTAL
TABLE II combines important data on starting
1
» th J! fiscal year should be reported. The total
figure j-epoi tec
pants who attended 12 or more hours °J T
in? tr^
t
i°rfce exactly with the total reported in Line 7*
Column 7 of TABLE I.
in Line 4, Column 1. Part A of TABLE II
should ag * because they completed the intermediate or
advanced
Students who left the program during the £ii
* c
1 J Count separations one time only. -or
example, a feraal
should rot be counted as separations , but^ sold_t* j)ave a family problem. However, it is
aore accurate and
certain program accomplish-
'i For example, if
problem-related reasons which - 'X for separations, the Sta« Administrator mif* en-
health problems show up s Igni f leant ly and nutrition. The total figure reported
In Line 4, Coli_n 4,
courage curriculum on personal health i_a--» • I,-i -reported in item 14 of Part B. I'D^^nino 11 1
Part A of TABLE II should agree exactly with
a t
• d for mea5Uring adult performance evels,
„8 ancld"
1
Until such time as special definitions
ha. e b^dovei P„
Iiitermediate .. is equivalent to grades 5-8.
Adv e
(to conform with census data) is equiva-. n 0
is equivalent to grade* 9-li.
TABLE III
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS AND
NUMBER OF DAY-TIME AND EVENING
CLASSES BY TYPE OF LOCATION
177 .
(1) <*) ( 3 )
LOCATIONS OF CLASSES
SuHber oF
;
PARTICIPANTS
DUMBER OF
DAY-TIME CLASSES
RDHBEnJF
EVENING CLASSES
SCHOOL BUILDING:
1. ELEMENTARY/JUNIOR LQ. V
SCHOOL BUILDING:
2. SECONDARY 60 y
SCHOOL BUILDING:
COLLEGE/JUNIOR COLLEGE/
3. TECHNICAL INSTITUTES
*
4. LEARNING CENTER
5. CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
6. HOSPITAL
7. WORK SITE 30 <3
8. OTHER LOCATIONS
9. TOTAL
f
TABLE III show® where participants attended classes and the number of day and evening classes by type of
classroom location. As with TABLE I and Column I of TABLE II the State should report on every participant that
completed 12 or more hours of Instruction during the fiscal year.
’
’School building" can be either public or private. For purposes of this report Junior high buildings should
be classified as elementary.
“Learning centers" for purposes of the adult education program and this report are adult instructional settings
featuring: 1) extensive use of programmed instruction, 2) flexible participant scheduling and attendance, 3) being
open for extended periods of time and on a daily basis, e.g., 9 AM to 5 ?M. In cases where learning centers are
found in any of the other types of locations listed, participants should be counted as attending learning cancers,
not the other types.
“Correct iorvil Instltutions"can be Federal, State or local and lncluda youth offenders as well as adults.
Tnma t-g* are rhe only ones to be included in this category.
,
"Hospital 3"can be Federal, State or local; mental institutions are included. Hospital in-patients and out-
patientsarethe only ones to be included in this category. ' .
"Work sites" can be public or private, as long as they are operating places of employment for the participants.
If hos^pTFaTor”correctional employees are trained at their respective Job locations, they would be counted under
tha "work site" category.
"All other locations" would include those that do not fit into one of the above categories. Church and
storefront locations are among those chat would generelly fall into this category.
TAKT.1t IV
NUMBER OF PAID PERSONNEL, BY LOCATION
AND TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
,
AND BY AHDDNT OF
TRAINING FOR ADULT EDUCATION POSITION
ORGANIZATIONAL PLACEMENT
AND TYPE OF JOB PERFORMED
(i)
PAID
(2)
ADULT EDUCATION PERSONNEL
(3)
TOTAL NO. OP
PERSONNEL
EQUIVALENT NO.
)F FULL TIME
PERSONNEL
AMOUNT OP STATE AND/OR LOCAL TRAINING-IN CLOCK HOURS
(a)
NO. TAXING
1-16 HOURS
(b)
NO. TAKING
17-40 HOURS
(c)
NO. TAKING 41
OR MORE HOURS
(d)
NO. TAKING
NO HOURS
1. LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE &
SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL / /
2. LOCAL
TEACHERS 10 /.r 6 3 / /
3. LOCAL
COUNSELORS
4. LOCAL
PARAPROFESSIONALS
TOTAL // Inf 7 2. . ! L_
TABLE IV requires data on numbers of personnel and their full time equivalence for five different personnel categor-
ies. It also provides for indication of the amount of State and/or local preservice adult education program- related-
training received by paid personnel during the fiscal year. ... , . c ,
In Column I. cou.t me tin., only each euployee being paid out of Federal. State, or local adult education funds.
Each e^jloyee should be placed the personnel category where he does most of his work. "Administrative and Supervisory
Personnel" Includes teacher trainers. "Paraprofessionals" includes teacher/classroos aides.
"Equivalent Nunfcer of Full Time Personnel," Cclunn II, should be stated according to a foroula or method used In
determining fuU tlae etploymen c in each of the different job categories. In Che space provided below* please specify
the various formulas or methods used in each of the categories.
"State or Local Training" is not to include any "309(b) and <c)" funded training. It should include^other training
that Is clearly related to the program effort under the personnel categories listed above. A "clock hour refers to
a period of instruction of at least 50 minutes in length.
APPENDIX I
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ADULT EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS
1)
Adult Leadership
10 issues/year $13.00
Nicholas P. Mitchell , ed.
Circulation address: Mult Education Association of the U.S.A.
The Otis Building
810 18th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
2)
Mult Education
4 issues/year $11.00
Circulation address: Mult Education Association of the U.S.A.
The Otis Building
810 18th St. , N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
3)
Mult Education Magazine
Annual. No cost.
Circulation address: Youth Education Systems, Inc.
1396 Westwood Boulevard
Ios Angeles, California 90025
4) International Journal of Continuing Education
and Training
;
4 issues/year $25.00
Phillip L. Sleeman, ed.
Circulation address: Haywood Publishing Co.,
Inc.
43 Central Drive
Farmingdale , New York 117
3
j
183 .
5 ) The Adnlt Education Association in flassachusetts
6 issues/year No charge to members.
Molly Charter, ed.
Circulation address: Adult Education Association
c/o Boston Public Library
Copley Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02117
I *
JL ad*
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ADULT EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS
adult education association of the U.S.A. (AEA)
Affiliated with the Council of National Organizations for
Adult Education (CNO-AE)
Charles B. Wood, Executive Director
Adult Education Association of the U.S.A.
810-18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 347-9574
ADULT EDUCATION ACTION COUNCIL (ABAC)
Alexander N. Charters, President
Adult Education Action Council
Suite 1205 East
4201 Cathedral Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 244-6167
ADULT SERVICES DIVISION (ASD) OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION (ALA)
Andrew Hansen, Executive Secretary
Adult Services Division, American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 944-6780 Extension 293
CHURCH WOMEN UNITED (CWU) ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
OTOUTTEE -ND STAFF
FOR VOLUNTEERS IN CCMMUJITY SERVICES
Mrs Alic° M. Leppert, ABE Program
Specialist
Sch Wcrrien UnltST Mult Basic Station Coatee ^
staff for Volunteers in Canmumty
Service
Roan 812
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 10027
(212) 870-2347
188
coalition of adult education ORGANIZATIONS (CAEO)
Formerly Ccmrdttee of Mult Education Organizations (M Hoc) , 1965
Clarence H. Thompson, President
Coalition of Mult Education Organizations
University College-Center for Continuing Education
Drake University
2700 University Avenue
Des Moines, Icwa 50311
(515) 271-2183
CO-MISSION OF PROFESSORS OF ADULT EDUCATION (CPAE)
A division of the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. (AEA)
William S. Griffith, Chairman
Ccmnission of the Professors of Mult Education
Department of Education
University of Chicago
5835 Kirribark Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637
(312) 753 3815
COUNCIL OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS FOR ADULT EDUCATION (CNO-AE)
Mrs. Constance Burgess, President
Council of National Organizations for Adult Education
1225 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 296-7297
DIVISION OF ADULT EDUCATION SERVICES (DAES) OF THE NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (NEA)
Robert A. Luke, Director
Division of Mult Education Services
National Education Association
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-5492
INSTITUTE OF LIFETIME LEARNING (ILL)
Lawrence 0. Carlson, Associate Dean
Institute of Lifetime Learning
Suite 601
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
(202) 332-7841
189
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NATIONAL ACADEMY FOR ADULT JEWISH STUDIES (NAAJS)
Adult education arm of the United Synagogue of America
Marvin S. Wiener, Director
National Academy for Adult Jewish Studies
218 East 70th Street
New York, New York 10021
(212) 535-0790
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ADULT EDUCATORS (NABAE)
Joseph C. Paige, President
Eimest A. Dow, Vice President and Executive Director
National Association of Black Adult Educators
Federal City College
1424 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 628-5951
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC CONTINUING AND ADULT EDUCATION (NAPCAE)
An Affiliate of the National Education Association (NBA)
James R. Dorland, Executive Secretary
National Association for Public Continuing and Adult
Education
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-5486
nPESACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC CONTINUING AND ADULT EDUCATION (
MAPCA^)
An affiliate of the National Association for Riblic Continuina and T- d Alt * > uc
Ray Morrow President
Massachusetts Association for Public Continuing A ult rducaticn
195 State St.
Springfield, Massachusetts 01103
(413) 733 2132
MASSACHUSETTS ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION O'TAEA)
Molly Charter Sec v.
Adult Education Association
c/o Boston Public Library
Copley Square
Boston Massachusetts 02117
RELATED PUBLIC
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RELATED PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR COLLEGES (AAJC)
Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr. Executive Director
American Association of Junior Colleges
Che Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7050
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN (AAUW)
Alice L. Beeman, General Director
American Association of University Women
2401 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 338-4300 Extension-1
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT, INC. (ASTD)
James W. Pearson, Executive Director
American Society for Training and Development
P.O. Box 5307
517 N. Segoe Road
Madison, Wisconsin 53705
(608) 238-9312
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC. (AVA)
Icweli A. Burkett, Executive Director
American Vocational Association, Inc.
1510 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 737-3722
ASSOCIATION FOR FIELD SERVICES IN TEACHER EDUCATION (AFSTE)
Mrs. Lois Burdick, Secretary-Treasurer
Association for Field Services in Teacher Education
Division of Extended Services
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana 47809
(812) 232-6311 Extension-721
194
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ASSOCIATION of university evening COLLEGES (ADEC)
Howell W. McGee, Executive Secretary
Association of University Evening Colleges
Adult Admission and Records
University of Iklahana
1700 Asp Avenue
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
(405) 325-1021
B'NAI B'RITH (BB)
Rabbi Jay Kaufman, Executive Vice President
B'nai B'rith
1640 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 393-5284 Extension-317
CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING (CPB)
Have funding ties with the National Public Radio (PR)
,
and
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)
Robert D. B. Carlisle
Director of Educational Projects
Corporation of Public Broadcasting
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019
'
(212) 582-2020 Extension-18
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING (NAEB)
A division of Educational Television Stations (ETS)
William G. Harley, President
James A. Fellows, Secretary
National Association of Educational Broadcasters
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
1
I
I
7
7
si
u
(202) 667-6000
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NATIONAL association of state universities and land grant colleges
Ralph K. Huitt, Executive Director
National Association of State Universities
Suite 710
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7120
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS (NATTS)
William A. Goddard, Executive Director
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools
2021 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20035
(202) 296-8892
NATIONAL COMMUNITY SCHOOL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (NCSEA)
Nick Pappadakis, Executive Secretary
National Ccrmrunity School Education Association
1017 Avon Street
Flint, Michigan 48503
(313) 238-1631 Extension-263
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES (NCC) OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
R. H. Edwin Espy, General Secretary
National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
Room 880
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 10027
(212) 870-2200 Extension-2141
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON COMMUNITY SERVICES (NCCS) FOR COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR
COLLEGES
J. Kenneth Cunrniskey , Executive Director
National Council on Cannunity Services for Cannunity and
Junior Colleges
196 .
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7050 Extension-49 or 50
national council on Jewish education (ncje)
part of American Association for Jewish Education (ASJE)
Zalman Slesinger, Executive Secretary
National Council on Jewish Education
101 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003
(212) 675-5656
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION (NET)
Now a division of Educational Broadcasting Coporation , New York
Henry C. Alter, Director of Media Services
National Educational Television
10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019
(212) 262-5740
NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL (NHSC)
David A. Lockmiller, Executive Director
National Heme Study Council
1601 Eighteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 234-5100
NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO (NPR)
_
Financed by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
rmn^l d R. Quale, President
National Public Radio
888 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 833-1230
NATIONAL TRAINING LABORATORY (NTL)
INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
Associated with the National Education Association (NEA)
197
.
Valdimir A. Dupre, President
National Training Laboratory
Institute for Applied Behavioral Science
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-4345
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXTENSION ASSOCIATION (NUEA)
Robert J. Pitchell, Executive Director
National University Extension Association
National Center for Higher Education
Suite 360
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-3220
PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE (PBS)
Financed by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
Hartford Gunn, Jr.
,
President
Public Broadcasting Service
955 L' Enfant Plaza North, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024
(202) 484-9500
SOCIETY FOR PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATORS, INC. (SOPHE)
Affiliated with the International Union for Health Education (IUHE) ,
through organizational membership in the American National Council
for Health Education of the Public, Inc. (ANCHEP)
James P. Lovegren, Administrative Secretary
Society of Public Health Educators, Inc.
Rocm 408
655 Sutter Street
J
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 673-7267
UNITED BUSINESS SCHOOLS ASSOCIATION (UBSA)
Richard A. Fulton, Executive Director
United Business - Schools Association
1730 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-2460
appendix IV
SUGGESTED SAMPLE
FORMS FOR LOCAL
201Employee No._
Code No.
INSTRUCTOR
INSTRUCTORS TIME AND ATTENDANCE REPORT
CLASS
MONTH
ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER
19
DAY
PREf
ENROn
3ENT
JMENT
NO. RECEIVING
INSTRUCTION HOURS OF
INSTRUCTION REMARKSDATE M ' F M F
TOT IS
Reports are due in Coordinators 1
office at end of each calendar
month, Public Schools Administration
Building
TOTAL HOURS CLAIMFD_
SIGNATURE
APPROVED
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Adult
Education
Page

207
.
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
PECRUITER REPORT
Strictly Confidential—Recruiter Shew Identification—
Information for official use only.
Name
(Last Name) (First Fare)
Phone No.
Address City
Male
Age Sex: Fatale
Single
Marital Status : Married
(Check One) lot living
vvith Spouse
Annual Salary
Years of Schooling
Will
Enroll in a Class: May
Will Not
If Mot-Reasons
:
No, of Children Living at Heme
Morning
Most Convenient Time : Afternoon
Fanning
_not interested
_chiIdrm-bary sitter
jpeor health
_aged
s
uork schedule
lacks confidence
already engaged in Education
u'oesR
: t appear to need
basic education
other reasons
Should another call be rads Yes No
Additional. Information
Ethnic 'Group
Recruiter
Date
209
STUDENT E-FORMATION SHEET
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
NAME
ADDRESS
telephone
BIRIHDAIE SEX
PLACE OF BIRTH
RACE U.S. CITIZEN?
MARITAL STATUS
Married Single
* TEACHER
* SCHOOL
*
—
* DATE TO BEGIN
*
““
* GRADE LEVEL PLACEMENT:
*
* I II
&
* GRADUATED
*
*
Divorced
III
w****************************************
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD? Yes No
TOWN & STATE WHERE ATTENDED SCHOOL LAST YEAR
HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED OCCUPATION EMPLOYER
FAMILY INCOME: Hourly Weekly Yearly
CHILDREN BIRTBDATE GRADE IN SCHOOL
HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT A.B.E.?
ts
:
Reccrrmended
for
A
.du
1
1
High
School
(Date)
211
INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT
RECORD
213
t
1
4-1
05 ^
3 8
tc rH ^
05 05 H
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_
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cn n tr in
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05
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ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
HEPCKT TO ADULT HITT crv/vjr
name ACS
'
•;
!
BTkSDATS
ADDRESS
Date Enrolled Data of’ Cc:rrleticn
Name of Test
Results
;
XtlADIQsU
fading Vocab’olary
Total Beading
-
-n
.
*>.
,'i V"'
-f
Aritiroetic Fiindartsntirs
Total Aritnrafcic
IAtGUAS
iUOifr'
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TEACHERS WEEKLY TIME REPORT
Department of Vocational and Adult Education
Instructor_ Week Ending, Saturday
Location Subject Day Time Date
Les-
son
No.
Date
Unit
Clsd
Total
Enroll
Nurriber
. Present No.
Hrs.M F M F
<
1
I
!
i
t
of
Vocational
and
Adult
Education
221
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REGISTRATION
AND
ATOiMDANCE
L.
225
.
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A TEACHER'S SELF APPRAISAL
atmosphere for learning
Do I knew the names of ity students?
Do iry students experience a feeling of being walocma?
Is there a genuine feeling of cooperation between teacher and student?
Is the classroom attractive, well lighted and comfortable?
Are the students properly grouped according to learning levels?
Do I keep all of the students busy all of the time?
Do I create an atmosphere that MWe are going to learn something worth-
while in class?
IMAGE of the teacher
Am I interested in each individual student's needs and responses?
Do I speak clearly and distinctly?
Is my classroom appearance pleasing?
Do I smile?
Do I earn the respect of my students?
Do I make learning an exciting experience?
Am I on time for my classes?
Do I radiate enthusiasm?
Do I really enjoy teaching adults?
How do I endeavor to make myself a more effective teacher?
TEACHING PROCEDURES
Do I prepare a detailed lesson plan for each lesson?^
Do I provide special lesson materials to meet individual learning
differences?
_ v
Am I versatile in the use of teaching devices? (Flash cards, dhan-3, etc./
Do I make full use of instructional aids? (audio visual, programmed
materials)
?
Is imagination exercised in developing lesson materials?
Is there an element of surprise in every lesson?
PSYCHOLOGY OF APPROACH
Do I treat my students as adults?
What efforts do I make to motivate the student's learning?
Is three-way ccmnunication encouraged? (Teacher-student; student-teacher
:
student-student)
,
_
Do I develop an attitude of supportiveness in the learning process.
Do the students share in identifying and developing goals?
Do I utilize every opportunity to praise and cannend stuaents.
STUDENT RETENTION
What percentage of the active enrollment is presentat . eacn session?
What percentage of students who originally registered is
reflected in the
present active enrollment?
Do I know ’day students have dropped out?
Do I follow up absentees?
What devices do I use to stimulate attendance? ... . „
Do I recognize and try to overcome danger signals of potential drop-outs.
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OffiKACTERISTICS OF A GOOD ADULT BASIC EDUCATION TEACHER
* A good teacher of Basic Adult Education develops a feeling of the
individual's work and diqnity.
* He provides the student with a reason to return to the next class
.
* He is flexible, both in self and in the program.
* He has the personal strength, justifiable confidence in his own
abilities
.
* He should have the ability to ccmnunicate with students at the proper
levels, as equals.
* He has interest in helping pupils to help themselves.
* He has respect for the pupils as individuals.
* He should be available (open) for students
'
questions
.
* He should reflect and/or spotlight self-esteem of students.
* His attire should be suitable, (Not extreme)
* He is adaptable in classroom arrangements and personal relationships
at varying degrees of achievement.
* His interest should be so apparent that it can be inmediately
recognized by the students.
* He is sensitive to and understands the individual needs of the
students, intellectually
,
socially and emotionally.
* He should recognize the worth of each individual student and be patient.
* He learns to know the students and learns their problems.
* He should have knowledge of social agencies.
* He should be capable of setting an easy classroom atmosphere.
* He should be able to keep good records.
Intellectually, a good A.B.E. teacher should have the ability to do the
following things:
* Explain
* Help the student define his goals (which includes a
subjective and objecrtive evaluation by the student)
.
* Be creative
* Be original
* Be resourceful
* Exercise good judgment quickly
* Be .alert
* Accept criticism
* Give tests
* Be understanding
* Recognize than as adults
* Help students "save face"
Other characteristics of the Adult Basic Education teacher are these
:
* Sociability
* A sense of humor
* Enthusiasm
* Salesmanship concerning the program
* Patience
* Self-control
* Brpathy
* Praise (as a reward)
A SELF CHECK FOR TEACHERS
Have I sought to learn as much as possible
about each adult in my class?
Am I teaching because I really enjoy working
with adult students rather than because I am
most interested in the added inccrre?
Do I plan the class work BEFORE caning to
class?
Have I recognized individual differences
among the adults in my class?
Have I determined the particular needs of
the students in my class?
Am I patient when students are slow to learn?
When I have ten or fifteen minutes left in a
class period, do I use it for classwork
rather than pass the time by entertaining
the students?
Am I teaching the subjects that are needed
in the particular level, or do I overlook
some areas sane weeks?
Am I checking on absentees?
Am I keeping good records?
Am I fair in nry division of time among the groups
in ray roam?
Am I using the available materials to the
best advantage?
Am I preparing teacher-made material for
rry classes?
Am I using community resources in my class?
Am I allowing those adults who can contribute
toward the learning to take part?
An I able to accept a criticism which an adult
student might made?
Do I give a great deal of individual help
going to the student’s desk?
Am I urging ity students to tell others
about the ABE Program?
SELF-ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT FOR PERSONNEL
INVOLVED IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROJECTS 232 .
PURPOSE : The purpose of this instrument is to help you take an objective
look at your A.B.E. program by responding frankly to the items
which appear below.
DESIGN : The questions and statements that you are asked to respond to
belcw reflect many concepts. Not all of these may be desirable
or possible in this particular A.B.E. program. Therefore,
please respond with the answer which you believe best fits the
situation that exists here. The Visiting Team
—
prior to its
arrival—will be familiarized with a compilation of the
responses and reactions to this instrument hr/ the entire local
A.B.E. staff. Their discussions with you will be based on
the correlation between the responses in this questionnaire
and the observed program.
DIRECTIONS : Responses to the itens listed should be checked at the right
of the pages in the appropriate column. If you wish to
ocrrment on any of the items, there is space provided at the
end of each section. Please respond to all items.
CHECK ONE: f~U Teacher / / Aide / / Counselor
nJ Director / 7 Other (Specify)
PART A - CLIMATE FOR ADULT LEARNING
RESPONSES
YES NO LIMITED
1.
Physical facilities are comfortable for
adults and conducive to a student-centered
program.
I DON'T
KNCW
2.
Clusters of students arrive early and
stay late.
3. Students are given a voice in shaping the
curriculum and the future direction of
this program.
4. Planned approaches are used from time
to tine to get straightforward feed-
back frcm students as to how they feel
about the program.
5. Classroom climate is relaxed, friendly
and non-threatening
.
233 .
RESPONSES
I DON'T
YES NO LIMITED KNOT
6. Appropriate diagnostic materials and
techniques are being used to pinpoint
the reading and math weaknesses of every
adult learner.
7. Students are properly grouped according to
learning levels.
8. Students are actively involved most of
the time in the learning process.
9. Are teacher aides presently employed in
your classroom (s) ?
___ ___
10. Teacher aides are being used to best
advantage in your classroom (s)
.
11. An adequate variety of learning tools
—
both software and hardware—is being used
in the adult classrooms.
12. Proper emphasis is being given to the life-
coping skills—consumer education, nutri-
tion and health information, discussion of
current issues, and community services
available.
13. Students' birthdays, anniversaries, etc.,
are recognized and seasonal social
functions are treated as an integral part /
of the program. —
14. Students are informed of civic and
school activities which relate to them
and their children. —
Cements on 1-14 - Part A. Please indicate which item you are canmenting
on.
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PART B ~ INTERNAL MANAGEMENT
RESPONSES
I DON'T
YES NO LfflETED KHCfrr
1. lhe A.B.E. Team has formulated clearly
defined goals and objectives for this
program.
2. A master plan exists for identifying
and recruiting the A.B.E. target
population.
3. There is an intake interview before
a new enrollee is assigned to a
class.
4. Records are kept in a separate folder for
every student.
5. There is a definite plan for ocrcibating
student absenteeism and encouraging
than to strive toward regular attendance
_____ __
6. A oacanunicatian system is functioning
here which enables the entire A.B.E.
Team to air and resolve concerns and
problems related to individual students
and/or the overall well-being of this
program.
__ __ _
7. A concerted effort is made to follow-up
on dropouts to ascertain reasons for
leaving.
__
8. Adult students enrolled here are receiving
.
the guidance and counseling services
they need.
_____
9. Students who are impeded in their
learning by physical disabilities,
emotional and personal problems,etc.
,
are identified and referred to agencies
that are geared to help them.
10.
An adequate testing program is operating
to objectively measure the progress of
every student, as well as the overall
effectiveness of this A.B.E. Center.
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RESPONSES
X DON ' T
YES NO IJMITED KNCW
11. There is evidence of a well conceived
administrative plan for managing the
long-range direction and growth of this
program, rather than a day-to-day and/or
’crisis-to-crisis" operational procedure
Garments on 1-11 - Part B . Please indicate which item you are carmenLing
an.
#
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PAKT-C - gj'MUNITY INVOLVEMENT AID LINKAGES WITH SUPPORTIVE AGENCIES
PFSPONSES
YES IvQ T,T?TTTEP
li. There is grass roots" interest and support
for. this A.B.E. Center as evidenced by class
visitation (s) by the Superintendent of
Schools, School Board Wether (s)
,
member (s)
of the local Advisory Caurdttee and other
key people from the coirndnity.
2. An active local A.B.E. Advisory Carmittee
has met during the current school year at
periodic intervals.
3. A synchronized and on-going approach exists
for gaining public visibility—via news
releases, radio announcements, flyers, etc.
for this program.
4. Volunteer helpers from the ccmnunity are
new assisting at this A.B.E. Center.
5. This__ program has received supplementary hard
cash during this school year from other
sources, exclusive of the funds received
from the State A.B.E. Office.
6. Outside resource people—such as lawyers,
nutritionists
,
local officials, etc .
—
have been invited and appeared at your
program during the school year for
presentations and discussions relevant
to your students.
__
Linkages have been established by this
A.B.E. Center with other agencies and pro-
grams—for example, Elrplcyment Security
Office, Manpower Training Programs, State
and Local Health and Tfelfare Agencies, etc
that can provide supportive services to your
needy students. •
__ _
I DON’T
KNCT'T
7
.
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Currents on 1 7 - Part C. Please indicate which item you arc Garmenting
on.
#
239 .
PART D -PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
YES NO LIMITED I DON'T
KNOT
!• There is an on-going local in-service training
program for the staff.
2. I have participated in statewide workshops for
A.B.E.-E.S.L. staff.
3. I am a member of at least one professional
Adult Education association—such as NAPAC
(National Association For Public Continuting
and Adult Education)
,
A.E.A. (Adult Education
Association)
.
4. I have attended a sumner institute for teachers
and supervisors of A.B.E. and E.S.L.
5
Regular staff meetings are held for A.B.E. staff
6. I know the members of the Advisory Cormittee
and have attended seme of the ireetings.
7. I subscribe to at least one periodical which
deals mainly with Adult Education.
8. This A.B.E. Center is an institutional member
of a professional Adult Education Association
9. I have observed other classes in A.B.E. and have
been observed myself—followed by discussion with
the person (s) who observed me.
Garments on 1-9 - Part D . Please indicate which item you are carmenting on.
#
'
#
PART E -STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
Please list below what you believe are the five strongest points or
features of this A.B.E. program.
(1)
'
(2 )
( 3 )
(4 )
(5 )
Please list belew what you believe are the five aspects of your program
which need to be improved.
(1 )
(2 )
( 3 )
( 4 )
ppwi
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APPENDIX VI
CURRICULAR MATERIALS
FOR
A. B. E.
Listed below, alphabetically by publisher are a number of materials
px_ently available for A.B.E. programing. Please remember that this
is by all means only a partial list and is in no way intended to include
all of the A.B.E. materials available on today's market. The list was
prepared merely as a guide for your convenience and does not necessarily
inply complete endorsement of the listed materials. All prices cruoted
below are subject to change by the publishers without prior notice.
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
ABT ASSOCIATES, INC.
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138
Games For Learning - by Clark C. Abt
Occasional Paper #7 $ .?
ABINGDON PRESS
201 Eighth Avenue, South
Nashville, Tennessee
37202
Helping People Learn English (revised) 2.50
A Tforkbook in Language Teaching 2.25
(with special reference to English as a
foreign language)
Supplementary Lessons In American English . 50
For Advanced. Students
ADULT LITERACY PROGRAM
294 Cedar Street
New Haven, Connecticut
06519
Lessons for Literacy Classes
(1) Beginning level
(2) Intermediate level
(3) Advanced level
n/c
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publishers TITLE PRICE
ALLIED EDUCATION COUNCIL
p. 0. Box 78
Galien, Michigan
49113
The Mott Basic Language Skills Program
Series 300 Basic Numbers and Money $ 1.75
300ABasic Language Skills 1.55
300BBasic language Skills 1.75
Teachers Manual 2.00
Series 600 Teachers Manual 2.00
600A Basic Language Skills 2.25
600B Basic Language Skills 2.25
Series 900 Teachers Manual 2.00
900A Basic Language Skills 1.95
900B Basic Language Skills 1.95
Series 1500 Teachers Manual 2.00
Teaching Adults to Read 1.55
Series 1300 A Head Start For Reading 1.25
Teaching Manual 2.00
Books (Reading Level Grades 1-3) 1.40 to )
(Reading Level Grades 4-6) 2.25 )
Career Education - Voc/Tech Series •?
Send-Programmed Series (Basic Language Skills)
Book 1 1.40
Book 2 1.75
Book 3 1.95
Student Workbook for Sound and Structure 1.75
(Phonetics)
Unifon Cod Book Series 7
(Multi-Sensory English, Iscmorphic Encoding)
Placement Guide and Answer Sheet 2.50 per
Wbrd Attack Skills-Book 160 1.75
Wbrd Bank 2.05
AMERICAN EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS
Education Center
Columbus, Ohio
43216
Weekly Newspaper "You and Your World"
(10 or more exspies-30 issues)
"Know About Drugs"
(minimum order is 10-Teacher's Guide free)
Taking A Stand )Same rea- as above
Our Polluted World )
Amazing Adventures (Real Stories of Danger
Daring)
Champions All (12 stories of Famous Sports
Heroes)
1.50 per student
.35 each
.35 each
and
.75
.75
AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH LIBRARY
710 Chatham Center
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
15219
Handbook of Procedures For The Design
of Instruction 5.50
publishers'
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TITLE
AMSCO SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Box 315
Canal Street Station
New York, New York
10013
PRICE
Reviewing Preliminary Mathematics
Review Guide
Review Text
Ninth Year Mathematics Review Guide
Review Texts:
French First Year, Spanish First Year e
General Sciences
American History
U.S. History
Life Science
English Language Arts
(Workbook Edition)
Adventures With Wards (Book 1)
(Book 2)
Essentials of English (Workbook Edition)
Words At Work
More Powerful Reading
Reading, Spelling, Vocabulary and Pronunciation-
Books 1, 2, 3
Books 1, 2, 3 Workbook Edition
Action Stories of Yesterday and Today
Stories That Live (6th Grade Level)
Guide to Typewriting
Hie Scarlet Letter
The Return of the Native
English Language Arts (Intermediate Level)
Reading Comprehension (Workbook and Tests)
APPLETCN-CENTURY CROFTS
Division of Meredith Corporation
440 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York
10016
1.25
1.30
1.55
1.55
1.40
1.75
1.90
1.35
1.40
1.70
1.30
1.75
1.35
7
l! 35
. 7
.95
.70
.80
1.65
1.25
New Century Basic College English (Access Method)
(Complete Series) with achievement tests
Programmed Vocabulary
Effective Reading for College Students
(A text workbook)
Programmed Math Reviews (Series of 5 Books)
Basic Mathematics (A Programmed introduction)
Inproving Reading Ability
Countdown to Successful Reading
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
School of Education
TanPe , Arizona
85281
Adult Basic Education Reading Institute
Author: John L. Edwards, Director
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publisher TITLE PRICE
ARCO PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
219 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York
10003
Preliminary Practice for the High School
Equivalency Diploma Test $
High School Equivalency Diploma Tests
Beginning Office Worker
Scoring High on Reading Tests
Vocabulary, Spelling and Grammar (Test
Tutor)
Preliminary Arithmetic for the High School
Equivalency Diploma Test
GED High School Equivalency Diploma Tests
(Secondary Level)
Learning to Use Our Language
Triple Your Reading Speed
Practice for the Armed Forces Test
BARNELL LOFT, LTD.
Ill South Centre Avenue
Rockville Centre, New York
11570
Specific Skill Series
Working with Sounds
Following Directions
Getting The Facts
Locating the Answer
Using The Context
each
Book A
Book B
Book C
Bock D
Book E
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
2.50
3.00
3.00
.89
Drawing Conclusions
Bocks B through E
Worksheets
Getting The Main Idea
Books B through E
Worksheets
(Answer sheets for above)
Picto-Cabulary Series
(Series - 36 books only)
They Gave Their Names (Etymology)
each .89
per 100 1.50
each .89
per 100 1.50
each .10
54.00
*
r>
BARRON'S EDUCATIONAL SERIES, INC.
113 CrossvTays Park
Woodbury, New York
11797
Drive
How bo Prepare For The High School Equivalency
Examination 3.95
How To Prepare For The High School Equivalency
Examination Reading Interpretation 4.95
Spelling Your Way To Success 1*25
1001 Pitfalls in English Grammar. 1.95
High School Equivalency Examinations
Social Studies, Science, Literature (Set of 3)
Grammar, Usage, Spelling, Vocabulary and
Mathematics
.
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Badera Professional Center
Box 557
Palo Alto, California
94300
Programmed Reading Series I and II each $ 1.49
Books 1 through 8
Teachers Manual .99
Tests .49
Programmed Consumer Mathematics per set 12.98
Books 1 through 7
Programmed Introduction to American Government
Books - Volume I and II each 3.67
Programmed : U . S . Constitution kit 3.81
Teachers Manuals for above each .99
Test Booklets for above each .49
Basic Mathematics: A Problem Solving Approach
Books 2 through 5 and Teachers Manual . ?
First Aid by Johnson & Johnson 3.95
CHANNING L. EETE COMPANY, INC.
45 Federal Street
Greenfield, Massachusetts
01301
Scriptographic Study Booklets each 1.00
What Everyone Should Knew About Law
Scriptographic Fact Booklets each .25
The ABC's of Credit
The ABC's of Hone Financing
The ABC's of Life Insurance
About Baby Sitting
Hare Fire Prevention Check List
How To Buy A Hare
ml Coimiy*! -Kr Vnii
32Ideas To Improve Your Heme
What Everyone Should Knew About Checking
BOARD OF EDUCATION - CITY OF NEW YORK
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York
11200
Teaching English as a New Language To Adults
Conducting A Program Of Basic Education with
Adults
Accounts
1.50
1.00
Resource Materials in Civil Education, for
Adult Elementary Classes .50
BOOBS-MEKRILL COMPANY
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, Inciana
46200
I Learn To Write
Learn Manuscript Writing
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY
OF NEW YORK
120 East 184th Street
Bronx, New York
10468
Reaching Out In tire nronx
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publisher TITLE PRICE
California test bureau
A Division of McGraw-Hill
Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, California
93940 Lessons for Self-Instruction in Basic Skills $ 1.00
Series CD Following Directions
Series C Addition
Series CD Punctuation
Series EFG Reading Interpretation I
Tests of ABE, Level E, Form I and Manual 5.00
CAMBRIDGE BOOK COMPANY
488 Madison Avenue
New York,New York
10022
Arithmetic - ABE Series Books 1 through 4 1.91 each
Basic Skills in Grammar .89
Reading - ABE Series Books 1 through 4 1.43 each
Reading for Comprehension - Books I and II 1.05 each
Spelling 1-05
Better and Faster Reading 1.72
Increase Your Vocabulary - Books I and II .89 each
Mathematics
,
A Basic Course - Books I and II 1.91 each
Wbrk-A-Text in English-Bocks I and II 1.91 each
General Mathematics Ability 2.35
We Hold These Truths - U.S. Documentary 1.59
Pre GED Program:
Introduction To English
Introduction To Arithmetic
Introduction To Reading
Teachers Guide
GED Book Of Basic Science
Economics For Tcday
CAMBRIDGE AND SOMERVILLE LEGAL SERVICES, INC.
2.31
2.36
2.36
1.59
3.74
2.23
235 Broadway at Windsor
Cambridge, Mass.
02139
BUYERS GUIDE TO THE LAW
Contracts and Consumer Frauds
_
1
Creditor's Limitations and Helping Agencies
(available 11-25 copies @.90 50-100 ocpies @70d
25-50 copies @.80 100-500 copies 06O<=)
CASCADE PACIFIC BOOKS
5448 47th Street, S.W.
Seattle ,Washington
98100 „ . . f 0
Beginning English For Men & Women Parts 1 & 2
CENTRE EDUCATXF E7T CULTUREL, INC.
8101 Boul
Ifetropo itain, Anjou
Montreal 5, Quebec
S^jtigs 203
English Conversation for Canadian Students
Becks 1 through 6 (through Table 100)
English Conversation for Canadian
Students
Workbooks 1 through 4 (through Table 100)
Teachers Manual
1.41 each
2.00 each
1.20 each
1.00
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publisher TITLE PRICE
All available
as follows:
.35 each
.20 each
.15 each
.12 each
1.25 per year
CENTER FOR INFORMATION ON AMERICA
Washington, Connecticut
06793 .
GRASS ROUTES GUIDES
Out State Legislatures
Public Authorities 1- copies
Public Office at the Local Level
10-49 copies
Lobbying 50-249 copies
Hie Fundamentals of Freedan 250-499 copies
Caviuumty Action Group subscrip-
The Electoral College tions:
The Citizen and Political Parties 10-49
The Rnployer-Employee Relationship 50 or more
1.15 per year
Watchdogs of the National Economy
The Right To Vote
Money in the United States
Consumer's Primer on Money
Corporations and Social Problems: what's the Involvement?
The President's Commissions
The 91st Congress and Its Caimittees
The 92nd Congress and Its Ccnmittees
U. S. Defense Ccmmitments
Presidential Disability and Succession
VITAL ISSUES
Bad Rural Housing and Teacher's Guide
Vocational Training and Teacher's Guide
Manpower Programs and Teacher's Guide
Our Human Resources and Teacher's Guide
How We Elect Our Presidents and Teacher's Guide
COLLEGE ENTRANCE BOOK COMPANY
104 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
10011
Vitalized General Science
COWLES EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, INC.
How To Pass High School Equivalency Exam
Interpretation of Reading Materials in:
Social Studies
Literary Materials
Natural Sciences
Guide to Careers and Professions
Teacher's Guide to G.E.D. Program
Preparation for G.E.D.
Correctness and Effectiveness of Expression
ARTHUR C. CROFT PUBLICATIONS
New London, Connecticut
06320
A Day With The Brown Family (Reader I)
Reading Placement (Heme and Family Life Series)
1.00
3.55
2.22
2.22
2.22
96
50
34
22
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY
(The Institute of Modem Languages, Inc.)
201 Park Avenue South
New York, New York
10003
Crowell Contemporary English Series: $
Contemporary Spoken English I, II, III, IV, V
Contemporary Review I, II
Review Exercises for English as a Second
Language
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
(National Society)
administration Building-1776 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20006
DAR Manual for Citizenship
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2006 Ankany Boulevard
Ankany, Icwa
50021
Your Volunteer Program
DOUBLEDAY AND COMPANY, INC.
GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
11530
Mathsnatics Made Simple
Hew To Prepare for and Pass High School
Equivalency Examination
THE ECONOMY COMPANY
5811 West Minnesota
Indianapolis, Indiana
46241
Guidebook To Better Reading
Teacher’s Manual
(Free with 6 or more student's books)
EDUCATIONAL CENTER.
2797 South 450 West
Bountiful, Utah
84010
TRI SERIES
:
Words with Three Syllables
Wbrds with Three Letters
Wbrds with Three Phonetic Units
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTAL LABORATORIES
P. 0. Box 356
Brookline,
02146
Massachusetts
Conmunications skills Program .
^(Learning 100) for Class of twenty-five
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1702 K Street, N.W.
Washington . D.C.
20005
English Is A Foreign Language
(Teacher's Manual)
1.95 each
1.95 each
~>
2.65
1.45
1.95
1.47
1.47
.60 each
1,203.75
.75
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PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
Suite 502
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20036
Techniques On Reading Disability $ . ?
EDUCATORS PUBLISHING SERVICE, INC.
75 Maulton Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138
A Second Course in Phonic Reading
Book I 1.20
Teacher's Manual .60
Book II .90
Teacher's Manual .50
Martin Mooney's Minute Mysteries
Casebooks 1, 2, 3 .75 each
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA PRESS
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
60611
TEMAC Programed Learning Materials:
Basic Mathematics (each level) 2.40
ENGLISH LANGUAGE SERVICE, INC.
550 Wilkins Court
Rockville, Maryland
20852
Intensive Course in English
Elementary (Parts I and II) 2.75 each
Teacher's Manual 2.75
Intermediate (Volume I) 1.65
Advanced 1 (Volume II) 1.65
Advanced 2 (Volume III) 1.65
Specialized Studies (Volume IV) 1.35
Instructor's Supplement .40
Transformational Grammar:
A Guide for Teachers 3.50
FEARON PUBLISHERS, INC.
2165 Park Boulevard
Palo Alto, California
94306
How Id Meet Individual Differences In
Teaching Arithmetic
Using Dollars and Sense
J. G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING CO.
6 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
60602
You and Your Job Series
What Is It?
Where Is It?
How To Get It
Hew To Keep It
Where Do You Go Frcm Here?
Instructor's Guide
2.00
2 00
3.00 set
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PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
FIELD EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
396 Springfield Avenue (Subsidiary to Harr Wagner)
Berkeley Heights, N.J.
07922
'
Free To Read (A Guide to Effective Reading) $
World of Ideas (A Guide To Effective Reading)
THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Adult Education Research-Information Processing Center
Department of Mult Education
920 West College Avenue
Tallahassee, Florida
32306
Recruitment in Mult Basic Education
Starting Students Successfully in A.B.E.
Decision-making in the Planning and Implementa-
tion of Instruction in Mult Basic Education
Psychological Factors in Mult Learning and
Instruction
The Role of the Paraprofessional in Mult
Basic Education
In-service Education in ABE
Physiological Factors in Adult Learning and
Instruction
Facilitating Learning Through The Use of
Supportive Services in ABE
Preventing Dropouts in ABE
Program Evaluation in ABE
FOLLETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
1010 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois
60607
Getting Started - Communications I
On The Way - Ccrrnunications II
Figure It Out Book I
Book II
System For Success (Books 1 and 2)
Curriculum Development in ABE
Team ing Your Language Series (1 through 5
with manual)
Full Speed Ahead - Ccrimunications
.
Ill
Evaluation Tools for Adult Education
Individual Reading Placement Inventory
Examiner's Kit-Code 2110
Accent/Consumer Education:
Knowing How To Budget and Buv
Insuring Your Life, Income and Property
Understanding Consumer Credit
Accent/Family Finances:
Just Married
Accent/Personality
:
You and They
You are Heredity and Environment
Accent/The Tforld Of Work:
Getting That Job
Keeping That Job
You And Your Occupation
You And Your Pay
1.00
1.00
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.50,
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.50
1.74
1.74
.96
1.08
2.49 each
1.60
4.20 set
1.74
1.50
2.10
.87
.87
.87
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
PUBLISHER
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Title price
FOLLETT (continued)
Turner-Livingston Ccrnmunications Series $
The Language You Speak
.87
The Newspapers You Read *37
The Television You Watch '37
Turner-Livingston Reading Series
:
Hie Family You Belong To
.87
The Friends You Make [37
The Jobs You Get *37
The Money You Spend 87
The Person You Are
.37
The Town You Live In *37
Basic Economic Concepts:
The Adventures of Primero Dinero .96
Vocational Reading Series:
The Delso Sisters, Beauticians 1.26
The Millers and Willie B-Butchc-r, Baker, Chef
1.26
John Leverson. Auto Mechanic 1.26
Marie Perrone, Practical Nurse 1.26
Retail Salesclerk - Yardgoods 1.26
Instructors Books for each of Accent Series 1.50 each
Reading For A Purpose (Levels 0-4) 3.54
Teacher ' s Manual 4 . 50
Reading For A Viewpoint (Levels 5-8) 3.54\ Teacher's Manual 4.50
Talking It Over (Teacher's Book) 3.75
SERIES:
Techniques Used In The Teaching Of Peadina-Tutor
7
Reading Evaluation-Adult Diagnosis-PEad . ?
Literacy Education Assistance For Tile Develco-
ment of Educational Resources - Leader ?
FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE PUBLICATIONS
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C.
20402 Adapting And Writing Language Lessons 3.25
JOHN FRENCH AND ASSOCIATES
2333 Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, California
90057 Let's Speak English (Books 1, 2, 3) level A . ?
Teacher's Manual for Book 1 , ?
GARRARD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Champaign, Illinois
61820 Dolch Supplemental Teaching Aids . ?
GEMINI BOOKS
1849 Mintwood Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
.
, .
.
20009 Structure Graded Readings In English:
Book .1
Book 2
1 25 eac;
1.25
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PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
GENERAL LEARNING CORPORATION
CAREERS PROGRAM
250 James Street
Morristcwn, New Jersey
07960
Career Education Resource Guide
Administration Manual and Tests for Carplete
General Education Curriculum (Career
Advancement Programs) $ . ?
English Usage (1 through 20 and Tests)
Skillful Reading (1 through Hand Tests)
Spelling (1 through 7 and Tests)
The Theory of Numbers (1 through 12 & Tests)
Understanding Literature (1 through 13
and tests)
Physics (1 through 12 and Tests)
Chemistry (1 through 5 and Tests)
Gecmetry (1 through 11 and Tests)
Basic Algebra (1 through 11 and Tests)
Social Studies (Lessons 1-21 and Tests)
Citizenship (1 through 4 and Tests)
Biology (1 through 16 and Tests)
Fundamentals of Physical Science
(1 through 11 and Tests)
Mathematics For Heme & Business
(1 through 7 and Tests)
GIFTED TEACHERS BOOKS, INC.
P. 0. Box 83
Flossmoor, Illinois
60422 Photo-phonics I
Photo-phonics II
Photocabulary
GINN AND COMPANY
72 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
10011 Help Yourself To Read, Write and Spell
(Books 1 and 2)
How A Bill Becomes Law
The Constitution
A Programmed Approach to Writing (Book .2)
Heme Management Is
Consumer Education Series:
Dress Well For Little Money (Book 1)
Refunds and Exchanges (Book 2)
Buying Appliances (Book 3)
What's Good Furniture? (Book 4)
Be Sharp! Don't Be Cheated (Book 5)
Teacher's Manual
1.60
1.75
2.10
1.80 each
.75
.75
2.34
5.65
4.62 set
.96
GOODHEART-WILCOX COMPANY, INC.
123 W. Taft Drive
South Holland, Illinois
60473
Basic Mathematics
Test Sheets
1.98
.25 set
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
GROLIER EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION
575 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York
10022
MODERN ENGLISH SERIES: Programmed $
Punctuation 8.50
Spelling Rules (I, II, III) 13.50
ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC SERIES: Programmed
Addition and Subtraction Facts 11.00
Multiplication and Division Facts (I, II) 11.00
Fractions, Basic Concepts (I, II) 11.00
Decimal Numbers (I, II) 13.50
harcourt, brace and WORLD
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York
10ul7
A Programmed Course in Grammar and Usage:
English 2200-including tests 2.31
English 2600-including tests (Revised) 2.49
English 3200-including tests 2.97
Word Attack-A Way To Better Reading 1.65
English Lessons For Adults:
A Basic Education Course - Books 1,2,3 .99
High School Certification Through G.E.D. Tests3.95
HARPER & RCW, PUBLISHERS
2500 Crawford Avenue
Evanston, Illinois
60201 \
The Magic of English
Text, Workbook and Teacher's Manual
HARR WAGNER PUBLISHING COMPANY
(parent to Field Enterprises Educational Corporation)
609 Mission Street
San Francisco, California
94105
Laugh and Learn Grammar
Language Is You
Book 1-Teacher's Edition
Book 2-Teacher's Edition
Book 3
America's Story-Teacher's Edition
The Checkered Flag Series:
Bearcat
Riddles
Smash-Up
Wheels
The Deep Sea Adventure Series:
The Sea Hunt
Rocket Divers
The Morgan Bay Mysteries:
The Mystery of Morgan Castle
The Mystery of the Myrmidon's Journey
The Reading Motivated Series:
Mysterious Swamp Rider
Secret of Lonesome Valley
Adventures of Apacheland
Desert Treasure
Teacher's Manuals for above Series
2.40
.96
1.08
.96
3.60
1.80 each
1.65
1.80
1.80
1.95
2.25 each
.75 each
256 .
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
HAWTHORNE BOOKS, INC.
70 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
10011
Hew To Avoid The Ten Biggest Hare-Buying Trans
How To Get A Better Job
How To Make The Most Of Your Money
It's Easy To Beoore A Citizen
D.C. HEASH AND COMPANY
475 South Dean Street
Englewood, New Jersey
07631 Teen-Age Tales (Books 1,3,5 and C with manuals)
English is Our Language (Teacher's Edition
HOLT, RINEHAKD AND WINSTON, INC.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York
10017 English (I, II, III)
Adult Basic Education Series:
Primer: -Learning To Write
Life With The Lucketts
The Thcmases Live Here
Get Your Money's Worth
Measure, Cut and Sew
Intermediate
:
Arithmetic
American History
Introduction to Geography
Science
Basic Dictionary of American English
Impressions of the United States
Advanced:
High School Certification Through the
G.E.D. Tests
Principles of Geography
Fundamental Mathematics
Biological Science
Earth and Space Science
Physical Science
You And The Law
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
53 West 43rd Street
New York, New York
10036
. .
_
.. .
Troubleshooter-A Program in Basic English
Skills (Books 1-7)
Teacher's Edition
Class Answer Book
Duplicating Masters
Justice in Urban America
Law And The City
Youth And The Law
Crime And Justice
$ 2.95
?
3.95
7
•?
?
2.72 each
1.24
2.36
2.36
2.64
2.96
2.72
2.72
2.80
2.48
1.40
2.64
2.64
2.08
2.72
2.64
2.48
2.48
2.48
4.80 set
.93
.90
11.55
4.95 set
1.20
.99
.99
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE 257.
Houghton Mifflin (continued)
Law and The Consumer $
Landlord and Tenant
Poverty and Welfare
Teacher's Guide
Action Series:
Encounters
Forces
Crosscurrents
Challenges
Teacher's Guide
Reading Practice
Modem Mathematics For Achievement
Books 1 through 8
Teacher's Guide with answers to
Progress Tests
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE OORP.
Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Illinois
60601
Money Management Program: (Booklets)
Your Budget
Your Savings and Investment Dollar
j
Your Automobile Dollar
Your Clothing Dollar
Your Food Dollar
DR. MELVIN HOWARDS
CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Northeastern University
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Read Your Way Up-Student Guidebook
IMPACT PUBLICATIONS
60 West Street
Keene, New Hampshire
03431 Issues In New Hampshire Government
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE
.99
.99
.99
1.20
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
2.10
1.05
(Course I)
3.90 set
.84 each
.33
.25 each
2.00
277 Park Avenue
New York, New York
10017
Making The Most
INSTITUTE OF MODERN LANGUAGES, INC.
Publications Division
2129 S. Street N.W.
Free to adult educators
up to 100 copies.
Of Your Money Secondary teachers may
order maxium of 25 copies.
Washington, D.C.
20008
iituational Reinforcement Nucleus Course in
English (Text 100) 1.45
Workbook (100A) • 9®
Tape Book *90
Iituational Reinforcement Orientation in
American English II (Text 102)
American English III (Text 103)
Teacher's Manual (001)
rientation in American English
Level Ill-Reader 102C
Level IV
Level V
Schools and Universities
1.65
1.65
3.00
1.20
1.65
1.65
1.45
PUBLISHER
TITLE
258.
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.44
1.44
—
' ±±±±£. PRICE
KLEVINS PUBLICATIONS
6500 Klevin Avenue
Canoga. Park, California
91306
.
Materials and Methods in Adult FHnrwHrm c o
LAIDLCW BROTHERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Education $ . ?
A Division of Doubleday
Thatcher and Madison
River Forest, Illinois
60305
lennes Essentials of Arithmetic (Books 3&5) .96 eachSpectrum Mathematics Series:
Level 3 (Red Book)
Level 4 (Orange Book)
Level 5 (Yellow Book)
Level 6 ( Green Book)
Level 7 (Blue Book)
Level 8 (Purple Book)
Study Exercises For Developing Reading Skills
Books A,B,C,D
.54 each
Answer Books 21 each
LANGUAGE RESEARCH INCORPORATED
13 Kirkland Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
02116 A First Workbook of English
. ?
A Second Workbook of English
. ?
English Through Pictures (C75 and W4)
. ?
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE PRESS, INC.
200 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York
10003 Direct English Conversation For Foreign Students. ?
Books 1 and 2
English Step By Step With Pictures
. ?
LEARNING TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
182 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York
12210
High School Equivalency-A Self Teaching Program
to prepare you to pass the Equivalency Examination.
Book 1-Reading Materials
Book 2-Correctness and Effectiveness
of Expression
Book 3-Mathematics , Part 1
Book 4- Mathematics , Part 2
in Sets 1-4 sets 27.50 each
5-9 sets 23.70 each
10-49 sets 22.50 each
50-99 sets 20.50LINGOCO CORPORATION
1043 Coast Boulevard South
laJolla, California
92037
A Microwave Course in English as A Second
Language (for Mexican-American Migrants) 4.75
PUBLISHER
259
.
TITLE PRICE
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washington Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19105 Phonics Guide to Basic Readincr (First Level )
LITTON EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING, INC.
9 1
American Book Company
New York, New York
Apprendamos Inglis, Libro
(For Mexican-Americans)
INC.
I (Let's Learn English). ?
LYONS AND CHARNAHAN,
407 East 25th Street
Chicago, Illinois
6Q616
Phonics We Use (Books B and C)
MACMILLAN COMPANY
60 Fifth Avenue (School Division-
New York, New York 866 Third Avenue)
10022 English 900-A Basic Course
Supplementary Reading:
The Black Tulip
Buffalo Bill
Three Detective Stories
Four Short Mysteries
The Island of Truth
Stories To Surprise You
.69 each
Test Books 1-6
.99 each
Workbooks 1-6
.60 each
Teacher's Manual 1.35
English This Way
Text Books 1-12 1.08 each
Teacher's Manual 1.35
New Streamlined English Series:
Skill Book 3 City Living 1.32
In The Valley 1.32
Going Forward 1.04
A Door Opens 1.36
Vocabulary Development (Books 1-6) 1.02 each
Gateway English (A literature and language
Arts Program)
A Family Is A Way Of Feeling 1.05
Coping 1.02
Who Am I 1.05
Stories in Song and Verse .99
Teacher's Manual 2.25
The Key To English Series
Letter Writing .66
Nouns .66
Verbs .75
Prepositions I .66
English Grammar Exercises 1,2,3 1.05 each
Drills and Exercises in Pronunciation
Consonents and Vowels 1.89
Stress and Intonation (Parts I and II) 1.89 each
Improve Your Writing For Job Success ?
The Mitchell Family
Murder Now and Then
Hie Presidency in Conflict
The Russells in Holiday Circle
The Silver Flephant
The Virginian
(The above books available at prices frcm
60s to 75s each)
PUBLISHER
MOGRAW-HILL book company
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York
10036
TITLE
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.
PRICE
English For Today Series-Teacher's Texts)
At Heme and At School (Book I)
The World We Live In (Book 2)
The Way We Live (Book 3)
Our Changing World (Book 4)
Life in English-Speaking Countries (Book 5)
Literature in English (Book 6)
Progrartmed Reading Series For Adults (Sullivan)
Book 1
Book 2
Books 3 through 8
Teacher's Manual I
Teacher's Manual II
Programmed Math For Adults (Sullivan)
Teaching Skill Books 1 through 11
Step Up Your Reading Power (Books A through E)
Teacher's Manual
let's Speak English (Books 1 through 6
Testing English As A Second Language
New Practice Readers
Books A and B
Books C through G
Word Problem Books (1 through 8)
Instructor's Guide
Instructor's Guide for Book 9 through 15
Foundation Mathematics (Third Edition)
Modem Algebra: Structure and Fiction
Book 1-Teacher's Edition
Book 2-Teacher's Edition
What Job For Me? Series:
Burt the Policeman
Carmen The Beautician
Ginny the Office Assistant
Negro Doctor
City Limits Series:
Cry, Baby!
The Heist
The Everyreader Series:
Sherlock Holmes Greek and Reman Myths
King Arthur and His Knights Men of Iron
The Flamingo Feather The Call of the Wild
On Jungle Trails Juarez
The Robin Hood Stories A Tale of Two Cities
$ 1.05 each
80
53
41 each
78
10
20
47
72
r>
each
each
,11 each
20 each
,60 each
,73
,25
,80
,74
61
20 each
1.44 each
1.02 each
The Trojan War
The Gold Bug and
Other Stories
Ben Hur
To Have and To Hold
Ivanhoe
Reading Incentive Series:
Full Speed Ahead
Swamp March
Venus Bound
The Count of Monte Cnsto
Simon Bolivar
Wild Animals I Have Known
Indian Paint
Bob, Son of Battle
Mystery Xn IX10
To Climb A Mountain
Teacher's Guide
2.94 each
2.55
PUBLISHER >yi | n n 'jpi
McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY (continued)
Beading Shelf Series
Marty/Printer's Measure
Ax
The Knife
Requiem for a Heavyweight
Short Stories by Edgar Allen Poe
The Year The Yankees Lost The Pennant
Anything Can Happen
Stories by Jesse Stuart
Ramblers, Gamblers and Lovers
Modem Geometry: Structure and Function
(Second Edition)
CHARLES E. MERRILL PUBLISHING COMPANY
13'"'° Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio
43216
261
PRICE
$ .96 each
4.47
Merrill Linguistic Readers: (Refresher Program)
Book A
Books B and C
Book D
Teacher's Guide
Merrill Mainstream Books
Courage Under Fire
Against The Odds
They Were First
In New Directions
People Like You
Teacher's Manual
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS
2039 University Avenue, S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
55455
English Pattern Practices
English Sentence Patterns
English Pronunciation
Vocabulary in Context
MONARCH PRESS, INC.
387 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York
10016
High School Level General Science
MULTIMEDIA EDUCATION, INC.
11 West 42nd Street
New York, New York
10036
Teaching Reading To The Untaught
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXTENSION ASSOCIATION
One duPont Circle
Washington, D.C.
20036
Family and Personal Development in Adult Basic
Education
10 to 49 copies
50 or more
2.70
2.04 each
2.34
2.50
1.34 each
.50
7
7
7
7
1.25
2.77
2.95 each
2.72 each
2.60 each
PUBLISHER
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TITLE PRICE
NEW READER'S PRESS
p. 0. Box 131
Syracuse, New York
I
•M
13210 News For You (Weekly Newspaper in Easy English
for Adults
A Edition (Reading levels 3rd & 4th grade)
B Edition (Reading levels 4th & 5th grade)
1--5 copies
6 or more
Good Manners in the United States
I Am One Of These
The World Of Work
Everyday Reading and Writing
Ihe New Streamlined English Series, Part II
Be Informed Series
Series 1 Personal Credit
Buying An Auto
Owning An Auto
Buying A House
Personal Insurance
Renting A House
Finding A Job
Reading Your Newspaper
Taxes
1
A
Series
Series
Series
Series
Series
Series
Series
.10 ea.wkl\
.05 ea. wh<r
.30
.50
1.25
|
3.95 1
.75 each
1
Series
Series 10 Banking
NEWBURY HOUSE PUBLISHERS
68 Middle Road
Rcwley, Massachusetts
01969 English I, A Basic Course for Adults
Learner's Book
Generative Grammar, .structural Linguistics
and Language Teaching By Dr
.
1.25
a as
THE NEW YORK TIMES
College and School Service
229 West 43rd Street
New York, New York
10036
School Weekly
Curriculum Aids Pamphlets
Get More Out Of Your Newspaper
English Classes
New Social Studies
Distributive Education
Problems of Democracy Courses
The Crowded Curriculum
Eighth Grade Urban Affairs Classes
Introduction To A Good Readina Habit
NOBLE AND NOBLE PUBLISHERS, INC.
750 Third Avenue
A
New York, New York
10017 Operation Alphabet I
Operation Alphabet II-Part 1
-Part il
Teacher's Guides
EX\jni Words iu ji.ui.i2j
2.00
2.50
2.50
2.00 each
a i o
PUBLISHER TITLE
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PRICE
NOBLE AND NOBLE (continued)
Your Family And Your Job
Hew We Live
Live and Learn
Everyday English and Basic Word List
Write Your Own Letters
Hew To Beccne A U.S. Citizen
Write It Down
Land Labor Management
OXFORD BOOK COMPANY
387 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York
10016 First Book In American English
Hc*tf To Be A Wise Consumer
Unit Lessons in Vital English
PETERSON SYSTEM, INC.
Greensburg, Pennsylvania
Handwriting Legibility Kit -Student
English Through Pictures - Book 1, Book 2
Be A Better Reader Series
Books I througn IV
Mastering American English
Reading Improvement Exercises For Students of
English As A Second Language
Adult Education Series:
How To Train Teachers To Train Adults
Teaching REading To The Disadvantaged Adult
Guide To Adult Education Counseling
Developing Successful Camnunity Assistance
Programs
PROCTER & GAMBLE. COMPANY
Free Teaching Aids 1972-73
P. 0. Box 14009
Cincinnait, Ohio
45214
Teaching Aids: (Leaflets)
Heme Care "Let's Clean House"
Foods "Fats and Oils", "Cake Selection"
Laundering "Lots About laundering"
Personal Groaning "Let's Concentrate On You"
Better Baking-Proper Frying
PRUETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
P. 0. Box 1560
Boulder, Colorado
80302
15601
POCKET BOOKS, INC.
Educational Division
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
10020
PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
New Jersey
07632
2.12
2.64
2.64
1.28
1.08
1.08
1.36
1.25
1.25
1.00
.49
.45 each
7
7
7
7
7
7
?
FREE
Mathematics In Living (Bocks 1 through 4) 2.00 each
PUBLISHER TITLE
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PRICE
PSYCHOTECHNICS PRESS
105 West Mams Street
Chicago, Illinois
60603 Guidebook for the Teachin.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, INC.
381 Park Avenue
, South
New York, New York
10016 Current Pamphlets availab:
(New Pamphlets available
from time to time and
older pamphlets dropped)
jcm, ^31-ouu copies#302A Hew to Stretch Your Money #382 Buyer-Be Wary
of Reading $ 5.95
: as outlined:
1-9 copies
.25 each
10-99 copies
. 22 each
100-250 copies .20 each
25 500
.19 each
I
#317
#360
#464
#468
#470
#472
#475
#476
lor and Security# 34 8 A Guide to Consumer Credit
‘
7
1° Finance Your . Heme #465 Vitamins, Food, and Your HealthTo Cope With Crises #466 Building a Marriage on Two Altar "Mates and Roormates (New Styles# 469 Women's Rights (Unfinishedin young marriages) Business)
Day Care for America's Children#471 Can We Avoid Economic Crises?
Peptic Ulcer-The Quiet Epidemic#474 Sensitivity Trainig:: and
Women and anoking Encounter Grouos
Talking to Preteenagers About Sex#472 Pomography-The Issues and
,
the Law
READER'S DIGEST SERVICES, INC.
Educational Division
Pleasantville
,
New York, New York
10570 English As A Second Language Books 1,2, 3,
6
Help Yourself to Improve Your Reading
Science Readers Series: (four books)
Reading Skill Builders: (five books)
Grew In Word Power
New Reading Skill Builder-Part II
Teacher's Manual
Supplementary Reading Books (Levels 1-12)
Mystery of the {fountains
I Fell 18,000 Feet
Send For Red
A Race To Remember
First At The Finish
Valley of 10,000 Smokes
Teacher's Manual for above
REGENTS PUBLICATIONS
.90 each
.90 each
.90 each
.90 each
.90
.90
.66
.30
Guides to High Mventure
Second Chance
What's On The Moon
Santa Fe Traders
Men Who Dare The Sea
Workers in the Sky
.10
each
each
Division of Simon & Schuster, Inc.
Educational Division
1 West 39th Street
New York, New York
10018 English As A Foreign Language Series:
Easy Reading Selections in English
Exercises in English Conversation
Beginning Lessons in English
Second Book in English
Everyday Dialogues in English
Graded Exercises in English
Practical Guide To The Teaching of English
as a Eforeign Language
1.50
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.00
.PUBLISHER TITLE
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REGENTS PUBLICATIONS
(continued) (English As a. Second Language)
El Ingles en Accion $ _50Curso Complete en Ingles-Libro I 2.00
Invitation A1 Ingles 3.25
English Step By Step With Pictures 1.75
Handbook of American Idioms and Idiomatic Usage2 . 50
Oral Pattern Drills in Fundamental English 1.00
Family Life in the U.S.A. (An Easy Reader) 1.25
Questions and Answers on American Citizenshipl . 25
Regent's English Workbook-Volume I, II
Elementary and Intermediate) For use with E/s/1
Intermediate and Advanced) 1.25
Direct English Conversation
Book 1-Beqinning and Intermediate 1.25
Book 2-Intermediate and Advanced 1.25
FRANK E. RICHARD
324 First Street
Liverpool, New York
13088
Practical Conversation in English
Intermediate 1.50
Advanced 1.50
Essential Idioms in English 1.50
Tests and Drills in English Grammar 1.25
Pronunciation Exercises in English 1.25
Sounds and Syllables 1.25
The Signs Of Life 1.25
Let's Talk 1.75
English Language Skills (Ccmplete course) 1.25
Pronunciation Contrasts in English 2.25
English in Action 1.25
Learning To Use English (Books 1 and 2) 1.75 each
Teacher ' s Manual 2.50
Building English Sentences With
—
Be, one verb, two verbs, with verbals 1.00 each
The U.S.A.-The Land and the People 1.25
(an elementary reader)
English As A Second Language 1.95
Modem Short Stories in English
(bv American Authors) 1.50
American Classics: (Books 1 through 10) 1.00 each
Mnhy Dick Murders in the Rue Morgue
The Pathfinder (and Other Stories)
The Hoosier SchooimasterThe Outcasts of Poker plat
The Portrait of a Lady The Rise of Silas Iapham
Huckleberry Finn The Red Badge of Courage
The House of Seven Gables
Hiah School Eguivalency Test (General-Review) 3.95
Correctness and Effectiveness of Expression 2 . 95
Reading Interpretation in Social Studies,
Natural Sciences and Literature
2.95
General Mathematical Ability 2.95
Getting Readv To Drive
Family Life (Books 1 and 2)
.
Family Life Practice Material
1.25
2.00 each
(Rooks 1 and 2)
2.00 each
Family Life Practice Material (Books 1 and 2)1.25 each
PUBLISHER
TITLE PRICE
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SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERVICES
50 West 44th Street
New York, New York
1000° SCOPE Word Skills:
Across and Down
Word Puzzles and Mysteries
SCOPE Reading Skills:
Wide World
Dimensions
SCHOLASTIC TESTING SERVICE, INC.
480 Meyer Road
Bensenville
, Illinois
$ .75
.75
.75
.75
60106 Basic Reading Inventory
Test Booklets and Line Markers (Pkg. of 20)6.00
Manual of Instructions and Interpretation 50SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES P
°
-
bU
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois
60611
each
New Rochester Occupational Reading Series:
Student's Workbooks
Teacher's Manual
The Job Ahead (Books 1,2,3)
Computational Development Skills
Mental Carputation (Book B)
Pupil's Book
Teacher's Guide
Your A.ttitude is Chaming
Classroom Book (1-24 copies)
Teacher's Guide (Free with 8 or more copies)
Kaleidoscope of Skills
Arithmetic
Reading
Program Guide For Time To Write
Multilevel Reading Program
Kuder Occupational Interest Surveys
Reading in High Gear
Set of 8 books
Instructor ' s Manuals
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY
99 Bauer Drive
Oakland, New Jersey
07436 Activity Concept English 401
Teacher's Planhook English 401
Treasure Island
Robinson Crusoe
Famous Mysteries
Moby Dick
3.36 each
1.29
4.50 each
72.50 kit
.83
.83
4.40 each
.80
5.70 set
5.70 set
2.50 set
8.50
15.00
4.50
.75
2.16
2.10
2.13
2.10
PUBLISHER TITLE PRICE
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SILVER BURDETT COMPANY
4200 North Industrial Blvd.
Indianapolis, Indiana
46254
(Ref: General Learning Corp.)
English, Your New Language (Books 1 and 2)(Teacher's Editions)
Building Your Language Power (Book 1)
(Books 2,3)
(Books 4,5)
„ „ ^ (Book 6)Call Them Heroes-Reading Series
,
(Books 1 through 4 and teacher's manual)
SP*ON & SCHUSTER ;
(See REgent's Publications)
Technical & Review Book Division
1 west 39th Street
New York, New York
10018
2.25
1.02
.96
.84
.81
.36 each
L.W. SINGER COMPANY
(A subsidiary of Randan House)
249 West Erie Blvd.
Syracuse, New York
13201 English Writing Patterns:
Books 2 through 6
Program Guide for Books 2 tiirough 6
Books 7 through 12
Program Guide for Books 7 through 12
Modem Basic Mathematics
:
Book 1
Book 2
Man Improves His World (Reading Sdnes)
The Minerals Story The Energy Story
The Forestry Story The Fisheries Story
The Soil Story The Water Story
The Wildlife Story
Structural Reading Series:
Bock A
Book B
Book C
Book D
Book E
SOIL CONSERVATION OF AMERICA
7515 N.E. Ankeny Road
Ankeny, Iowa
50021 Environmental Quality and The Citizen
SPECIAL SERVICE SUPPLY
Box 705 Huntington, New York
11743
Job Application Skilltext
Fundamental Forms Skilltext
.78 each
1.08
.78
1.08
3.39
3.42
. 96 each
1.29
1.65
1.74
1.83
1.92
1.35
1.35
PUBLISHER
TITLE
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SPECIAL SERVICE SUPPLY
(continued)
Spring Board
Arithmetic Skilltext for- n=-i i T . ^
Parts A.B.C
Dai1
^ ^^9, ,
Teacher answer for included
1.50
1.95 each
STECK-VAUGHN CCMPANY
P. 0. Box 2028
Austin, Texas
78767
Speiling Dictation Skilltext
farts A,B
Dining Out Skilltext 1,95 63011
0c£ST£ Fact s“i-75
' , II with answer forms 1.45 each
I Want To Learn English
Steps To Learning-Books 1 and 2 ~ .
SSS ££“* °f 3-Parts 1
This Earth Of Ours
The World About Us
They Served America
Basic Science for Living-Books 1 and 2
Helping Your Children
We Are What We Eat
Health For Happiness
My Country
New Fabrics, New Clothes and You
Fran A to Z
Learning and Writing English
I Want To Read And Write
English Essentials-A Refresher Course
Hew To Read Better-Books 1 and 2
Working With Word Patterns
.81
.66 each
12
.
.81
1.32
.75
1.32
.75
1.32
.66
1.32
.36
.81
.81
,75-
.66 each
Ti ie care We Give Oux Clothes
Our Language Book 3, Revised
Language Exercises-Books 3 through 6
Functional English, A Refresher Course
You And Your Money
Read To Learn
Where Does The Money Go?
Learning Our Language (Books 1 and 2)
Steps To Mathematics (Books 1 and 2)
Building Word Power
Gateways to Correct Spelling
Worktext-Teacher 1 s Edition)
How To Get A Job And Keep It
TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESS
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
New York, New York
10027
TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Austin
, Texas
78701 '
.81
1.32
.72
.78
.99
.66
.66
.81
.75
.66
.81
1.02
.66
each
each
Standard Test Lessons in Reading
Books A through E .50 each
"The Newspaper" Food for Thought at the Break-
fast Table and in the Classroom of Adult Education
publisher TITLE
269.
PRICE
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C.
20402 1.75
1.25
.15
.40
.65
.75
1.25
.25
Our Constitution and Government $
Our Constitution and Government (simplified)
Aids for Citizenship Teachers
Federal Textbooks on Citizenship:
English, Home and Camiunity Life (for helper)
English and Federal Government (For the student) 1.25
English and Federal Government (Part 2 for the
helper) .35
Our Constitution and Government (for the student) 1.00
Our Constitution and Government (for the helper). 25
Beccrriing a Citizen Series;
Our American Way of Life, Book 1
Our United States, Book 2
Our Government, Book 3
Teacher's Guide for 1, 2, 3
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
School of Education
Los Angeles, California
90000
Teaching English As A Second Language
(A prospectus for teachers)
UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
The State Education Department
Albany, New York
>2224 Teaching Adult Reading
Teaching Adult Basic Computation
Teaching Adult Basic Reading
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CURRICULUM LABORATORY
Rutgers State University
Building 4103-Kilmer Campus
New Brunswick, New Jersey
07306
2.75
no charge
no charge
no charge
^Teaching English As A Second Language
to Adults
Keys To Your Reading Improvement
J. WESTON WALCH, PUBLISHER
Box 658
Portland, Maine
04104
XEROX EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS
Middletown, Connecticut Mx (12 Tories of famous
-60 each
06457 v sports heroes)
YOUTH EDUCATION SYSTEMS, INC.
Stamford, Connecticut
06904
Review «orhbook for Mult
Education in Hathe^atrcs-
English (Preparation tor G.E.D.
)
VII
Jj-ri.Hr MATER
IWE
Listed tele, slphabetically by publisher, are a number of materials
presently available for teaching life-ccpipg skills in A.B.E. classes.
Please remember that this is by all means only a partial list and is in
no way intended to include all of the materials available on today's
market. The list was prepared merely as a guide for your convenience
and does not necessarily imply complete endorsement of the listed
materials. All prices quoted below are subject to change by the publishers
without prior notice.
SOURCE TITLE PRICE
Charming L. Bete Company, Inc.
45 Federal Street
Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301
"32 Ways For Inproving Your Heme"
"The ABC's of Credit"
"What Everyone Should Know About
Checking Accounts’
"The ABC's of Heme Financing"
"ABC's of Life Insurance"
"Social Security and You"
Note: Many more titles are available
The Center for Information on America
Washington
Connecticut 06793
$ .25
per booklet
SOURCE TITLE
"Consumer's Primer on Money"
"Caamunity Action: How To Get It
Successfully"
"The Citizen and Political Parties"
_ , , .
Note : Many other titles available
Follett Publishing Company
1010 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607
"Paycheck"
"Knowing How To Budget and Buy"
"The Law For You"
"Investing Your Savings"
Note: Several other titles are available
Ginn and Company
191 Spring Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
Consumer Education Series:
Book 1- "Dress Well For Little Money"
Book 2-"Refunds and Exchanges"
Book 3-"Buying Appliances"
Book 4- "What's Good Furniture"?
Book 5- "Be Sharp! Don't Be Cheated"
Holt, Rinehard and Winston, Inc.
274.
PRICE
$ . 35 each
.69
.87
.87
.87
1.25 per book
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
"Measure, Cut, and Sew" 3.00
"Get Your Money's Worth" 2.75
"You and The Law"
Grolier Educational Corporation
845 Thrid Avenue
New York, New York 10022
2.'50
Modem Consumer Education Kit
(includes audio-visual materials)
about 250.00
SOURCE
TITLE
Household Finance
Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Illinois
Corporation
60601
Money Management Program:
(series of 4 booklets)
"Your Automobile Dollar"
Your Budget"
"Your Food Dollar"
27 .-3
,
PRICE
$ • 25 each
Ihe Macmillan Company
YOUr Savin?s and Investment Dollar"
Riverside
New Jersey 08075
"Improve Your Writing For Job Success" 2.00
NEWS FOR YOU
Box 131
Department P
Syracuse, New York 13210
NEWS FOR YOU-
A weekly newspaper designed
especially frattmeducated
adults and written on two
reading levels
.06
per copy for bulk
subscriptions
Edition A: 3rd to 4th grade reading
Edition B: 4th to 5th grade reading
New REaders Press
Box 131
Syracuse, New York 13210
"Good Manners in the United States"
The Be Informed Series:
"Personal Credit:
"Buying An Auto"
"Social Security"
"Renting A House"
"Finding A Job"
"Wise Buying"
Note: Several other titles available
$.35
.75 per booklet
SOURCE
TITLE
>73
.
Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016
"A Guide To Consumer Credit"
"How fo Stretch Your Money"
"Buyer, Be Wary/"
"What Inflation and Tight Money
Mean To You"
Note:
Frank E. Richards Company
324 First Street
Liverpool, New York 13088
Many more titles are available
PRICE
$ .25
per pamphlet
"Getting Ready To Drive" 1.50
"Getting and Holding A Job" 1.50
"Happy Housekeepers" 1.50
"Foundations of Citizenship For Adults" 2.00
Note: Several other titled available
Special Service Supply
Box 705
Huntington, New York 11743
"Skilltext For Fundamental Application 1.35
Forms"
Steck-Vaughn Company
P. 0. Box 2028
Austin, Texas 78767
"Dining Out Skilltext" 1.75
"Spring Board-The World of Work" 1.50
"Job Application Skilltext" 1.35
"Where Does The Tfoney Go" .90
"We Are What W'e Eat" .85
"You and Your Money" .85
"How To Get A Job and Keep It" .85
SOURCE
TITLE
277
Ihe New York Times
PRICE
New York, New York 10036
Procter and Gamble Company
Free Teaching Aids
P. 0. Box 14009
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214
The Sperry and Hutchinson Ccnpany
c/0 Department of Consumer RElations
P. 0. Box 935
Fort Worth, Texas 76101
ana rats and Oils.
ALSO FREE-Take-Hcme Leaflets for students
an numerous topics such as:
"Let's Clean House"
"let's Concentrate on You"
Etc.
Brochure entitled "How To Be A Better
Shopper" FREE
SOURCE
TITLE
PRICE
278
Hunt-Wassan Kitchens
Box 3331
Fullerton, California 92634
Variety of Take-Home Recipes for
Naturalization Se^dS' ^J. F. Kennedy Fereral Building
Government Center
Boston, Massahcusetts 02203
FREE
Series of Federal Textbooks on Citizenship FREE
^>0RrANT : Use Your school letterhead when
In^uitute of Life Insurance inquiring about available titles.
277 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017
"Making The Most of Your Money"
Handbook of Life Insurance"
league of Women Voters of New Hanpshire
7 South State Street
Concord, New Hanpshire 03301
A pamphlet entitled "Do You Know Election
Regulations?" which cocers eligibility,
registration
, residency requirements, etc.
as they relate to the voting process.
FREE
FREE
FREE
Lily Mills Company
Shelby
North Carolina 28150
A variety of other FREE materials which
focus on civic responsibilities are
available from this source.
Kit entitled "Your Convenient Sewing FREE
Glossary At A Glance"
N* H. Department of Employment Security
32 South Main Street
Concord, New Hanpshire 03301
Multimedia Kit entitled "Uhsnployment Is a FREE
Social Problem". This kit deals with
various problems related to unemployment
and explains unemployment insurance etc.
SOURCE
TITLE
279.
PRICE
Steck-Vaughn Corpany
(Cont.)
"Helping Your Children" $ 1.35
"New Fabrics, New Clothes, and You" 1.35
"The Care We Give Our Clothes" 1.35
_
•
. , .
"Health For Happiness"Superintendent of Documents " p
U. S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
1.25
"Your Medicare Handbook"
.40
Mr. Stanley Allen, Director
Internal Revenue Service
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801
Volunteer Inccme Tax Assistance Kits FREE
The State A.B.E. Office will procure
sufficient quantities for distribution
to all local A.B.E. Directors when
materials become available in late
December.
If there is sufficient interest by
A.B.E. personnel, a Workshop can also
be arztnged with I.R.S. to show us how
to use the kits most effectively.
Cleanliness Bureau
The Soap and Detergent Association
485 Madison Avenue
New York, New York J0022
"Beauty Is Easy At Any Age" FREE
Home Economics Cooperative
Extension Service
University of New Hampshire
Taylor Hall
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
A good variety of brochures and booklets FREE
which deal with such topics as : foods,
NUTRITION, HEALTH, SEEING, COOKING, CHILD-
CARE, ETC.
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November 15
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Ed"“ tion Program of the School of Educa-
* the L”"^ of
P W s";r„“ lovelop a handbook of administrative
• « , . (
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;ru--i:-rr^p?^^:^r^f;rt:\hi S
of fort,
to us
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co„r
ry
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Ch aPPreclate yoor making available
use to ort % ony guidance material your office may*® ient new directors or inform experiences dir-ectors as to state guidelines, policies, proceduresreporting requirements, program suggestions, orother matters. These materials need not be bound in
a formal voiume, but may simply be loose or occasionalpolicy statements or forms.
In addition, we would be happy to receive from your officeany suggestions or comments as to the potential usefull-ness of this effort, and comments as to how you most
effectively communicate with your local directors.
Please allow us to thank you in advance for your
assistance in this matter. If we can in any way provideyou with additional information concerning this project
or other matters, please do not hesitate to write.
Yours Sincerely,
Karl Borden
Rese arch Associate
FIGURE IV : Initial letter sent out to state A.B.E. Directors.
January 2, 1974
tion, University
"^of
th ® Sch ° o1 of Educa-
by the Bureau of Adul t S e
* “
’
haS been requested
achusetts to develo h L f ° f the State of
and procedures for use b/direct^ adf nistrative policiestion programs throughou/the t ° f Adult Basic Educa -1973, we forwarded a ll , ? n November 15,information reeard-fno j j your office requesting
underway ± n yo "r a te or
PU\\1Catl ° nS or efforts
8
which you might be able to 17 addltional information
orientation or t i
Pr ° Vlde c °ucerning the
directors in your state.
" experienced local
your
P
LnLnJ^ce
ett
L
r
V ^^7 15 13 enclosad
to compile th-‘----- !
are Und6r the P1' ess of time
would';
011 f °nwarding
l
"whateverraaterials
r
vou
U
may
0
feelbe relevant to our effort In y
aoDrorlatu c ' l addition, we would
t
aay C °7-ts or advice you may have onhe matter in order that we may make use of expertnd informed opinion from around the country, aid notduplicate efforts already undertaken.
Please allow us to thank you in advance for your ass-istance in this matter.
Yours Sincerely,
Mar k Ro s sma n
Assistant Professor
Karl Borden
Research Associate
FIGURE V ; Second letter sent out to state A.B.E. Directors.
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II. REPORTS
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III. PROGRAM PROPOSAL PREPARATION
IV. ISSUANCE OP CERTIFICATES AND/OR DIPLOMAS
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2)
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V)
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: Table of Contents presented to Massachusetts State A.B.E.
Advisory Council for revision.
FIGURE yj
table of contents
I. INTRODUCTION
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II. PLANNING YOUR PROGRAM
A. Demographic Survey of the Population
B. Create an Advisory Board
C. Determine the Educational Needs of your Community
D. Choose Your Priorities
E. Design Your Program
III. RULES AND REGULATIONS
A. Program Priorities
B. Cooperation
C
.
Advisory Board
D. Tuition and Fees
E. Sharing of Expenditures
F. Instructional Hours
G. Non-English Speaking Students
F. Instructional Hours
H. Curriculum & Instruction
I. Content Areas
J. Teacher Training
K. Program Director
L. Teacher Qualifications
M. Associate Professionals
N. Adult Education Learning Specialists
O. Guidance & Counselling
P. Testing
Q. Reporting & Evaluation
R. Local Annual Program Plan
S. Budgetary Requirements
T. Eligible Costs
U. Priorities for Funding
V. Audit of Expenditures.
IV. PROGRAM OPERATION
A. Finance
1)
.
The first thing to do.
2)
.
Ordering materials
3)
.
Payroll
4)
.
Keeping Accounts
5)
.
Sample accounting system
B. Evaluation
C. Recruiting
D. Certificates & Diplomas
E. Staff Development
F. Regular Reports: How to Fill Them Out.
V. APPENDIX I - ADULT EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS
VI. APPENDIX II - ADULT EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS
VII. APPENDIX III - RELATED PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
FIGURE VTT, Table of Contents as revised
by Massachusetts State A.B.E
Advisory Council.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM FOR WHEREABOUTS OF HARDWARE:
Tag everything.
Annual inventory.
Tight control of excess loose equipment
keep under lock and key, esp. cassettes etc.
keep serial numbers handy and listed by item.
start at the beginning - very hard to catch up once start wrong,
software not so tight, disappears less: and costs less,
certain amount of loss inevitable.
FIGUREVIII; Example of Notes taken during Interview with Experienced
A.B.E. Director.
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iAEU ,: CHU£ AT ^S
.!-'J-3iC DIRECTOR*® KAMPBn
J ESTIONN/uRE ONE: INTF.GDUCTION AKO
P LAPIUNO V'OUiL P ?. ::ORA ivl
\ OTIS: The f>:
'ii che >:/
co/sf ier only .
the Handbook 1;
1 *. receive uc
"
-Jie siotic rgier or: 1 / to first v./e chnp'. ire
Aire auc tio n aad Pi : evdne Tc/nr ?x./—vs.: . Ple.-m
* '
• i ‘- ! ~
-
1
- tUa$s* sscci'-saa a asows rii^. The rest of
”••• b3 covered by iv.- v laf ;v ,c msticanairSl which you
i completion of this one
“ ‘ !u> - v v ’ ' ^ : Circle one number that moot accurately rePecrc
' 1 so ••’.c.c;? rrf&fcerncui 1 = Strongly Aj/oe, 2 •- Apree,
••' = 4 = Sinagrse, 5 v Strong®- Disagree. Remember circle
ji.i;
s> TAP r.u..abe a icr each statement. Be sure tc ’end t;?e first tv*:.
riia.jiO *;i Cs aa mandboeh betcra iiiiv.v/ -out this cue stionnai
r
3 -
- y? .v caeoticn that triggers thetights Am need farther elabomticu,
zeei i ces to jot dews, your ec-mmeris on the reverse aide A the
sheet.
PAGE THREE IS VERT IMPORTANT.
Y hh/ COMPILET EfXfTENTIOfT,
PLEASE BE SURE TO GIVE IT
Thank You
FIGURE IX: QUESTIONNAIRE ONE, INSTRUCTION PAGE
1 of 3
cjro-igly Agree. 2=Agree, 3=Neutral, 4=Disa^^ - «. H 56
^*##*#**********#****^^*** i:!,,.^ #All|18!ty . ***.*! ’ s=ofcroa8ly disagree
Tto introduction i. written in a cl«»
, y to unde.M,^ , , . , emanner. 1 a 4 5
The Introduction is, in my exoeri <=>*./**
of the goals « the Massachusetts Sur^ 1 2 3 4 5
The philosophy expressed in the Introduction is
any ABE program, new or old, large or small.
applicable to 1 2, 3 4 5
I would like my staff to adhe
in the Introduction.
re to the philosophy expressed l 2 3 4 5
The philosophy of ABE is better expressed in the IniroJUon
than I have seen or heard it expressed anywhere else
There are a number of facts that should have been included
ia Hanning Your Program that were left out.
Planning Your Program is written in a clear, easy to
understand manner.
If* were starting an ABE program, I feel that I would he
likely to look for information in, Planning Your Program
before asking the Bureau of Adult hervicec for heft with
a specific problem.
i wih make use o»i the section on Planning Your Program
within tb.e next year.
Planning Your Program is of use to both new and experienced
ABE Directors.
’H had had Planning Your Program available during my first
rear as a Director, I would have dene things differently.
d
,5 were planning a new program and had a question regarding
Procedure, I would check Planning Your Program fer the
aaev/ey before going to another source.
\
^ 1 were starting an ABE program. I feel that I would be
ikely t0 look for information in Planning Your Program
^fore asking the other Directors for information.
-•’.'oh of the information in Planning Your Program is so
r
- h” ions it doesn't even need to be state a.
the individual subject headings in Planning Your Program
**«ttrately describe ths content of each section.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
i 234;
i 2 3 4 5
FIGURE IX (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE ONE , FIRST PAGE.
6>
There are some subjects that I would like to have seen j
covered by Planning four Program that aren't there
.
I Tb®
thoughts in Planning Your Program are organized in i
such a way as to make it easily understood,
3,
The graphics employed ir the subject headings and sect!aw 1
title adds to the readability c f Planning Your Program
9,
Planning Your Program would be o£ use to school officials 1
I v/hcs arc contemplating beginning an ABE program but who
I have little or no experience,
0, planning Your Program, as a chapter, is o£ value to the i
I experienced Director in that it gives him a chance to re-
I define his own program's objectives.
± I wish I had had Planning Your Program available during l
I my first, year as a Director,
2, There ip some information in Planning Your Program 1
that it will be able to make use of as an ABE Administrator,
3 ,. Much of the information in Planning Your Program is hard 1
to translate into concrete -tenns-b-Kausc it was written. so
I poorly..
4, Planning Your Program tells not only what to do, but how 1
I to ds it,
5 , Planning Your- Program will save administrative time because 1
it will b* va reedy inforxaationai reference,
•6j Planning Your Program is of equal use to both part time and 1
I full time ABid Administrators.
The topics in Planning Y -ur Program ars rrganised in
I such a way as to make the intP- *mo.tioa easily referenced.
Having a new Director read Plv nalng < ur Program wwlo be >-
I mors useful than having him attend a conference on vragrasn
I Hanning
I Planning Your T gr jm is of use t-.> experienced Directors
’
I *lio 3r-5 c<-.it 'Trip o?. ' r~ pr-' .gr ? rn ^jroansion
®* iM
-'
-j
,k • ; : >t take at thing for grant
ir,ch o s ,, , ad|3 ting it cn tb* v ry b ] i anin 1
I iuiii^.ti-..n.
FIGURE IX (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE ONE, SECOND PAGE.
3L The following houghts should have been expressed in the introcuctir n;
n The following items should have been included in Planning Yout Program
3 3 .. The following information is obvious' and unnecessary in Planing Your ’•’fogran
34 I would be more likely to go to the
planning ea ABE program;
following sources for inibrmation aboat
35 ,. he following information, in Planning Your F m is p u’ticularly useful-
36 The fo?. Iawing sections particularly poorly written:
The fnalowing sections are pariiculavly weli^’-v.rhften:
3E I wwW like
organisation
see ihs* folic wirg changes snide in the phv Tea! ) >.vout ...ncl
Planning Your P.rcgrnm;
19
. i *v v rb fcu I’v i u ' * ••-•;•• -• ~n 1 .-•n, ;rc5t; /.a make
FIGURE IX (CONT. ) : QUESTIONNAIRE ONE, THIRD PAGE.
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questionnaire two., rules and regulations and
PROGRAM OPERATION
f * ;
ne /01!f*
mg questions refer only to Chapters three and
£?" °" ^ ^
adb00k: ^tiCM and Program Ooeration
f,
0a
!:
deVnl" the conteat o/ thoc - sections in anaweringT '' The7
r
,
Cl a>e “aaabook Wll! bs covered by an additional questionnaire
whicn you will receive upon completion o:C this one.
INSTRUCTIONS: Circle one number that most accurately reflects
your response to each statement, i = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree,
^
'»
— i^ibagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree. Remember,
circle only one number for each statement. Be sure to read
Chapters three and four in the Handbook before filling out this
questicnnai re
,
For any question that triggers thoughts that need further elaboration,
plsase feel free pa ;;ot down your comments on the reverse side of
the sheet.
PAGE THREE IS VERY IMPORTANT. PLEAST BE SURE TO
GIVE IT YOUR COMPLETE ATTENTION.
Thank you
FIGURE X: QUESTIONNAIRE TWO, INSTRUCTION PAGE.
1 cf 3
Igtrongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Meutral, 4=Dioai*ree m>w-r w
1.
Kole£ and Regi^ations is written in a clear, easy to :
oaderstand manner, 1
460
2
2- ?2l5iL®2i is °* we to both new and exp^ien-i-d
A3£ Directors,
3 .
When a question regarding procedure comes up in the future,
I will check jj-u;.es ana Regulations for the information before
going to another source,
4 . There are a number of facts that should have been included in
Rules and Regulations that ware left out.
5. I will make use o. uie section on Rules- and Regulations within
the ns:st year.
~
l 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
6,
1 would be likely to look for authoritative information in Rules l 2 3 4 5
and Regulations before assing another ABE Director for information.
7. Having a new Director read Rules and Regulations would be more 1 2 3 4 5
useful than, having him attend a conference on program regulations.
8. Rules and Regulations is of equal use to both part-time and full- 1 2 3 4 5
time A32 Adsnuii strator s
.
9. There have been occasions in the past when I wish I had had 1 2 3 4 5
Rules .and Regulations available.
1C. Much of the information in Rules and Regulations is so obvious 1 2 3 4 5
it doesn’t even' need to be stated.
p- The individual subject headings in Rules and Regulations
accurately describe the content of each section.
‘T T.ules and Regulations will save administrative time because
h will fee a ready informational reference.
The thoughts in Rules and Regulations are organised in such a
way as to make it easily understood.
jjhlc*- s and Rev Rations will be of use to school oliicisls vvno are
ccutemplatiag beginning an ABx» ore /ram nut who have little or
Qo experience
.
Thera are some cif--'--:'-: t’r:t 1 w mid Ilk:* o have seen covered
r zlzs.il
FIGURE X (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE TWO. PAGE ONE.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
i 2 3 4 5
12 3 4
12 3 4
J.
ToTT
strongly Agree, 2=Agree. 3*Neutral. 4=Dis.-tgree, 5=St-oPol- Disagree
. .
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1 b,
Pr2|I2£?Jri£rlHi£2. 13 wrii*en in a clear, easy to under stand 12345
manner.
17 .
P r£S£H£L _2£If^i2IL 13 of usa to both new and experienced ! • 2 3 4 5
A3E Directors,
18 ,
Whs» a question regarding a subject covered in Program 12 3 4 5
Operation comes uo in the future, I will check t^fclh^ok
before going to another source,, “
19 „
There are a number of facts that should have been included 1 2 3 4 5
in program Operation that ware left out,
20 , | will make use of the section on Program Operation within 1 2 3 4 5
the next year,
" "
21 , I would be likely to look for information in Program Operation 1 2 3 4 5
before asking another ABE Director for information.
12. Having a new Director read Program Operatic n would be more 1 2 3 4 5
useful than having him attend a conference on ABE programming.
23. Program Operation is of equal use to both part-time and full-
time ABE Administrators,
^ There have been occasions in the past when I wish I had had
Program Operation available.
25 Much of the information in Program Operation is so obvious
it doesn’t even need to be stated.
26,
' The individual subject headings in Program Operation
accurately describe the content of each section,
4 -Plogrem Oper ation will save administrative time because
it will be a ready informational reference,
p The thoughts in Program Operation are organized in such a
way as to make it easily understood.
|2v, Program Operation will be of use to school officials v.- iso &x e
contemplating beginning an AD E program out who u&vs lii-le
rr no expf r isnee.
30 There are some cub sets that I would like to have seen covered
hy Program Operation that aren't there.
FIGURE X (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE TWO, SECOND PAGE.
31
The following items should have been included in Rule 3 and Regulations:
-H&Z
32 .
The following items should have been included in Pro-ram O. oration.
33 . The following information, is obvious and unnecessary in Rules and Populations and
program Operation:
34. I would be more likely to go to the following sources for information about. Rules and
Re su.lr.tiOi5.fi *
for information about Program Operat ion:
35. The following sections in Rules and Tie g a 1 ation s an
d
Program Oper ation are
particularly poorly written:
36. The following sections in Rules and Regulations and Program Operation are
particularly well-written:
k I would like to see the following changes made in the physical layout and organisation
of Rules and Regulation s and Pro.parn Cpefrtian:
3e I have the following general comments to make about dchs and
i have the following general comrc
\ )' -»
:
> h
FIGURE X (CONT.): questionnaire two,
third page
.
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EVALUATION OF FIRST DRAFT
MASSACHUSETTS ABE DIRECTOR'S HANDBOOK
QUESTIONNAIRE THREE: REGULAR REPORTS AND
APPENDICES
NOTE: The following questions refer only to the last eight chapters
of the Handbook: Regular Reports and the Appendices. Please con-
sider only the content ©f those sections in answering. The rest of
the Handbook has been covered by two earlier questionnaires which
you have already received.
INSTRUCTIONS: Circle one number that most accurately reflects
your response to each statement. 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree,
3 = Neutral, 4 = Disagree. 5 - Strongly Disagree. Remember,
circle only one number for each statement. Be sure to read the
last chapters of the Handbook before filling out this questionnaire
.
For any question, that triggers thoughts that need further elaboration,
please feel free to jot down your comments on the reverse side of
the sheet,
PAGE THREE IS VERY IMPORTANT. PLEASE 3E SURE TO GIVE
IT YOUR COMPLETE ATTENTION.
Thank you
FIGURE XI: QUESTIONNAIRE THREE, INSTRUCTION PAGE.
1 of 3
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1 2
Regular Reports is written in a clear, easy to
understand manner.
Kfgular Reports is of U8e to both new and experienced 1 » 3A3f> Directors. J
When a question regarding how or when to fill out a report l 2 3
comes up in tae future, I will check the section on Regular
Reports for ite information before going to another'source
.
All of tae regular reports required by the Bureau of Adult 1 2 3
Services have bean- included.
I will make u.t.e of the section on Regular Reports within 12 3
the next year.
I would be likely to look for authoritative information in Regular 12 3
Reports before asking another ABE Director for information!
Having a new Director read Regular Reports would be more l 2 3
useful than having him attend a conference on how to fill out reooris.
Regular Reports is of equal use to both part-time and full-time 12 3
ABS Administrators.
There have b&en occasions in the past when I wish I had had 12 3
Regular Reports available.
Much of the information in Regular Reports is so obvious it 12 3
doesn’t even need to be stated.
The individual sections in Regular Reports are organized in 12 3
such a way as to make it easily understood.
Regular Resorts will save administrative time because it will 12 3
he a ready informational reference.
The sample forms shown add to the understanding c-f the l 2 3
directions on how to complete them.
Regular Reports will be of use to school officials who are 12 3
contemplating 'beginning an ABS program but who have little
°r no experience,
Thera is some information in regards to forms preparation 1 2 3
I would have liked to have seen covered by Regu lar Repots
kut that isn't there.
4 5
4 £
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 £
4 &
4 5
4 5
4 5
FIGURE XI (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE THREE, FIRST PAGE
2 of 3
^Strongly Agr_, 2-Agree, 3=t'Teuta*al, 4-Disngree, 5=SiTongly Disagree
lb.
Taken as a whole, the Appendices are organized in
clear, easy to understand manner.
-; :
-if **-•{* Jf :•;-.* ;;;y >;,$$$$$«*
v
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l
The Appendices is of use to both new and experienced
A32 Directors.
jg, The Appendices, as a whole, are one of the best compilati^nc
of general information concerning Adult Education that I have
o s
seen.
i_9 t
Many facts are missing from the information giv
individual appendices.
en In
29 , 1 will make use of the section. Appendices, within the
next year.
2i, Within the subjects covered by the Appendices, I would be
mors likely to look in. the Handbook for information than to
ask another ABE Director.
22. Having a new Director read the Appendices would be more
useful than having him attend a conference covering the
same information.
23, The Appendices is of equal use to both part-time and full-time
ABE Administrators.
24. There have been occasions in the past when I wish 1 had had
the Appendices available.
25. Much of the information in the Appendices is so obvious it
doesn't even need to be stated.
26, The individual titles of the Appendices accurately describe
the content of each section.
2k The Appendices will save administrative time because it
will be a ready informational reference.
28, The Appendices are organised iu such a way as to rna^.e
their information easily referenced.
Ik The Appendices will be of use to school officials who are
contemplating beginning an ABE -program but who have
little or no experience.
Tb re is s osa a iaf pttca >n
that 1 would hay-: 1 li-v’ * lo 13 c ~ - - /
h’A th at there
,
- r.cn
,
-
FIGURE XI (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE THREE ,
SECOND PAGE
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4 5
3 4
3 o? 3
3t.
T5ie following items should have been included iG lc Re Suia.r Reports:
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32 . The following items should have been included in the Appendices:
* ‘Bf0n°attoa “ **«“ *«•—c in Rjssur Re-o.ts and th.
34.
I would be more likely to go to the following sources for information about Regular
Reports: —
for information about the Appendices:
35,
ihe following sections in Regular Reports and the Appendices are particularly
• poorly written or organized:
36.
fke following sections in Regular Reports and the Appendices are particularly
well-written or organized:
" ~
57 «
PI- w®'ulh like to see the following changes made in the physical layout and organization
Regular Reports and the Aopendices:
1 have the following general comments to make about .Regular Reports:
I9 ,
.
* Have the following general comments to make about the Appendices:
FIGURE XI (CONT.): QUESTIONNAIRE THREE, THIRD PAGE.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
March 22, 1974
Dear
The Adult Education Program at the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts, has been commissioned by
the Bureau of Adult Services, Massachusetts Department of
Education, to produce and evaluate a Handbook of Adminis-
trative Policies and Procedures for Directors of Adult
Basic Education Programs in Massachusetts. As a part of
this effort, we are asking you to participate in evaluating
the first draft of the final product to be developed.
Enclosed please find a copy of the Director 1 s I nf o rma t ion
Form which is the first step in that evaluative effort.
Upon its completion and return to our office, you will re-
ceive a copy of the first draft of the handbook, along with
the first in a series of three questionnaires concerning
the quality of the handbook. Enclosed also for your con-
vience is a stamped, self-addressed envelope for the Infor-
mation Form's return.
We are sure that you will want to participate in the expe-
ditious completion of this project through the prompt re-
turn of these materials. If you have any questions as to
how to proceed, please do not hesitate to call either of
us at 413-545-1531.
Yours Sincerely,
KB/kb
Enel
.
Mark Rossman
Assistant Professor
Karl Borden
Research Associate
FIGURE XT! : LETTER ACCOMPANYING DIRECTORS INFORMA-TION FORM*
C
(j#m?;umwead£ yf^liac/iuSeMSs
ty/ruve/St/jf yf/siSSar/?</Arf/A
/
Stfm/yrl/ 0/W2
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April 30, 1974
Dear
We would like to thank you for completing and returning the Director's
Information Form, which is the first step in completing our evaluation
of the first draft of the A.B.E. Administrator's Handbook. Enclosed
you will find a copy of that first draft, along with a short questionnaire.
We would very much appreciate your completing this questionnaire and
returning it to us in the enclosed, self-addressed, stamped envelope
within one week of the date of this letter. As we explained earlier, we
are under the press of time in order to produce the completed final
version in short order. The questionnaire is not long, and will not
take long to complete.
One warning note: this questionnaire applies only to the Introduction
and Part I (Planning Your Program) sections of the Handbook. When
making judgments about clarity, versatility, completeness, etc., make
those judgments only in relation to those sections. The rest of the
handbook will be covered by two additional questionnaires to follow.
Please allow us to take this opportunity to thank you in advance for
your assistance in this matter. If you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to call us at the numbers below.
Karl Borden (1-617-5 32-1080)
Research Associate
yvuvUl-uv
Mark Rossman (1-413-545-1531)
Assistant Professor
FIGURE XIII LETTER ACCOMPANYING FIRST DRAFT AND FIRST
QUESTIONNAIRE
„
S^fm/t&rs/ 0/00*P
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
May 15, 1974
Dear
We would like to thank you for completing and returning
the first questionnaire form, which is the initial step
in our evaluation of the first draft of the ABE Adminis-
trator's Handbook. Enclosed you will find a copy of the
second questionnaire in the series. We would very much
appreciate your completing the information requested and
returning it to us in the stamped, self-addressed envelope
enclosed for your comvenience within one week of the date
of this letter. As we explained earlier, we are under
the press of time in order to produce the completed
final version in short order. The questionnaire is not
long, and will not take long to complete.
One warning note: this questionnaire applies only to
the sections of the Handbook entitled Rules and Regulat ions
and Program Operation. When making judgments about
clarity, versatility, completeness, etc., make those
judgments only in relation to those sections. The rest of
the handbook will be covered by an additional questionnaire
to follow.
Please allow us to thank you in advance for your assistance
in this matter. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to call us at the numbers below.
Yours Sincerely,
Karl Borden
Research Associate
(617-532-1080)
Mark Rossman
Assistant Professor
(413-545-1531)
Xjy , LETTER ACCOMPANYING SECOND QUEST!ONNATRE
.
U&//1//ffS/tUWZi
^/n/vesSt
0/002
\Sac$aAe*&
'
/
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
June 1
,
1974
Dear
We would like to thank you for completing and returning
the second questionnaire form, which is the interim step
in our evaluation of the first draft of the ABE administra-
tor's Handbook. Enclosed you will find a copy of the
third questionnaire, the last in this series. We would
very much appreciate your completing the information request-
ed and returning it to us within one week of the date of
this letter in the stamped, self-addressed envelope
enclosed for your convenience. As explained earlier, we
are under the press of time in order to produce the completed
final version of the Handbook in short order. The
questionnaire is not long, and will not take long to complete
One warning note: this questionnaire applies only to
the sections of the Handbook entitled Regular Reports and
the Appendice s . When making judgments about clarity,
versatility, completeness, etc., make those judgments
only in relation to those sections. The rest of the Hand-
book has been covered by the previous questionnaires which
you have completed and returned to us already.
Please allow us to thank you inadvance for your assistance
in this matter. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to call us at the numbers below.
Yours Sincerely,
Karl Borden
Research Associate
(617-532-1080)
Mark Rossman
Assistant Professor
(413-545-1531)
FIGURE XV * LETTER ACCOMPANYING
THIRD QUESTIONNAIRE
fie' fi&mmrmwea$£v/
^ Y X
^/nt'vcrSi’/ys yf/alSarA/Aeifo'
S$//iA#rs6 6>/C02
August 7, 1974
Enclosed please find a copy of the final version of the Handbook of
Administrative Policies and Procedures for ABE Directors in Mass-
achusetts
. Enclosed as well is a copy of the final evaluation ques-
tionnaire for the handbook. This is the only questionnaire you will
be receiving for the handbook. Once it is completed and returned,
the evaluation of the product will be complete. It is not long, and we
would very much appreciate its prompt return. A stamped, self-add-
ressed envelope has been provided for your convenience.
If you were among those who participated in the interim product
evaluation, we would like to extend our great appreciation to you for
your efforts and input. You will no doubt notice that a great many
changes in this final version have resulted from your suggestions. We
would like to point out that cases where your suggestions were not
adopted were due to offsetting advice from other directors, not merely
to whim. Such instances, however, were rare, and most input had
a definite, positive impact on the product.
If you were not among those who participated in the interim evaluation,
you will be interested to know that the product you are now receiving is
the result of input from around the state concerning both form and con-
tent. Those who were included in the interim evaluation process, as
well as the initial planning process, were randomly selected; the only
reason for not including all of the state's directors at those points was
for the sake of statistical validity.
Please accept our warm thanks in advance for your cooperation in this
matter. The results of your evaluations of the final product will provide
data for the publication of future handbooks both in this state and others.
If you have any questions about the nature of either the handbook or
the evaluation questionaire, please do not hesitate to call.
y/j / [yy / Ypiurs Sincerely,y&/
Karl E^orden
Research Associate
adi ' \L
Mark Rossman
Assistant Professor
P,
nmt vrrr t rpn'rpTTP ACCOMPANYING FINAL DRAFT AND FINAL EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT.
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NO IE: s’h&PJixi XEEF IN MIND THAT THIS
THE FINAL PRINTING WILL BE MC
CRISPER TYPE, AND THE I'YPOLI
PAGINATION ERRORS CORRECTED
CLI HOW THE FINAL DRAFT SHOD I
WOULD ME MOST WELCOME.
FIGURE XVII : NOTE ATTACHED TO FIRST DRAFT.
IS A FIRST DRAFT.
‘RE COLORFUL, WITH
;
,APKICAL AND
. ANY COMMENTS
J.} APPEAR, HOWEVER,
TO, MASSACHUSETTS AS S DIRECTORS
PROM; MARK ROSSM AM, KARL BORDEN
EVALUATION OF FINAL PRODUCT
MAoSAlHUSEI TS ABE DIRECTORS' HANDBOOK
r, Ol.d. I ha following questionnaire is all-inclusive, and covers
the entire pandoook. Individual questions refer to specific portions
ei the haadaook, and should he answered with only the section referred
tc^in mind, THIS 13 THE ONLY QUE5TIONAT.RS YOU V? ILL BE RE -
LEIVINO. ONCE IT HAS BEEN FILLED OUT AND RETURNED, THE
EVALUATION WILL ilE COMPLETE.
INo IRUL riONS. Circle one number that most accurately reflects
your response to each statement 1“ strongly agree, 2 ••agree, 3 -neutral,
4*at®agree, 5« strongly disagree Remember, circle only one number
for each statement, ue sure to read the portions of the handbook referred
to before answering the questions.
For any question that triggers thoughts -'Nat need farthur elaboration,
phrase feel free to jot down your comments on the reverse side of the
sheet
,
ONCE AGAIN, THIS IS THE LAST QUESTIONNAIRE YOU 'TILL BS RE-
CEIVING. . PLEASE GIVE It YOUR FULL ATTENTION. A STAMPED,
SELF -ADDRESSED ENVELOPS HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE.
FIGURE XVIII: FINAL EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT, INSTRUCTION
SHEET.
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FIGURE XVIII ; PINAL EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT, PAGE
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•? 2 3
2 2 4 3
1 2 3 l> 5
1 2 3
12 3
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FIGURE XVIII: FINAL EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT, SECOND PAGE.
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12 3^5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
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12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
1 2 .3 4 5
12 3 4 3
1 2 3 4 3
1 Z 3 4 3
1 2 3 4 5
i 2 3 4 5
a 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
; 2 3 •’.• L:
S 3 4 3
FIGUrtu X'vIIi: final evaluative instrument, third page.
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APPENDIX D
DATA RELATED TO THE EVALUATION
OF THE HANDBOOK
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER RESPONSES
I - COMPLETENESS 1 - Strongly Agree
II - CLARITY 2 - Agree
III - COSMOPOLITAN NATURE 3 - Neutral
IV - RELATIVE VALUE 4 - Disagree
V - ANTICIPATED ACTUAL USE 5 - Strongly Disagree
FIGURE XIX. LIST OF EVALUATIVE CRITERIA AND MEANINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE
NUMBER RESPONSES AS EXPLAINED ON QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS.
COMPLETE EXPLANATION OF CRITERIA MEANINGS IS GIVEN IN
CHAPTER ONE, DEFINITION OF TERMS SECTION.
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v'^ur inPut concerning the usefulness of the handbook the
0 t dr? . © w.nu-h -ra vil t be receiving in a f»\v weeks, we ne^d to k»« c ;background o.o an
-clu.ro.tor.. Please complete this quests.
" ‘
'
'
ri\
!
.o us in me cnclve^d, svPmpsd envelope,,
tnnaire b f April 1.2„
in
ou?
etui'
NfUtne
Co-ordinator, Director, Asst."ljir.
,
I Position JSxic. Director, Acting Director. 3 , Date of Birth 1 928.5
yr?,rs av m» E, Administrator 5*56
a) a am a part-time Aa«.»-vim'e A r B.E. Director. part-time (21) full-time (16)
W W Pa - time: Approximate no. of hours/wo.sk devoted to A.. B, E.. position 8,4
Educations Highest Pegr«eB.A. (4); Masters ( 26); CAGS ( 6 ); Doctorate (l)
a) Have you read the A B. E.. administrative manual a produced by any other
states Yes (20) Which states Florida, California, N,Y., Conn,, N,J., Tenn.,
5 11
b) if so, did you find them l ) very useful [ ) useful. of little use ) ©f n© use
During y*-»r first year a« an A.B.E, admir istrator, mvst of your info rmattoa
concerning opers-ting procedures and policies cam® fr-«n:
j ( !
Bureau of Adult Services - direct contact
3 i |
Bureau ©f Adult Services - notices and bulletins
5 ( | Conferences and Training Sessions
10 f ) Ktwhfr re - trial and <?r toj
22 f l Other Directors
' ( 1 University Personnel
(?) Experience in Other Programs
{ ) Other
_SeraId^toGrai31 . Xk)mnon-Sfinaft ; 6 Years .Experience in Guidance.
a) Have you ever attended .ctaff development workshop, fet A.B. E. administrators?
How often
_.vafcjC2ft^~_—
o 4 5 6
b) If »©„ did yen find them 4 - ) very helpful ( ) helpful ( ) of tittle help ! I v. astc cf time
**• K you hud seme bit of adv ice to give prospective A. d E. administrator s in
Massachusetts, what would it be Be Creative. Innovate. Recruit. Be un-school-like
Usejteacher feedback. Be aware of bookkeeping policies. Get off 70^ aS3 - 1
'"ouldn't date say. Know basic regulations . Know school board.
Vlork hard.
PlejL return to Karl Borden, 75 Central Street. Peabody, Massachusetts 01960
FIGURE XX : Information Sheet
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Needs Assessments
Using Advisory Committees
Keeping Track of Materials
Bookkeeping Practices
Proposal Writing
Materials Selection
Teacher Training
Advertising and Recruiting
Audits
Program Schedules
Testing Materials
E.S.L.
Hiring Policies and Procedures
Dealing with State Department
FIGURE XXI: LIST OF TOPICS COVERED DURING THREE INTERVIEWS WITH
A.B.E. DIRECTORS DURING INITIAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT,
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DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION ONE
(INTRODUCTION) OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK
(SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES). POP-
ULATION IS PI.
bl
X
<
3
a
U)
i
0
>
H
J
a>
<
m
0
X
a.
RESPONSE
I
II
III
IV
1 2 3 4 5
2 1 1 0 0 I6 054 .0001
7 7
j
0 0 0 21 e00 .0001
0 3 9 1 0 7.11 .10
3 8 3 0 0 !0 o42 .02
0 11 2 1 0 9 022 .05V
TABLE XIV
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DISTRIBUTION of questionnaire responses
nd chi SQUARE results for section two(PLANNING YOUR PROGRAM) OF FIRST DRAFT OFHANDEOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LISTOF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON-
SES). POPULATION IS PI.
<
a.
u
£
K
o
RESPONSE
I 5 37 13 9 4 54,07 ,0001
II 24 46 3 6 0 110,03 ,0001
HI 6 30 12 5 2 45,27 o000 J
IV 14 37 8 3 2 64,27 ,0001
V 10 27 20 3 3 35,97 ,0001
TABLE XV 485
DISTRIBUTION of questionnaire responses
•
-ND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION THREE(RULES AND REGULATIONS) OF FIRST DRAFT OFHANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST
Or CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON-
SES). POPULATION IS PI.
<
tr
hi
h
tr
a
RESPONSE 1 2 3
1 1 18 15 2 0 44.94 .0001
II 8 27 0 1 0 81.30 .0001
III 5 24 3 4 0 55.84 .0001
IV 6 28 2 0 0 85.84 .0001
V 5 27 3 0 1 76.75
.0001
|
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DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION FOUR
(PROGRAM OPERATION) OF FIRST DRAFT OF
HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST
OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON-
SES), POPULATION IS PI,
UI
X
<
D
0
(/)
I
o
>
h
J
CD
<
CD
0
oc
CL
RESPONSE 2 3 4 5
0 23 13 0 0 60.94 .0001
4 32 0 0 0 108.44 .0001
6 22 5 3 0 40.64 .0001
7 27 2 0 0 72.62 .0001
7 28 1 0 0 79.89 .0001
CR
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distribution of questionnaire responses
and chi square results for section five
(regular reports) of first draft of
handbook (see figure xix for list
OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON-
SES). POPULATION IS PI.
ONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 2 19 6 4 1 33.32 .0001
II 2 25 3 1 2 64.43 .0001
III 2 25 5 1 0 66.25 .0001
IV 4 28 I 0 0 88.36 .0001
V 4 26 3 0 0 73.20 .0001
CR
ITER
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DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION SIX
(APPENDICES) OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK
(SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES). POPULA-
TION IS PI.
>
o
X K
u o.
PONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 0 22 8 3 0 5 1 s39 .0001
II 4 26 2 1 0 72 o60 *0001
HI 5 19 8 1 0 35.32 o000t
IV 7 25 1 0 0 69*26
*0001
V 4 27
2 0 0 80*48 .0001
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TABLE XIX
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED
VS EXPERIENCED) FOR SECTION ONE (INTRODUCTION)
OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX APPENDIX
D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER
RESPONSES). POPULATION IS PI.
J
<
h
0
h
CD
D
U)
2
o
tr
Ld
K
<
D
J
<J
)
U
>•
h
J
m
<
CD
0
tr
£L
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 1 6 0 0 0 7 I. 1 00
1 1 5 1 0 0 7
II 3 4 0 0 0 7 . 29 o92
H 4 3 0 0 0 7
III 0 1 5 1 0 7 5.48 „ 25
III 0 2 4 0 0 6
IV 1 5 1 0 0 7 1. 18 o 87
IV 2 3 2 0 0 7
V 0 4 2 1 0 7 3.82
.40
V 0 7 0 0 0 7
INEX PER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
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TABLE XX
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED
VS EXPERIENCED) FOR SECTION TWO (PLANNING YOUR
PROGRAM) OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE X!X
APPENDIX D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF
NUMBER RES PONSES)* POPULATION IS PI.
j
<
h
0
H
a>
0
01
§
o
a
u
it
<
D
O
III
I
0
>
h
J
<
m
0
it
a.
response 1 2 3 45
INEXPERIENCED
EX PER IENCED
INEXPERIENCED
EXPER IENCED
1 3 20 7 3 2 35 1,46
ID00
I
4 17 6 6 2 35
II
II
III
III
IV
IV
10 24 2 3 0 39 1 „ 06 „ 90
14 22 1 3 0 40
~
3 17 5 1 1 27 2„
70 „ 60 1NEXPER IENCED
3 13 7 4 1 28
EXPERIENCED
7 18 5 1 1
32 00 .94 INEXPERIENCED
7 19 3 2 1
32
EXPER IENCED
5 14 10 1
1 3 1 .701 .96—
5 13 10 2
2 32
__
V
V
EXPERIENCED
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TABLE XXI
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED
VS EXPERIENCED) FCR SECTION THREE (RULES AND RE-
GULATIONS) OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE
APPENDIX D FOR LIST OF CR ITER LA AND MEANING OF
NUMBER RESPONSES). POPULATION IS PL,
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 10 8 2 0 20 1„ 26 . 88
I 1 8 7 1 0 17
H 4 15 0 0 0 19 1.
14 .89
11
4 12 0 1 0 17
—
III
III
3 11 2 3 0
19 .75 .95
2 13 1 1 0
17
IV
IV
V
V
14 2 0 0 19
1.78 .81
3 14 0 0
0 17
3 15 1 0
0 19 8.80 .08
2 12 2 0
1 17
XIX
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPERIENCED
EXPER IENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPERIENCED
EXPERIENCED
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TABLE XXII
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED
VS EXPERIENCED) FOR SECTION FOUR (PROGRAM OPER-
ATION) OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX
APPENDIX D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF
NUMBER RESPONSES), POPULATION IS Pl 0
RESPONSE 2 3 4 5
j
<
h
0
h
m
D
U)
2
0
cc
Li
tr
<
3
o
(f)
X
o
>
h
J
03
<
m
0
QL
OL
0 12 7 0 0 19 0 1.0
0 11 6 0 0 17
2 15 0 0 0 17 0 1.0
2 14 0 0 0 16
III 3 12 3 1 0 19 .58 0 96
III 3 10 2 2 0 17
IV 4 14 1 0 0 19 O0 . 999
IV 3 13 1 0 0 17
4 13 1
' 0 0 18 .96 .91
3 13 0 0 0 16
INEX PER IENCED
experienced
INEXPER IENCED
EXPER IENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPER IENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPER IENCED
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TAELE XXIII
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED
VS EXPERIENCED) FOR SECTION FIVE (REGULAR REPORTS)
OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX APPENDIX
D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON-
SES), POPULATION IS PL
OX K
DC O 0-
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
1
1 10 3 1 1 16 2,6 ,60
I
1 9 3 3 0 16
INEXPERIENCED
EXPER IENCED
II
II
2 14 0 0 1 17 5,06 .25
0 11 3 1 1 16
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
III
1 13 3 0 0 17 1. 16 ,88
III
1 12 2 1 0 16
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
IV 2 14 1 0 0 17 .92 .91
IV 2 14 0 0 0
16
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
1 14 2 0 0 17 9.4 .05
3 12 1 0 0 16
V
V EXPERIENCED
CR
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TABLE XXVI
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INEXPERIENCED
VS EXPERIENCED) FOR SECTION SIX (A F PEND ICES) OF
FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE X|X
FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RE-
SPONSES). POPULATION IS PL
J
<
h
0
h
m
D
U)
2
0
DC
lii
ir
<
D
O
U)
X
o
>•
H
J
CO
<
CD
0
cr.
a.
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 0 10 5 2 0 17 C\JCD .91
I
0 12 3 1 0 16
II 2 13 1 1 0 17 .92 .91
I! 2 13 1 0 0 16
2 10 5 0 0 17 1.5 .82
3 9 3 1 0 16
IV 3
‘
14 0 0 0 17 1.42 .83
IV 4 1
1
1 0 0 16
INEXPERIENCED
EXPER IENCED
INEXPERIENCED
EXPER IENCED
INEXPERIENCED
EXPER IENCED
INEXPER IENCED
EXPERIENCED
3 12 2
' 0 0 17 1.6 .81
1 15 0 0 0 16
V
V
EXPER IENCED
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TABLE XXV
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERIM EVALUATIVE POPULATION ACCORDING TO
IWO CRITERIA (PART-TIME VS. FULL-TIME, EXPERIENCED VS. IN-
EXPERIENCED). RESPONDEES TO FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE ONLY.
PART-TIME
INEXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED
FULL-TIME
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TABLE XXVI
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERIM EVALUATIVE POPULATION ACCORDING TO
WO CRITERIA ( PART-TIME VS. FULL-TIME, EXPERIENCED VS. IN-
EXPERIENCED). RESPONDEES TO SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE ONLY.
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
INEXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED
3 5
!
4 1
TABLE XXVII
DISTRIBUTION OP INTERIM EVALUATIVE POPULATION ACCORDING TO
TWO CRITERIA (PART-TIME VS. FULL-TIME, EXPERIENCED VS. IN-
EXPERIENCED). RESPONDEES TO THIRD QUESTIONNAIRE ONLY.
PART-TIME
INEXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED
FUIL-TIME
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SPONSE
I
I
II
II
III
III
IV
IV
V
V
TABLE XXVIII
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS
FULL-TIME) FOR SECTION ONE (INTRODUCTION) OF FIRST
DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR
LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES,
POPULATION IS PI.
1 6 1 0 0 8 1„30 a 85
1 5 0 0 0 6
4 4 0 0 0 8 0 1.00 PART-TIM E
FULL-TI ME3 3 0 0 0 6
0 2 5 0 0 7 1.26 00 part-tim e
full-time0 1 4 1 0 6
2 4 2 0 0 8 .34 .99
PART-TIME
full-tim e
1 4 1 0 0 6
0 6 1 1 0 8 .70 .95
0 5 1 0 0 6
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TABLE XXIX
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS
FULL-TIME) FOR SECTION TWO (PLANNING YOUR PROGRAM)
OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX
FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUM3ER RESPON-
SES). POPULATION IS PI.
J
<
h
0
h
£D
D
(I)
2
0
CE
UJ
K
<
D
O
(/)
X
0
>
h
J
CO
<
m
o
tr
£L
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 3 21 8 5 1 38 1,54 ,85
I
2 16 5 4 3 30
II 14 26 2 3 0 45 ,22 ,99
H 10 20 1 3 0 34
PART-T1 M E
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
III 3 18 7 2
—
1
—
3 1 ,38
1
,98
in 3 12 5 3 1 24
IV
IV
8 21 4 2 1 36 ,24 ,99
6 16 4 1 1 28
6 15 11
' 2 1 35 ,74 ,94
4 12 9 1 2 28
V
V FULL-TIME
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TABLE XXX
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS
FULL-TIME) FOR SECTION THREE (RULES AND REGULA-
TIONS) OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX
APPENDIX D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUM-
BER RESPONSES), POPULATION IS Pi.
Ox q:
q: u q.
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
1
1 1
1
9 1 0 22 .58 CO
1 0 7 6 1 0 14
PART—T IM E
FULL-TIME
5 16 0 1 0 22 .52 .97
3 11 0 0 0 14
III 4 13 2 3 0 22 1.26
r^
00
• PART—TIM E
III 1 11 1 1 0 14 FULL-TIME
IV 4 18 1 0 0 23 . 12 .99 PART-TIME
IV 2 10 1 0 0 13 FULLpTlME
4 15 2 0 1 22 .80 .94
1 12 1 0 0 14
V
V FULL-TIME
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TABLE XXXI
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS
FULL-TIME) FOR SECTION FOUR (PROGRAM OPERATION)
OF FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX APPENDIX
D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RE-
SPONSES), POPULATION IS PI,
J
<
h
0
h
m
D
in
2
o
x
hi
x
<
D
O
in
i
o
>
H
J
CD
<
CD
0
X
0.
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 0 13 9 0 0 22 ,44 ,98
1 0 10 4 0 0 14
II 3 18 0 0 0 21 , 44 ,98
II I 14 0 0 0 15
III 4 12 3 3 0 22 ,36 „ 99
III 2 10 2 0 0 14
IV 5 15 2 0 0 22 1,5
LO00
IV 2 12 0 0 0 14
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART—TIM E
FULL-TIME
4 17 1 0 0 22 ,54 ,97
3 11 0 0 0 14
V
V
FULL-TIM E
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RESPONSE
1
I
II
II
III
III
IV
IV
V
V
TABLE XXXII
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS
FULL-TIME) FOR SECTION FIVE (REGULAR REPORTS) OF
FIRST DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX
FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON
SES)„ POPULATION IS P1„
1 2 3 4 5
J
<
h
0
h
tn
D
U)
2
0
ir
u
ir
<
D
a
U)
X
0
>
h
J
m
<
m
0
X
Q.
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIM E
PART-TIME
FULL—TIM E
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TABLE XXXIII
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (PART-TIME VS
FULL-TIME) FOR SECTION SIX (APPENDICES) OF FIRST
DRAFT OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR
LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES),
POPULATION IS PI,
J
<
X
LI
h
X
0
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
«
ROW
SUBTOTA
CHI
SQUARE
PROBABILITY
1 0 11 6 2 0 19 1,44 ,86
I 0 11 2 1 0 14
11 3 13 2 1 0 19 2,96 ,58
II 1 13 0 0 0 14
III 4 9 4 1 0 18 2,34 ,59
III 1 10 4 0 0 15
IV 4 14 1 0 0 19 ,69 ,96
IV 3 1 1 0 0 0 14
2 16 1 ' 0 0 19 . 18 ,99
2 11 1 0 0 14
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
PART—TIM E
FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME
CR
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distribution of questionnaire responses
and chi square results for section one
(INTRODUCTION) OF FINAL PRODUCT (SEE FIGURE XIX
APPENDIX D FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEAN-
ING OF NUMBER RESPONSES). POPULATION IS P1P2.
ONSE 1 2 3 4 5
1 15 15 0 0 0 45,0 ,000!
II 15 15 0 0 0 45,0 ,0001
111 8 7 15 0 0 26,34 ,0001
IV 18 10 2 0 0 41,34 ,0001
V 13 14 0 0 0 36,84 ,0001
CR
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distribution of questionnaire responses
and chi square results for section two
(PLANNING YOUR PROGRAM) OF FINAL PRODUCT
SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES). POPULA-
TION IS P1P2.
ui
E
<
D
a
in
1
0
>
h
j
a
<
m
0
E
CL
RESPONSE
I
II
III
IV
1 2 3 4 5
8 90 35 7 10 lS7 092 .0001
38 122 12 0 0 306.84 .0001
25 75 23 7 2
126.8
1
.0001
25 93 15 4 0 210.2! .0001
30 80 35 3 2
167.26
.0001V
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distribution of questionnaire responses
and chi square results for section three
(RULES AND REGULATIONS) OF FINAL PRODUCT*
(SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES)* POPULA-
TION IS P1P2.
ONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 0 63 23 2 2 160,33 .0001
II 15 73 2 0 0 218.78 .0001
III 10 48 20 12 0 73 .79 .0001
IV 23 67 0 0 0 188.78 .0001
V 10 63 15 2 0 148.78 .0001
CR
ITER
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distribution of questionnaire responses
AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION FOUR
(PROGRAM OPERATION) OF FINAL PRODUCT,
(SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES), POPULATION
IS PI P2 0
RESPONSE
I
II
III
IV
>•
W H
o
I E
O o.
1 2 3 4 5
0 43 42 5 0 112,11 ,0001
15 73 2 0 0 218 ,78 ,0001
13 47 12 10 0 77,88 ,0001
20 68 0 0 0 193, 1
1
,0001
13 72 5 0 0 208,78 ,0001V
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DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION FIVE
(REGULAR REPORTS) OF FINAL PRODUCT,
(SEE FIGURE XIX FOR- LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES), POPULA
TION IS P1P2.
ONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 5 63 20 0 2 154*33 .0001
II 18 70 0 2 0 200.44 .000 J
III 8 52 25 3 2 99.22 .0001
IV 17 69 0 0 0 210.00 .0001
V 15 63 10 2 0 148.78 .0001
CR
ITER
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DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS FOR SECTION SIX
(appendices) of final product, (see
FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA
AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES), POPULA-
TION IS P1P2.
111
QL
<
D
0
tf)
X
u
ONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 5 45 38 2 0 104.33 .0001
11 23 62 5 0 0 126.00 .0001
III 10 53 22 5 0 99.9 .0001
IV 23 62 5 0 0 154.17 .0001
V 15 65 10 0 0 162.78 .0001
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COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCT
VS FINAL PRODUCT) FOR SECTION ONE (INTRODUCTION)
OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF
CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES), POP-
ULATION FOR INTERIM RESPONSES IS PI, POPULATION
FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSES IS P1P2.
RESPONSE 2 3 4 5
j
<
H
0
h
m
D
(J)
2
0
a:
UJ
x
<
D
a
in
i
o
>
h
J
a)
<
m
0
X
Q.
I 2 1 1 0 0 4 U4 CM00e
1 15 15 0 0 0 30 -1
ii i 7 7 0 0 0 14 0 1,0
n 15 15 0 0 0 30
'
hi 0 3 7 1 0 13 6,4 ,
15
in 8 7 15 0 0 30
IV 3 8 3 0 0 14
6,04 ,02
IV 18 10 2 0 0 30
V 0 11 2 1 0 14 11,81
,02
V 13 14 0 0 0 27
INTERIM
FINAL-
INTERIM
F INAL
INTER IM
F INAL
INTERIM
FINAL
INTERIM
F ItA L
CR
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COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCT
VS FINAL PRODUCT) FOR SECTION TWO (PLANNING YOUR
PROGRAM) OF HANDBOOK (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR
LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES).
POPULATION FOR INTERIM RESPONSES IS PI. POPULATION
FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSES IS P1P2.
J
<
h
0
h
m
O
in
<:
o
E
Ui
E
<
D
0
U)
X
0
>
h
J
m
<
CD
0
E
a.
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 5 37 13 9 4 68 5.62 . 18
I 8 90 35 7 10 150
INTERIM
FINAL.
II
II
III
III
IV
IV
24 46 3 6 0 79 28.65 .0001
38 122 12 0 0 172
'
'
\
• -
"1
—
—
6 30
—
12 5 2 55 3.56 .48
25 75 23 7 2 132
14 37 8 3 2 64 9.27 .05
25 93 15 4 0 137
INTERIM
F INA L.
INTERIM
F INAL
INTERIM
F INAL.
10 27 20 ' 3 3 63 5.
97 .20
30 80 35 3 2 150
V
V
F INAL
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COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCTVS FINAL PRODUCT ) FOR SECTION THREE (RULES AND
REGULATIONS) OF HANDBOOK, (SEE FIGURE XIX
FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPON-
SES), POPULATION FOR INTER IM RES PONSES IS PI, POP-
ULATION FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSES IS P1P2 0
RESPONSE 1 2 3 4 5
I 1 18 15 2 0 36 7,56
.
12
I 0 63 23 2 2 90
II 8 27 0 1 0 36 3.78 .42
II 15 73 2 0 0 90
INTERIM
F INAL.
INTERIM
F INAL.
Ill
III
5 24 3 4 0 36 3.8 .42
10 48 20 12 0 90
IV 6 28 2 0 0 36 5,86 .21
IV 23 67 0 0 0 90
5 27 3 0 1 36 8.3 .08
10 63 15 2 0 90
V
V F INAL.
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COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCT
VS FINAL PRODUCT) FOR SECTiON FOUR (PROGRAM OPERA-
TION) OF HANDBOOK. (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST
OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES).
POPULATION FOR INTERIM RESPONSES IS PI, POPULATION
FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSES IS P1P2.
RESPONSE
1
I
1 2 3 4 5
0 23 13 0 0 36 3.96 ,43
0 43 42 5 0 90
INTERIM
FINAL
II
4 32 0 0 0 36 1.53 .81
II
—
rr 73 2 0 0 90
III 6
—
22 5 3 0 36 .47 .97
III 13 47 12 10 0 82
IV 7 27 2 0 0 36
5,02 .28
IV 20 68 0 0 0
88
v 7 28 1
0 0 36 »78 . 93
V 13 72 5 0
0 90
INTERIM
FINAL-
INTERIM
FINAL
INTER IM
FINAL
INTER IM
F INAL.
CR
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COMPARISON OF D iSTR IBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCT
VS FINAL PRODUCT) FOR SECTION FIVE (REGULAR REPORTS)
OF HANDBOOK
,
(SEE FIGURE x >x FOR LIST
OF CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES),
POPULATION FOR INTERIM RESPONSES IS PI, POPULATION
FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSES IS P1P2,
J
<
H
0
H
tn
D
0)
S
0
o:
iLl
tr
<
D
O
1*0
X
o
>
h
J
CD
<
CQ
0
IE
Q.
RESPONSE I 23 45
INTER IM
FINAL-
INTERIM
FINAL-
1
I
|
2 19 6 4 1 32 12,56 ,015
5 63 20 0 2 90
II >
II
HI
III
IV
IV
2 25 3 1 2 33 17 ,28 ,0015
18 70 0 2 0 90
2 25 5 1 0 33 8,68 ,07 INTERIM
F INAL-
8 52 25 3 2 90
4 28 1 0 0 33 3,47
oin INTERIM
17 69 0 0 0 86
FINAL-
4 26 3 0 0
33 1,33 ,85
15 63 10 2 0 90
—
V
V
FINAL-
CR
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COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RE-
SPONSES AND CHI SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM PRODUCT
VS FINAL PRODUCT) FOR SECTION SIX (APPENDICES) OF
HANDBOOK, (SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF
CRITERIA AND MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES) 0 POP-
ULATION FOR INTERIM RESPONSES IS PI. POPULATION
FOR FINAL PRODUCT RESPONSES IS P1P2.
J
<
ir
14
h
E
0
RESPONSE i 2 3 4 5
ROW
SUBTOTj
CHI
SQUARE
PROBABILITY
1 0 22 8 3 0 33 7.84
.
10
1 5 45 38 2 0 90
II 4 26 2 1 0 33 5.03
.
28
n 23 62 5 0 0 90
III 5 -J9— .8 1 0 33 .61 .96
III 10 53 22 5 0 90
IV 7 25 1 0 0 33 2.26 .70
IV 23 62 5 0 0 90
4 27 2 ' 0 0 33 1.21 .87
15 65 10 0 0 90
INTERIM
FINAL-
INTERIM
FINAL
INTERIM
F INAL
INTERIM
F INAL
INTER IM
F INAL
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TABLE XLVI
COMPARISON OP DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES AND CHI-SQUARE RESULTS (INTERIM
POPULATION VS. FINAL POPULATION) FOR ALL
SECTIONS OF THE FINAL PRODUCT (P VS . P )
.
(SEE FIGURE XIX FOR LIST OF CRITERIA AND
MEANING OF NUMBER RESPONSES).
RESPONSE
W
os
<
S3
O'
C/3
IH
O
182 759 174 24 9 1148 3.021 .62
271 983 219 42 11 1526
PROBABILITY
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